BOOK OF BLOGS: My History Of The War To Save American
Public Education.
From the most recent, back to February 2012.

When we put our observations down on paper where others
can critique them, we take a stand. Spoken words drift around
and away. Written words effectively communicate our
observations and beliefs. They become the historical record.
This book of blogs began in February 2012. It provides an insight into the issues educators and
communities are facing. It is a history of a war. Diane Ravitch noted: “We didn’t declare this
war, but we must win it.”
Ed’s WP blog site: www.edwardfberger.com.
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THE BOOK OF BLOGS
Please critique these offerings and share any that help you communicate your
concerns about schools and education. Credit this source.

2015
Splintering And Shattering Our Communities
Dr. Edward F. Berger September 3, 2015
There are forces at work that are so destructive they can shatter the hopes and dreams of our
citizens and splinter our communities. Our communities serve the needs of citizens via good
schools, good medical facilities, good policing, good and great services in almost every area.
However, there are forces of greed and power that have come back to haunt us from the
Industrial Age and The Age of Robber Barons when individuals – responsible to no one – ground
fellow human beings into dust. Their control of America became a license to rape, rip, and run.
“I regard this contest as one to determine who shall rule this free country—the people through
their governmental agents, or a few ruthless and domineering men whose wealth makes them
peculiarly formidable because they hide behind the breastworks of corporate organization.”
—Theodore Roosevelt (1907)
The cycle is repeating. We see it fracturing our own community as school and community
college funding has been systematically cut off. The facts are clear. Our really outstanding
schools have been driven into deep financial trouble. These problems are not caused by bad
education or bad anything the schools have done. Certainly, the schools need and will always
need to keep working to evolve and get better, but that is not why they are in trouble. The
majority of parents enroll their children in district schools that have the wide range of
expertise, services, and programs they need. If you are a parent of a child in school, you should
be outraged and fighting like a wounded mother bear for your child’s school and education
future. Our community schools suffer because a political agenda – an ideology – is attempting
to starve and destroy them.
The reality is that the forces that control how our tax dollars are distributed have attacked and
wounded our community schools. At this time, we cannot expect those who have coordinated
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these attacks on America’s future to adequately fund public schools. If we are to save our
schools and our free society, our Prescott community must commit to adequate funding and
insist on quality education for our children. That requires that We The People dig deeper into
our pockets and pass the upcoming bond issue and override. If we do not do this, our
community will never recover. Area schools will not survive. Our children will be irreparably
damaged. We already see the impact of funding cuts and school closures as dollars and
students have been siphoned away from public education and the District is being forced to
close schools.
What hurts communities the most is the spawned divisiveness that has grouped people around
planted lies and destructive ideologies. In our past, people, regardless of religion, political
beliefs, or limited understanding, worked together to build local government and collectively
provide the services the community needs. There were always disagreements, but they were
resolved. There were always fringe individuals and groups that screamed “No New Taxes,” but
as demands for more and better services increase and more people are served, every
reasonable person knows that these services are necessary and really a great deal.
The major recession/depression we are suffering though was brought on by the greed and
avarice of a few. Shades of the world order according to Rockefeller and the Robber Barons. A
great majority of Americans lost economic and social position. Families and children suffer.
They clutch at what they hope is some tattered semblance of the American Dream. The
communities feel the dead hand of those who are fighting to take over the State and the
Nation. Fear is cloaked in hate. Their neighbors are the bad guys. Teachers are at fault. The
community leaders are the enemies. The other political party is to blame. Giving women rights
is wrong. Associations that oppose the billionaire class have to be destroyed. Scared and
confused people group together and refuse to listen to the opinions of others or even to allow a
non-member to address their group. We are experiencing this splintering today and it is
keeping us divided.
The attacks on public schools and educated people are increasing in force. An inculcated belief
that public education must be killed because it cannot be fixed has become a common mantra.
Other schools were formed – partial schools, charter schools – a few developed exemplary
programs. All took funds away from the district schools. Hundreds of millions of dollars remain
unaccounted for and the entire public education system is weakened and severely damaged. A
large percentage of this money went to duplicate facilities and services the public is already
providing. Rather than merge new and effective programs into the existing system, as was the
original plan, the alternative schools are encouraged to define the district public schools as
wrong.
Corporate raiders use the Press to convince American parents that the American education
system has failed, in spite of massive evidence to the contrary. They base this presumed failure
on skewed test scores. They ignore what schools actually do. As they spin these lies continually,
people without crap detectors begin to believe them. Those who have taken power use it to
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bypass or infiltrate elected school boards, privatize schools, and open new schools without
public accountability so they can steal money that taxpayers think goes for kids. They use their
power to take over elected bodies and financially attack and starve excellent public schools and
community programs – kill them – and steal the tax dollars. They use ill-gained political power
to allow school operators to build Real Estate empires while supporting Legislators who stop
calls for accountability. They call this privatization.
Part of the strategy of misdirection was to denigrate, defame, and discount teachers and
professional educators; to blame them for the supposed failure of our schools. If teachers
would only produce more widgets, faster, at a lower wage, efficiency and profit margins would
increase. But children are not products being brought to market. The answer to public
education’s problems is not privatization and the diversion of public resources to private
pockets. These ideologies and acts have devastating effects on every community in America. In
our hearts, we know these are lies, but we have let the lies go unchallenged.
Negative and destructive energy can only last so long before people begin to see through to
reality. That is happening now in many communities. People have been encouraged to ignore
the warnings and information about the demise of public education offered by their
superintendents and elected boards, teachers, and community leaders. People begin to seek
answers and the truth. Where so many partial school promoters sold parents tales of woe and
incompetence, the truth has emerged: They lie. Community members who know little about
their community education programs begin to attend meetings and ask questions. In our
community, this is taking place now. The damage funding cuts have done to proven and
effective programs, to our children, to the longevity of the teaching staff, and to the
maintenance of our facilities, is real and unacceptable.
The State has cut back the funds to support public education programs. There is no evidence
that the State taxes we pay for education will be returned to our communities. Our public
schools and community college are severely damaged and cannot deliver comprehensive
services without more community support.
This is the time when local control has real meaning. A time when responsible citizens dig
deeper into their pockets to support the education of our community’s children. Our schools
need our help. If we each shoulder a bit of the burden, we will heal our community and ensure
a bright future for children and all of us.
“When you wage war on the public schools, you’re attacking the mortar that holds the
community together. You’re not a conservative, you’re a vandal.”
Garrison Keillor
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Getting Our Heads Out Of The Morass
Dr. Edward F. Berger June 11, 2015
Edward R. Murrow once said: “I am in a financial morass from which I am unable to extricate
myself.” Many States are in a political morass as a result of a planned assault on America. The
question is, how do we extricate ourselves? In Arizona, one of the most corrupt states, leaders
are emerging who know how. They use facts and data, and social media to bypass the in-pocket
Press.
Is there anyone who believes that the misuse of hundreds of millions of dollars of public
taxpayer money in Arizona is an unexpected consequence of so-called education reform?
If so, they most likely profit at the expense of the children and families from whom this money
is stolen.
If so, they are part of a radical and nation-killing movement based on feudal ideology and pure
greed.
If so, they are part of a State Legislature that intentionally forbids charter school accountability
and protects those who are given our tax dollars and use them for their own profits, kids-bedamned.
If so, they have written laws that allow pirates to create closed and unaccountable “schools”
that rake in millions of public tax dollars via side-deals and Real Estate deals. They eliminate
students that they can’t benefit from. They kick out children that don’t serve their needs and
send them back into the public schools humiliated, damaged, and often broken.
If so, they are Legislators who do not believe in the separation of Church and State.
If so, they are part of political organizations that supports the privatizers and radical right-wing,
and ignore the damages to their community and to children and families.
If so, they support privatization and profiteering from dollars citizens pay to educate children.
They privatize any-and-all functions of government where there is profit to be gleaned. Prisons
and schools for example.
Is there anyone in Arizona who believes that the extreme right-wing, working for ALEC-KochGoldwater Institute-John Birch Society bosses has not intentionally, decade after decade,
placed totally unqualified non-educators in the position of Superintendent of Public Instruction,
thus undermining public education from inside?
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Those who wield these powers have used every opportunity to destroy the teaching profession,
our community schools, and now our Universities.
Is there anyone in Arizona who doesn’t know that a Right To Work State is a trick to extract
more profit from battered workers and to curtail information the public needs by not letting
workers organize and speak out?
Is there an educated citizen of Arizona who is not convinced that the Democratic process of
Representative Government has been defeated through the control of primary elections and
the selection of those who will get massive financial support: Those candidates they allow to
run and win? That those who wield power have effectively discouraged people from voting?
We can organize and drain the morass. Leaders are emerging. For example, I am very impressed
by Jim Hall the retired principal who has started Arizonans for Charter School Accountability.
https://www.facebook.com/Charterwatchers He has assembled some amazing data. Can he
help get our heads out of the morass? Yes, certainly, IF you and others help him gather data
and present it. Look for leaders. Be prepared to follow and to lead. Organize and work together.
The place where ideas are always flowing is Diane Ravitch’s blog site, www.dianeravitch.net
This is the sharing center of our causes.
Do this for our future and for our children.

WHY US?
Dr. Edward F. Berger June 3, 2015
Why us? Why attack education? Why hurt kids and deprive them of the tools they need to be
productive citizens? Why attack educators and those who work to make America better? Why
work to destroy a profession? Why split and destroy communities? Why hurt families? Why
support corporations that force testing and curricula on states – for profit, not for kids?
Due to our lack of information we parents, educators, and believers in humanity, too often
think we stand alone against those who bring pain and chaos. We don’t know how to react to
the negative and destructive forces that jump out at us and attack the tenets we hold dear. We
assume we are alone and losing a war we did not start.
We do not suffer alone. We are not alone. We must look beyond our immediate threats and
see that American’s system of human dignity and worth is under attack. We are threatened by
a destructive movement that has always been lying in wait, but is now savagely at our throats.
Americans slowed and sometimes stopped this terrible force in the first half of the twentieth10

century. It has gained power again because we naively believe we are protected from a
oligarchical system that creates human bondage.
What must be preserved is the American experiment. We must ensure that the rights of each
one of us are guaranteed. By protecting and guaranteeing each individual’s rights, we protect
everyone. This means 1/340,000,000. Not 340,000,000/1. For educators and parents that
means re-establishing the rights of each child. The evil at our door never considers or accounts
for the damages to individual children. Their system is designed to make them masters of the
masses and end individual rights.
There is a word that has risen to powerful meaning. It is PRIVATIZE. In essence, it means that a
few gain access to the taxes they levy on the people. By gaining power to govern, they – not our
elected representatives – make decisions which are self-serving. ALEC is such a tool. The Koch
Brothers use wealth to force their will. Foundations and other organizations are too often used
to focus destructive energy and kill the American Dream.
A Representative Democracy Of, By, and For The People is in the way of those who are fighting
to reestablish a type of feudalism (oligarchy, fascism) which allows them to control all resources
and own the lives of everyone.
These few self-appointed monsters work by privatizing the functions of government that serve
the people – i.e., public education, Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid, Affordable Care,
environmental protection, scientific research – in fact, all of the services WE provide via OUR
government to ensure that every individual is free and not enslaved. To ensure that every one
has an equal chance. By skewing our US Constitution and our state constitutions they are
expanding their power to use their wealth to appoint minions who work against Democracy.
They have changed our laws and created ways to manipulate our elections. They have the
power to use the primary elections to determine who can run and thus who we can vote for.
The few who intend to rule us all, work to destroy representation via associations. They have
created partial schools and forced the deletion of comprehensive curricula which they do not
want taught. They have the power to create tests that dictate what is taught. They have booted
elected school boards and replaced them with those who do not represent the people or
children. They have sapped state budgets and severely damaged our country. Destroying an
educated populous is key to their takeover. They are attacking and destroying every system
that makes us free – that keeps us free.
America is at war with a small group of self-professed Czars, and Lords, dictators and tyrants
who want to bring back human servitude. A very few political leaders stand in their way and are
strong enough to unite us against the pirates. Only a citizen’s political revolution will stop them.
The 2016 election may determine whether America, the Home of the Brave and the Land of The
Free survives. Parents and educators must be on the front lines fighting for America.
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WHY? You know why this is happening. Now, the challenge is what YOU will do to stop it?

Ruminations*: Reformer Plans For Athletics
Dr. Edward F. Berger March 22, 2015
The powerful education reform movement is well underway. Taxpayers must be pleased with
the progress so far. Legislators have turned the distribution of public tax dollars collected for
public schools over to irresponsible hedge fund billionaires, profit-driven companies like
Pearson PLC, foundations run by proven ‘winners’ like Eli Broad, Billy Gates, and the Waltons,
and compromised public servants placed in the USDOE and the Departments of Education in
most states.
The success of the privatization (pronounced reform) movement has led to new thinking based
upon reliable profit-generating information.
The next targets, according to word reliable on the street, are the terribly wasteful and illmanaged athletic programs now being run by our public schools and universities.
The analysts are drooling as they peruse financial data from middle schools, high schools,
community colleges, state colleges, and especially major universities. The information of
projected earning potential for corporate citizens is motivational. This new wealth pool will
enhance every portfolio. It projects the income from the “gifting” of public facilities to
corporations, and the operation of corporatized athletics. Most encouraging is that precedents
already exists in most states for turning over facilities paid for by local citizens, to charter
(pronounced partial) schools. New York City is a classic example of this. None dare call it theft
because the distribution of public resources is the responsibility of legislatures.
Stripping athletics and athletic programs from public schools provides the seed money that will
enhance investors and provide corporate sports (pronounced gladiatorial) events for the public.
Let’s postulate using the State of Arizona as a model. Arizona has been leading the privatizing
and profiteering movement for over twenty years. Arizona has three outstanding universities,
each with big budget athletic programs. The University of Arizona has approx. 45,000 enrolled.
The University of Northern Arizona enrolls about 23,000, and Arizona State University has the
largest enrollment at over 80,000 – plus the massive potential cash-cow, Sun Devils Stadium.
The newly elected Governor follows a long line of state officials who have been placed through
gerrymandering, through control of the primaries, by ALEC members (American Legislative
Exchange Council), and by the Koch-John Birch Society cults who run the state. The Governor
has clearly stated “… I want to change the way money is spent to put more dollars in the
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classroom.” He is chopping-slashing-destroying university and public school budgets one might
guess, to establish the need for athletic reform. The elephant in the room is literally sitting on
billions of dollars that they claim do not benefit the classroom.
As a review of recent leadership decisions at ASU, for example, shows that the privatization of
university resources is already being considered. Many Libertarians and ‘true-believers’ have
been working on these reforms for years. Charter schools are denied athletic stadiums or even
competitive athletic programs. Legislators have required that these partial schools be able to
use public school facilities, which creates chaos and brings us one step closer to the need for
corporate run athletic programs.
When those who manage by facts and profit-potential take over the athletic programs in our
schools these amazing things will happen:

1) The silly and controversial rules about academic eligibility will end. Being a good athlete is
not dependent on ability to read, compute, or make grades. Athletic eligibility will be based on
performance measured by value added to the corporation. Athletes may be required to take
on-line courses, but even that may not be necessary.

2) Competitive sports at the high school level will be removed from the control of educators
and elected school boards and taken over by competitively selected corporate program
managers. The best athletes from a region or group of schools will represent corporate banners
and totemic symbols in the corporate games. Public school schedules will be arranged by the
corporate leaders to provide time for students to attend required athletic events. Admission to
the corporate games will be paid by the taxpayers of course.

3) To support the stripping-off of athletic facilities, corporations can lease stadiums and training
facilities for as little as a dollar a year. Out of necessity, the taxpayers will continue to be
responsible for upkeep and maintenance. Surely the benefits to the greater community
outweigh the costs to local schools and taxpayers.

4) Schools will be able to focus on academics (pronounced test prep) and most important, the
tests necessary to collect information about racial limitations, future potential, social class, and
family social, mental health, and economic status.

5) Extracurricular activities like pep rallies, cheer leading, and marching bands at halftime will
be ‘away from school’ corporate responsibilities. The training of musicians is obviously
something that can best be left to the schools.
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6) Using the non-profit NBA model, all earnings from these corporate athletic programs will go
to investors pronounced oligarchy) and to high salaries for the best managers. There will be a
pay scale that guarantees athletes are compensated adequately, although many powerful
business men and women are in favor of the Iron Law of Wages, which creates motivation and
hard work.
Reliable sources assert that as wonderful as this reform movement sounds, it may be a year or
two before objections can be stifled and the first Athletic Reform Movement succeeds. It will be
difficult to strip the athletic supporters away from the old guard as their jobs in public school
sports programs are eliminated, but look to Arizona to lead the way. Arizona may be the first
state to have an Athletic Reform Governor working with athletic supporters in the Legislature.
*Rumination is the compulsively focused attention on the symptoms of one’s distress, and on
its possible causes and consequences, as opposed to its solutions. Wikipedia Free Encyclopedia

Saving Community Schools
Dr. Edward F. Berger January 18, 2015
“We did not declare this war, but we have to win it.”
Diane Ravitch
1. Define what is worth saving
Parents across America are fighting for quality education. There are many options, but only one
addresses the needs of the complete child: Comprehensive Education. What is that? It is a wellbalanced curriculum like the curricula found in public schools that introduces every child to the
ways of thinking in at least ten disciplines.
It is a curriculum that begins pre-K and extends through the university level. It is a foundation
approach that creates threads running through each level of schooling, becoming more
pronounced and visible in secondary schools where the disciplines are studied separately, but
in an interdisciplinary manner.
Teaching is done on a continuum. The acquisition of learning skills and knowledge is not a onetime, one shot approach to educating a child. Taking a child out of this skills-building education
approach has lasting damage. Even a “good” partial school breaks these threads and often is
unable to provide the foundation skills every child needs.
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Most parents understand the importance of the K-12 approach to teaching and learning. Before
removing their child from a public school with a comprehensive program, they explore other
options their school district provides. (For example, changing teachers or exploring a different
approach to mastery).
Over 90 % of parents trust and want to save public district schools. The reasons for the war we
have to win is that profiteers and ideologues have severely damaged our schools by financial
starvation and campaigns of misinformation. The main reason for this is that they want access
to the tax dollars we citizens pay for public education. They do not want community elected
school boards. They want only minimal accountability and that only in areas where they assume
they can provide better test scores. For-profit partial schools take approximately 30% out of the
money the state provides for each child and puts it in private pockets. Yes, there are wellmeaning people who really believe they can take over and do education better. None – I must
repeat that, NONE – have demonstrated that they can provide quality comprehensive schools
that work for the whole child.
Think about your public school experiences. Outside of class, many other very important
activities were supported by the school. Clubs played a major role in introducing students to
different ways of thinking. Astronomy may not have been taught as a course but there was
probably an astronomy club. If you were not out for a sport, there were intramural
opportunities to learn games and sportsmanship. Work-study programs and field trips provided
real adventures in the world outside of school. The school paper, the annual staff, theater, the
arts, marching band, competitions like We The People, and so many more opportunities were
available. Our public schools provide so much more.
Combined with the threads of learning and thinking in many disciplines, these activities –
including play and physical movement – must be present for all children. These are the
components of comprehensive education.
2. How to win the war
A majority of parents, teachers, and community members want to win this war. But how?
We must stop assuming that people know what public schools do. Identify the strengths of your
public schools. Their staff. Their graduates. The history of your district schools. Be able to
explain how important our schools are to the community and what they do. Be able to explain
the damage a partial school can do to children and to community.
Prepare so that you can explain what teacher certification requires. How teachers train to be
experts in their fields and understand how learning takes place. Be able to go into depth about
how certified, experienced teachers identify learning styles, learning readiness, developmental
readiness, and overcoming the effects of disabilities, poverty and other negative factors. These
skills are not “gut feelings.” Untrained and un-vetted individuals are not good teachers. Nor
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would they be good doctors or good accountants. They may be caring people, but that doesn’t
make them good educators. Teachers are trained and prepared to deal with the needs of
children. It does not come naturally.
Form a community education group working with the district administration, teachers, and key
community leaders. Focus on educating your community. You must counter the misinformation
and lies put out by those who intend to kill public education and the teaching profession.
The most important rule that all must remember and follow is: Ownership through
contribution.
Get locals involved in the solutions and they will have ownership. Ownership is the basic
element in contribution. Donations of time and money flow from ownership. Votes for
overrides and bonds flow from ownership.
I have never seen a program or ‘fundraising’ succeed if the people who are asked for help do
not know they are an important part of the solution.
Finally, fight like hell! You have the majority on your side. When you ask, you will find the
community is already sold on quality schools. Educate and ask! Talk about children and their
needs, not administration needs or operational costs. Those issues fall into line when you serve
children.

BARBERISM Raises Its Head
Dr. Edward F. Berger January 1, 2015
Let’s agree to use simple terms to describe complex matters. Think of a sieve used for
separating coarse, from fine parts of matter. Now imagine people who believe that running
students through a sieve built of data will allow them to correct or remove unacceptable
thinking – like getting rid of individuality, and those who think in ways that are not acceptable
to those who are designing new standards for humankind. Barberism: Selecting those who can
be programmed (educated?) in a new world order, and re-programming those who do not fit
through the data-screens they create.
Sieves, for that is exactly what they are, were used in Nazi Germany to sort out those with
unacceptable religions, race, physical measurements, intelligence, illnesses, and of course
wrong thinking.
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Sieves are being designed to standardize and program children. The warp and woof of these
techniques is made up of data threads used to identify children who will be shaped to fit a
predetermined ideal of the perfect subordinated child/citizen (learner?) Sieves are being used
to generate data to decide who will be accepted into the new order and those data-judged
souls who must go through “customized” re-programming. No one is making this up. This is
happening now.
Who designs the sieves? That’s easy: TEST DESIGNERS. When people have the power to design
tests, they can force what is taught, in any way they choose. Sadly, there are still people who
have not realized that tests drive curriculum – what is taught, what is left out, and what is factadverse. Teachers use tests to see if what they taught is what students learned. Now,
corporations have made testing and curriculum design a multi-billion dollar a year business.
They are so powerful they can force their products and their views on school districts,
universities, departments of education, the AMA and doctors – on all of us. Few question their
motives or the Barberism behind their hidden agendas. They make the tests secret so no
organization can study them and understand how they are used for inculcation.
Those who run these corporations have amassed great wealth and power. They are well aware
that by writing tests and the curriculum to support the tests, and by using tests to collect data
on every aspect of a child’s life, they can engineer a new order, a utopia they design and force
into place. This is beyond fiction in any genre. This is the power and warped ideology they are
forcing on America and much of the world. Focusing on the Common Core fiasco is but one
example. Common Core forces machine language and thinking, instead of creative and original
thought in all disciplines.
Will it work? Can they program young brains to do what they want while sorting out those who
do not or cannot think their way? As we peruse their agenda and plan of attack, we ask, who
would have to be re-programmed? Who would not be admitted into their utopia? Of course,
Albert Einstein. As a child he did not do what was expected. He jumped over the limited
thinking of his time. He would be data-judged by the new Barberism, and rejected as
untrainable. Steven Hawking? Same thing. He would test at the low end of everything these
iniquitous, limited thinkers hold dear. How about Alan Turning? Would they use body and mind
altering chemicals to eliminate those they don’t want?
Let’s bring this closer to home. One of the most avid supporters of this data-driven sieving
process is Billy Gates. If Billy applied the new standards to himself as a child, he would never
have been allowed in the garage. A character on the education scene would disappear. Arne
Duncan, who has championed this takeover and a promised data-driven utopia, and has
directed the USDOE to support Barberism, would be getting his pilot’s (pile it) license in a
stable.
The fact is, almost all our creative thinkers would be discouraged, labelled, and damaged.
Poets, authors, musicians, artists, planners, visionaries, lovers, and even some great politicians,
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would never pass through the sieves they are now designing. Barberism alludes to a way to
identify and reprogram these misfits and mesh them into shape.
If this information sparked your sense of right and wrong, read: 6 Lessons from Pearson’s
Assessment Renaissance: “Preparing for a Renaissance in Assessment,” critiqued and compiled
by Peter Greene. My version came through Diane Ravitch’s blog, as does most current
information about American education. I was able to copy all four parts of Green’s work into
Word, where I had time to peruse it and react.
Pearson PLC is no stranger to me. It is a massive foreign corporation. (Google: Pearson PLC and
understand its power). I have blogged for several years about the damage they do. Remember,
corporate “veils” are used to hide the individuals who control them. What do you think of Peter
Hill’s and Michael Barber’s plans for world change?
“It would be easy to dismiss Pearson as simple money-grubbing corporatists, to lump them
together with the goofy amateurism of a Duncan or a Coleman. But they are rich, they are
polished, they are powerful, and they are, I believe, driven. I have never read work by
Michael Barber in which he does not note that changing the global face of education is a
moral imperative, a job that he must do because he knows what must be done to improve
mankind. For me, that takes this all to a new level of scary.” Peter Greene Dec. 2014

2014
Charter Schools Are Set-up To Fail
Dr. Edward F. Berger December 18, 2014
For many years, I have written about the charter school movement. As you know, I label the
majority of these schools “Partial Schools,” because they deprive students of a comprehensive,
interdisciplinary curriculum. They discount the need for teacher certification and experience,
and they duplicate many services and programs the taxpayers are already providing.
What happened that created a chaos of charter schools?
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The Koch-ALEC machine saw ‘school choice’ and ‘charter schools’ as a vehicle to carry out their
mission. Within a short time they were able to control legislatures, by-pass or infiltrate the
state school boards, and set up appointed (not elected) boards/organizations to “supervise”
charter schools. These new boards stripped away accountability. They opened the gates to a
chaos of partial schools with little accountability to children and taxpayers.
In most states, the politicians in charge followed the direction of corporations controlled by The
American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC), and the parent of this organization, the Kochfunded continuation of the John Birch Society and its tenets. (Google ALEC, and verify this
information). These powerful, well-funded politicians have several guiding tenets:
1) To destroy public education (not just district schools).
2) To destroy all forms of worker representation (associations, unions);
3) To “privatize” public tax dollars for their own use and profit
4) To end Representative Democracy in America.
Charter schools, like district schools, are set up to fail
Charter schools are organized to provide access to public tax dollars. We understand that, but
they are actually designed to siphon dollars away from the majority of students in district
schools and thus damage district schools and eventually shut them. Too many operate for
profit, or to take money from public funds for personal or corporate gain. Too many cheat
students because they operate “partial schools.” An example: Virtual Schools.
Many partial schools are set-up to destroy the teaching profession by discounting the
importance of experience, certification, professional standards, and associations.
Charter schools disperse dollars citizens pay for the education of children, to banks and
financial managers, management corporations, Real Estate purchases and leases, individuals
serving on their governing board, nepotism, curriculum re-packagers, religious groups, and
testing corporations. Public tax dollars too often go to individuals (often through the
corporations they run) who gain “ownership” of these ‘public’ schools and their resources, and
milk them for profit.
Charter schools are given a limited amount of dollars for each child served. A large percent of
this per-capita does not go toward the educational program, it goes to replicate the services the
public is already paying for. Taxpayers pay twice. Children are cheated.
Waiving experience and certification for teachers allows charters to hire low-paid, unqualified
individuals like Teach For America kids, friends, relatives, or idealistic certified teachers at
starvation wages. This in no way serves children, but it saves money that may keep the doors
open. These conditions eventually kill the charter school.
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The reality is that the sincere and dedicated individuals who operate charter schools are set-up
to fail, thus carrying out the mission of those who hijacked the charter school concept as part of
their Ideologically-driven attempt to destroy public education.
So, why do we have charter schools? Can we get back to their original purpose?
I was part of a community team of parents, educators, businessmen, and retired professionals
who worked for almost a year to define and create the charter school movement, and a model
K-8 charter school. We worked closely with the State Superintendent of Public Instruction and
the State Board of Education. We created and opened the second charter school in our state in
1994.
Based on the strict educational guidelines then in place, we established that charters schools
could be formed to demonstrate new and better approaches to education if they adhered to
the Comprehensive Curriculum, and the Essential Skills for each discipline. We believed that
these new approaches, when proven, could be exported back into the public district schools.
Each charter was given up to five years to prove their approaches. If they could not show that
their changes were more effective for the children served, they would be closed. We developed
evaluation methods and specific teaching measurements focused on Mastery Criteria
Checklists.
The operating guidelines for charter schools* were adopted and put in place by the State Board
of Education. *The accountability guidelines for K-6 schools are different from those for middle
schools. High schools require different guidelines.
The first charters followed these strict accountability guidelines, but as noted above, the
movement was taken over and accountability deleted.
What must happen?
It is time for a merger of successful charter schools with their public school districts. It is time to
support the creative and risk-taking educators who, at great personal and financial risk, have
stepped outside of the often petrified public education systems and demonstrated other
effective ways. It is time they, and their proven ideas, join and strengthen district public
schools, and that they stay in leadership roles as proven change agents.
It is time to close the floodgates of public tax dollars that are being drained from our district
schools. We must stop replicating the resources the public is already paying for, including all
operation and capital dollars, into programs that better serve children. It is time to
democratically elect all school governing boards. It is time to confront those whose clear
mission is to destroy public education and the teaching profession. We educators and taxpayers
must unite to save America’s great public education system.
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Arizona Ethics? The Most Corrupt State? How Corruption Affects
Arizona Schools

Dr. Edward F. Berger December 8, 2014
According to researchers at the Harvard University, Edmond J. Safra Center For Ethics, I live in
a State that is home to the most political corruption in America. I am 75-years old and have
been an educator all my life. I have taught, mentored, pioneered, and researched. I am a leader
in experiential education. I have been involved in Arizona education since 1991.
What have I experienced? Great things at all levels Pre-K-University! Dedicated teachers and
administrators constantly working to improve our schools; dedicated human beings fighting for
children and quality education. They are pitted against an economic system that has created
pockets of poverty which damage children and their potential for learning, and political
ideologues who want to destroy or profit financially from public education.
I am witnessing first-hand the calculated destruction of Arizona public schools and the
professional educators who serve our children.
Arizona is a ‘right-to-work state.’ No worker’s rights means no organized opposition to the
politicians who control the State. As with other public employees, educators have no power to
confront and expose abuses and those who damage our schools and children.
Arizona is a ‘one-party-rules state.’ One powerful political party controls what happens to our
children and our community schools. That party is closely aligned with the religious right. Those
groups gets access to the education tax dollars citizens pay. With tax dollars, they inject
religious bias into the curriculum in the schools they run. Politicians in Arizona have effectively
broken down the barriers between church and state.
How do they do it? Too many make profits from the education tax dollars citizens pay for our
children. They do this by privatizing schools, bypassing safeguards, and taking over or
eliminating elected school boards that stand in their way. They exempt, stop, modify, or
eliminate accountability. They stop full audits and the release of specific information about
what these profit-driven schools do to, or for children. They maintain a chokehold on
information.
In Arizona, under the cloud provided by the Legislature, hundreds of millions of dollars are not
accounted for. As a result of legislation, well over 600 charter schools have been created since
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the mid-90s. There are over 450 of these partial schools active now. Whole industries including
banks and finance systems, school management services, and curriculum businesses have risen
to get a ‘free’ piece of the public education pie. Public tax dollars are being diverted into private
ventures. All of these services come out of the tax dollars that citizens are led to believe
educate children.
Services already provided by law in our public district schools are being duplicated at great cost
to taxpayers. In Arizona, ‘schools- of-choice’ spend valuable resources on rent and purchases of
buildings. This results in public funding used to buy, build, or lease space. It often pays the
property mortgages for private corporations and crooked individuals who will end up owning
the buildings. What a great deal for kids. Right?
Besides siphoning off teaching money for buildings, kids are not getting the comprehensive
curriculum and services that our district schools must provide. Partial schools cheat children by
not exposing them to at least 10 disciplines taught by certified and vetted professionals. Partial
schools cheat children.
Teachers take the hit. After you take out profits, management fees, Real Estate commissions,
and rent, there is not much left for quality professional teachers and supplies. Cut personnel
costs and you increase profits. One sees why the political machine ruled that trained and
certified teachers are not necessary in ‘partial schools’. Interesting to note that the lie, “Bad
teachers are responsible for school failure,” is a cover up for, “Cutting teachers with training
and experience increases profit.”
Arizona is a state controlled by ALEC (Alliance Of Legislative Executive Councils). Much of the
Alliance’s agenda comes from the teachings of the radical right-wing John Birch Society , the
legacy the Koch Brothers continue to force on America. The Koch Brothers, ALEC, and the
Arizona political machine advocate the destruction of public education in America, the end of
workers’ rights and worker organizations, and the right to access public tax dollars for their own
profit. They call it “privatizing.”
Much of ALEC’s work is to bypass democratic processes including elected school boards. In
Arizona, those in political power have made certain the Superintendent of Public Instruction is
not an educator, but rather one who follows their directions. They ensure this by controlling
the primary elections and bankrolling the agents they put in charge of public education. In a
recent contest, their candidate was exposed (by his own doing) as a bigot and a thug. He lost in
the primaries. An educator ran to replace him. The educator was defeated by a completely
unknown, non-educator who was elected because of her party, not her qualifications.
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More often than not, legislators allow ALEC teams to write the legislation they will introduce
and vote in. This process subverts the democratic process of representative government. It is in
fact, corporation representation.
Today, all across the state, public district schools are being intentionally starved to destroy
them. Communities are seeing the Legislature intentionally deprive them of the necessary
funds to serve all children and to follow Federal and State laws. In many areas, (Phoenix for
example) the Legislature is supporting segregation, allowing the establishment of “special”
partial schools for children of color. “Separate but unequal,” is the idea. Haven’t we been here
before?
District public schools are struggling to serve the children in Arizona. They do not fail because of
bad teachers or difficult students. They struggle because the support they need to excel is
intentionally bled off by Arizona politicians. This environment is conducive to those who profit
from access to our education tax dollars. These beneficiaries are private corporations in the
guise of innovation, data mining, and selling unnecessary tests and teaching materials created
by outfits like Pearson PLC: For profit, not for kids.
The ideological assumptions of those who try to destroy public education – or to profit from the
funds provided for children - have been proven wrong and harmful. Even with crooked
politicians, the facts must get through.
In Arizona, few speak against the corruption. That must end.

We Need To Know … We Don’t Want To Know
Dr. Edward F. Berger November 23, 2014
IS EDUCATION REALLY ABOUT WHAT HAPPENS TO All CHILDREN?
If so, where are the follow-up studies of those dropped on their heads by the schools? We don’t
have information – at least not in any district or charter schools I know of – about the kids
pushed out of schools. We like to call them “dropouts,” but they really are “push outs.” For
whatever reason, these kids are damaged and forced out as soon as they reach the legal age to
drop them. We need to track them. My state, known as the “Wild West of Charter Schools,” has
what may be the highest push-out rate in the US. It is created by ideologies that have failed, but
are still in place and never accountable.
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There are no funds to repair the damages and help the push-out kids get caught-up. Few
community colleges can provide the remedial work and tutoring necessary for these damaged
human beings to master the essential skills and pass the GED – or at the least, get the basic
skills necessary for employment. As it stands, few employers will hire them. The military
doesn’t want them. They have no futures. We are creating a massive welfare generation of very
angry alienated citizens.
Parents sold on school choice, pull their children out of comprehensive public schools and
enroll them in partial schools in the hope that this choice will deliver a better education. Then
two things happen: 1)The partial school works for their child and what has been left out of a
comprehensive education may not hurt the child’s chances. 2)The partial school must show
progress on test scores and college admissions. Kids that don’t perform well are most often
dropped and kicked back to the district school. They arrive back in the district schools way
behind the other students who have experienced teachers and a comprehensive curriculum. As
they experience the failure built into this reality, they most often drop out, or fade until they
are passed on to get rid of them.
Every education department must keep tract of and record, for the public record, the children
deprived of a quality education. No one can ignore this crisis that affects so many of our young
people. If, as a parent, teacher, or taxpayer you can not get the information about the numbers
of children harmed by our schools, and know which schools – public or charter, then demand
it!
Tests have been forced on our schools by those who buy into a business model for education
and believe more data will make schools accountable and better. The irony is that they have
not collected and analyzed the data about children failed by the schools as a result of failed
ideologies.
If you have data about the children damaged by charter schools and district schools, please
share it. Be specific. Don’t reveal personal data. Let’s inform our Nation and its leaders of this
terrible waste. Share case studies.

President Obama Destroyed His Educator Base
Dr. Edward F. Berger November 6, 2014. After the mid-term elections.
The Obama administration, and especially Arne Duncan, dealt a blow to educators, parents and
educated citizens when they sided with corporations like Pearson, and those who believe a
punishing blow to teachers and public community schools will improve American education.
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The USDOE is now an agency without credibility, driven by ideologies that are not based in
reality. For example, pushing the false belief that bad teachers are responsible for troubled
schools. The Obama administration discounted the real factors that hold children back poverty, fear, instability, and futility generated by a failed economic system, not teachers or
bad parents. In doing this, President Obama has lost the confidence of our educated leaders
and shamed his largest support base.
By systematically destroying the nations confidence in educators and public schools, and
following unqualified, self-appointed change agents like Bill Gates, Eli Broad, Michelle Rhee,
Mike Bloomberg, and a few dozen other half-rights, this administration undermined confidence
in educators and fact-based education. To do this they develop tests to prove that bad teachers
are exposed by student tests. They do this by whatever means Pearson can profit by selling
tests, and more tests, that are made mandatory for all school districts to buy and force into
place. To do this, they overlook what schools really do for children and for the future.
President Obama ignored votes of no confidence in Arne Duncan and the present course of the
USDOE. He totally discounts scholars and experienced education leaders. In doing so, he
destroyed his base. He has let stand the false charges that teachers and teachers associations
are the problem, and he has allowed the re-segregation of schools in many states. He has
supported access to public tax dollars by religious schools. He has provided wealth from our
education tax dollars to profit-driven corporations, not for kids.
I can only hope he assesses the cost of his education policies and the alienation of educators,
parents, and educated people. He has followed the most radical Republican agenda. The
question is why? What did Arne Duncan and his team of sellouts do to deserve his support?
What did making the USDOE into an agency to destroy public schools, and open the education
tax coffers to greed, do for America?

Opening The Door To the Space In-Between
Dr. Edward F. Berger September 2014
There are questions we don’t ask because…? Maybe we never thought about the possibilities
and couldn’t form the question. Or, maybe we thought about the possibilities and decided
that what we imagined couldn’t happen – even if the changes wrought would make a
significant contribution.
This is a true story, my story as a young educator who explored that space between Thinking
About The Possibilities, and pushing ahead against the place where, It Can Never Happen. The
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in-between place is where a searcher can go and create something with the potential to wake
petrified systems.
I knew the danger of opening the door to the space in-between. I knew how the system that
would bear the brunt of my research and reject it, worked. I knew that what I imagined was not
acceptable to a whole mindset, a whole self-perpetuating system that would have to change
and evolve in ways that created chaos within accepted dogmas. But I could not ignore what I
had discovered as I opened my mind to new ways of looking at the things I did as an educator.
Actually, I discovered two bombs that would threaten the way things were done across the
nation and increasingly across the planet. The first was not a new discovery. It served as an
example of how systems reject information that does not perpetuate what seems to be
working. John Dewey described necessary changes to the way we educate. Essentially, he
clarified experience and education; how learning units must have a real and practical
application. He showed us that lessons at every level had to end with a contribution to oneself
and to society. Everyone who is a learner agrees with Dewey. But, his teachings do not
penetrate to the base levels of our schools. His message stops where it conflicts with the way
we organize and run our institutions. There are hundreds of examples of how right Dewey is,
but few examples of those who break away and follow his teachings. By the late 1960s, I was
one of those who tried.
I designed programs that would, as the brochures for my new courses promised, “…put
students in the action where the action is.” During the school year, I took American History
students into the community to interview old timers and find places – like the notches in
hillsides cut by the wagon wheels of travelers along the Smoky Hill Trail, old burial grounds, and
the original Cherry Creek Schoolhouse which had been sold at auction in the early 50s and
moved to a remote ranch. I worked to create programs, like EPIC – Educational Participation In
the Community – and at one point coordinated over 800 students in volunteer service projects
throughout the greater Denver Area. I supported programs like MAL – Mutually Aided Learning
– that prepared high school students as aides in elementary and junior high classrooms. By
observing and evaluating students in many programs, my insights into the areas John Dewey
proffered grew and were enhanced. There was no question in my mind that learning was
enhanced by involvement and contribution.
I needed to create supplemental, interdisciplinary programs (supplementing the public schools
curriculum). In 1967, I discovered what turned out to be the perfect place to do that. The
following summer the district allowed me to design and run summer sessions in SW Colorado
near Mesa Verde. The course was: Introduction To Community Service And Social Studies Field
Techniques. The success of those programs led to the creation of I-S Educational Programs, Inc.,
which became the Crow Canyon School and is now, 46 years later, named the Crow Canyon
Archaeological Center. The story (history) of that breakout experiential education center is
described in my book, Crow Canyon: Pioneering Education and Archaeology of the Southwest
Colorado Frontier.*
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But I mentioned two bombs. The second breakthrough was a result of the first and it is a threat
to the way we run our schools. In fact, most educators want nothing to do with it although
privately they agree it is necessary. They protect the status-quo by believing It Can Never
Happen.
As Crow Canyon’s programs evolved we made a breakthrough: Accelerated Learning.
Accelerated Education. Between 1972 and 1986, our staff and especially Jo Berger and I
designed programs (better called experiences) that motivated learners. What we learned is that
we had a short window of time in which to prepare students to make a contribution in
whatever they were doing. We didn’t have a year, or a semester, or even a week to get
students up-to-speed and in the action. We had to help them be effective and not drain energy
from those they worked with. We had to accelerate learning.
The greatest challenge we faced was in the Archaeology program. If our students were to be
ready to work alongside prominent Southwestern Archaeologists, doing original research, on a
site, on survey, and in the lab, we had to take them from zero knowledge to capable in a little
more than two days. Impossible? Not when you realize how the application of what is learned
motivates learners. Not when you understand how learning accelerates when students are
highly motivated. Not when you understand how games and group activities make learning fun
and accelerate learning.
Now, you can see why this cannot happen. How would you run a school if the students didn’t
need a semester or a year for each level of math, history, or a division of science? How would
one fill a school year – 176+ days – if the students mastered the subjects in only days or weeks?
How would we provide immediate and practical application of what is taught? How would each
student be able to make a contribution? What would that do to bus schedules and keeping the
kids safe while the parents work?
There isn’t room in this blog to go into the details of how we were able to put students into
positions of responsibility, with adequate information so they did no damage, where they could
make a contribution in a very short time.
We created a process – a means of instruction – that worked with high school students, then
with elementary school children, and finally with people into their 80s. By 1979, much of our
research was in place. We could repeat successful behaviors because we had names for
dynamics that worked – handles that allowed us to turn thoughts in our minds and explain
them to others. We knew how to structure student experiences in ways that excited them and
let them put their energy into whole new patterns of learning and giving. I called this: The
Learning Path.
In the Spring of 1986, our research ended. We had hoped that the staff would continue to
understand how education integrated and enhanced all of our programs. Then, for many years,
the information about motivation, hands-on experiential learning, accelerated learning, and the
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need of students to make a contribution, was eclipsed and the library of Crow Canyon’s history
was lost. In time, new educators came to the same conclusions Jo and I did and the education
programs bloomed again. Today Crow Canyon, is once again a place that would make John
Dewey smile.
*An electronic download of Crow Canyon (2nd edition) is available free at:
www.millennialbooks.com

Focus On The Children – What We Do for Them And to Them
Dr. Edward F. Berger August 2014
Many communities are fighting to save their public schools. When the administrators and
elected board members interface with their communities to pass bond issues or stop the drain
of students pulled away by partial schools, they assume everyone knows they are fighting for
kids. That must be the reason they don’t focus on education issues. They focus on the things
they deal with and understand. Years ago I heard an administrator observe, “We focus on
buildings and permanent things. The kids? They’re just passing through.”
Specific information from teachers about the strengths and the needs of the educational
programs are too often left out of the messages given to the community. When a bond issue
fails, or enrollment drops, there is great concern that the community does not support its
schools. Yes, in difficult economic times folks are reluctant to vote for new bonds. Voters need
to know that student needs will be met by their vote. Districts need to counter the claims of
partial schools and be very clear about what they offer.
The reality is that the public will not support district schools that fail to communicate the
education benefits they provide, and the needs teachers identify. Partial (alternative) schools
succeed where the district schools do not explain the wealth of advantages they deliver for
every child.
Voters will support necessary services for children when they understand how this extra burden
of taxation helps kids. Not kids five years from now, but kids in school now. In my book,
Unscrewed, The Education of Annie, I shared one of the most devastating replies a
superintendent made to parents concerned about the lack of an effective math program. The
Superintendent, filled with righteous indignation, replied, “For your information we are working
on that. In five years we will have one of the best math programs in the state.” The parents
replied, “But our children are in school now. They won’t be here in five years.” That exchange
broke the bond between parents and the district school. Almost all of those parents found
partial schools as alternatives.
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When a partial school can suck students away from a district school, something is very wrong.
District schools have elected school boards, certified teachers and administrators, the ability to
raise capital dollars through bonds for building and maintenance (and not have to use
instructional dollars to create a school space), and comprehensive curricula. It is almost certain
that teachers are not being listened to. It is an indicator that the immediate needs of children
are only assumed to be known by those interfacing with the community.
District schools must provide information necessary for parents to decide which school best
provides all of the options their child must have. If parents take their children out of district
schools it is certain that they do not know the differences between a district school and a
partial school, or even what comprehensive curriculum, teacher certification, and teacher
expertise and experience mean for students. District schools must keep this information before
the public.
Increasing class size, eliminating experienced and proven teachers and counselors, deleting
services, closing libraries, killing art programs, using TFA and other cheap, unskilled class-sitters,
and assuming that fear (high stakes testing and its inherent threats) motivates human beings,
destroy public support for district schools.
Classroom teachers have long been denied a seat at the community table. When a district
involves experienced teachers in planning, and in communicating with the public, the
community becomes aware of the issues limiting the education program our tax dollars are
supposed to provide. When they have this understanding, they support district schools.
In summary, all educators and elected board members must continually educate their
community as to the needs of children currently in district schools. The responsibility of the
administration, board members, and teachers is to relate capital needs to instructional needs,
and show how children will be better served. Their emphasis must be on education issues. Their
focus must be on children.

Now The Evidence Is Irrefutable
Dr. Edward F. Berger August 2014
While America was asleep, at least three groups have moved to control American Education:
Group one, the most damaging, is motivated by gaining access to the tax dollars citizens pay for
public education. They hide behind a pretense of serving children and building America’s
future. They are ruthless pirates who have no allegiance to anything but their own wealth and
power. They are often hedge fund managers. Many are successful entrepreneurs who believe
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that because they created or inherited wealth, they are experts in every field.
Rupert Murdoch states openly that there are over $500,000,000 (million) new dollars a year
that they want access to. They call themselves by names that would have us believe they are
reformers who put America first. They fool some poor suckers as they steal the American
Dream from us all.
Group two, a large mixed group made up of those who call themselves “education reformers.”
Typically, these “reformers” do not have an education background, any legitimate certification,
and any, or very little teaching experience. They have grand visions of themselves which
manifest in a drive to change and profit from a system they are unable to accurately define and
do not understand. None of these self-appointed change agents are focused on what our
children need.
Those with this narrow, self-serving mindset accept that something is true without checking or
affirming it. (i.e., Bad teachers are the problem). They claim to have hunches or insights that
will correct problems. A woman who typifies this limited thinking is Michelle Rhee. She
demonstrates a myopic way of thinking that is not productive. That is, if you threaten and hurt
people they will get in line behind your assumptions or get out of your way. Bill and Melinda
Gates are part of this way of thinking. If you devise tests that are designed to fail children and
their teachers, you will motivate them and purge the profession – or so this tragic way of
thinking plays out.
Let’s tap Dr. Jill Bolte Taylor’s clear definition of the direct antithesis of the “reformer’s
mantra”.
“It might be of interest to note that all of today’s ‘brain-based learning’ techniques used in
elementary through high school capitalize on what neuroscientists understand about the
functions of the limbic system. With these learning techniques, we try to transform our
classrooms into environments that feel safe and familiar. The object is to create an
environment where the brain’s fear/rage response (amygdala) is not triggered. The primary job
of the amygdala is to scan all incoming stimulation in this immediate moment and determine
the level of safety. One of the jobs of the cingulate gyrus of the limbic system is to focus the
brain’s attention.
When incoming stimulation is perceived as familiar, the amygdala is calm and the adjacently
positioned hippocampus is capable of learning and memorizing new information.”
Dr. Taylor goes on to point out that when the amygdala is triggered, learning is blocked.
I have observed that almost every attempt to reform schools is accompanied by threats,
punishments, bribes, and fear-generating ideologies. High Stakes Testing, Common Core,
PARCC, the SAT, are all threat-based approaches. Most State testing programs are threatreward based. (Teach what we tell you to teach and your school will get an “A” rating).
Fifty years ago many teachers used tests as threats and punishment. Today, teachers are aware
of brain-based studies and no professional educators believe that fear, pressure, and student
abuse are acceptable in a learning environment.
Why then does the USDOE (Arne Duncan), Pearson – a foreign company extracting billions of
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dollars from American schools – continue measurement systems that are not educationally
viable, and in fact block learning? The answer is simple. They actually believe that people are
motivated, learn, and work harder when they are threatened and under pressure. There is no
evidence to support this, but of course, they are fact-adverse.
Group three, is a collection of individuals and groups who cling to radical ideologies. At one end
of the spectrum we find fundamentalists who advocate many types of non-scientific belief. We
observe End Times preaching, and morality and sexual access based on the will of old white
men. These sects or cults do not want public education. They reject equality between the sexes.
They want to control what is taught. They want to control what the rest of us learn.
In center field, are groups usually organized around established religions. These folks want
every taxpayer to pay for their particular religious indoctrination. They want every taxpayer to
pay for their schools, but they reject teaching that conflicts with their superstitions, dogmas,
and ideologies. They reject enrolling students who will not convert. They do not believe in the
separation of church and state, but rather a state run by their church. Recently, these groups
have been given access to public tax dollars collected for public education.
At another extreme, we find opportunists – politicians who can align themselves with
movements or oligarchs and can stir up the support of enough people to get elected. When
organized by others who profess libertarian or other extreme ideologies, for example the Koch
Brothers, they support corporations with the specific intent to destroy public education,
privatize prisons, and forbid worker associations and unions.
The powerful corporate-driven ALEC – Alliance Of Legislative Executive Councils – has been
successful in destroying or impoverishing public schools in many states. They see no conflict in
profiting through access to our tax dollars via corporate-run or connected partial schools
(charter schools).
Another powerful force is white supremacy. Their goal is to keep segregated, or re-segregate
America’s schools. Theirs is a centuries-old war against people of color. At this time, in the
states they control, they are financially destroying public schools, and supporting charter
schools that segregate.
Finally, each group attempting to destroy or reform public education and access the tax dollars
citizens pay for public schools, violates some or all of the tenets that guide the education
profession. What are some of these tenets?
• We do not experiment on children.
• We honor and get to know each child, even those who are hurt and will not score well on
summative tests. Unless the system is overloaded – not enough resources and too many
children assigned to a teacher – no child is left behind.
• We honor a long history of One Nation united by our education system through common
values, comprehensive curriculum, one overall language, and free K-12 education for every
child.
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• We reject the false assumption that schools can be run for profit. Profits take money away
from children/schools. These are dollars that must go to services for children.
• School governance must follow democratic principles, starting with elected officials and
elected school boards, and not mayoral control, politically appointed czars, or would-be
oligarchs from the Billionaire Boys Club (think Eli Broad).
• We have a proven system of certification and competence. Educators are constantly
evaluated by parents, administrators, peers, and students. This is the reason there are very few
“bad” teachers.

Finally, The Corporate Press Is Exposing Duncan and Gates
Dr. Edward F. Berger May 20, 2014
A cultural lag. For many years education leaders have been pointing out the flaws in this topdown, mean-spirited, child and teacher damaging, ideological, and harmful nonsense laid on
our schools. The USDOE has given access to the top levels of our education leadership and
policy making to people who have never been vetted or elected, have no experience, no
certification, nothing but massive amounts of money they use to force their half-baked ideas on
America.
The use of mandates by a government agency that is forbidden from mandating is especially
damaging.
The power given to profiteers and to those who want access to the tax dollars we pay for our
schools has damaged hundreds of thousands of students, teachers, communities, and families.
Opening the doors to the likes of Eli Broad and his totally irresponsible take-over of
administrator training and thus public schools is an example of the deforming of a system that
once required certification and vetting before letting anyone loose on children.
Arne Duncan, a failed administrator and completely out-of-touch Secretary of Education, has
give over to self-appointed “reformers.” His guides are people like Bill and Melinda Gates and a
murder of other crows who think they can kill our public schools and create a new marketbased, segregated system geared to wealthy white people, while using data that is almost
meaningless to destroy teachers, communities, and schools, with no regard as to what happens
to children.
The Billionaire Boys Club (Including Waltons and a few opportunistic coat-tail riding women like
Michelle Rhee, Eva Moskowitz, and Wendy Kopp), have ways of using our tax sheltered
Foundations to direct dollars they should have been paying to evolve and support public
schools, into their own ego-driven ideologies and “entitled” brain farts.
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Votes Of No Confidence Must Not Be Ignored
Dr. Edward F. Berger July 6, 2014
The attempted destruction of America’s great education system was aided by the NEA and AFT.
Teachers had many forces working against them. The failure of the organizations
(unions/associations) that were created to represent teachers were a major reason selfappointed billionaires like Bill and Melinda Gates, Eli Broad, creeps working for GW Bush, and…
were allowed to take over the USDOE and many state DOEs, and force a decade of illogical and
child-damaging ideologies on America. Those crimes happened due, in a large part, to the
failure of the elected leaders of the AFT and NEA.
Unions are denigrated and misled. They did not fight back. Their leaders sold-out or cowered.
That resulted in teachers not having a voice. Teacher representative organizations allowed the
shaming of teachers, the abuse of testing for profit – not for kids, and a Press that did not hear
the voice of reason from so many that could have kept the abuses from happening.
Then, against the force of the Obama administration, the Billionaire Boys Club, and the pirates
raiding the public coffers for profit, not for kids, teachers and parents organized and forced the
AFT first, and finally, In Colorado this week, the NEA to fight for kids and fight for teachers and
fight those who went crazy with unproven ideologies, like the men in positions they were not
qualified for, think Arne Duncan.
The Badass Teachers Association rose to fill a void left when others failed. Over 40,000 teachers
voted No Confidence in Arne Duncan. A vote that showed their contempt for President
Obama’s education policies. Then, in Denver last week, the NEA leadership stood to fight for
kids and teachers. The NEA voted No Confidence in Arne Duncan. The AFT membership can not
be far behind.
How did this happen? Great leaders like Diane Ravitch connected educators and parents across
the nation. Teachers who saw children being damaged by the ‘Gatesians’ and others, organized
and are fighting back. Across America, teachers who were not well represented or who
prostituted themselves on the alter of education have realized that without due-process and
the strength of their numbers to protect them, they will be on the street. They are now awake.
Mr. President, you have made a grave mistake. Correct it, or as the Washington Post article
states, you will not have their support, democrats or not. Your legacy will be dominated by this
great failure of your administration.
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An Open Letter To The President And First Lady
Dr. Edward F. Berger March 31, 2014
Dear President Barack Obama, and First Lady Michelle Obama,
I am writing due to extreme concerns about the American Public Education System being
altered and changed on your watch. I am in my 53rd year as an educator. I entered my first
classroom, as a teacher, in 1961 and have learned at all levels of instruction since that time.
As I analyze the legacy of your time leading this great nation, these specific concerns come to
mind:
Prior to your administration a family could move from state-to-state and find basically the same
common core of essential skills and age-grade level curriculum wherever they settled. This did
not happen by accident. It was the result of great evolving leadership and the need to address
the Americanization (socialization) of our youth. This is the concept that built One Nation out of
a chaos of divergent views and cultures. Now? Chaos is returning.
Prior to your administration, with few exceptions, public schools were not created as sources of
investment income or profit. Schools were run by democratically elected boards under state
supervision. Schools were accountable for financial management and academic achievement. A
proven (if not100%s effective) means of teacher accountability and school effectiveness was in
place and functioning well in areas where great poverty and futility were not generated by our
failed economic system.
Prior to your administration, the tax dollars Americans pay for public education could not be
accessed by profiteers or religious groups and cults. No taxpayer was forced to support a
religion, ideology, or partial school with their education tax dollars.
Sadly, strengthened by your administration, an unproven and false use of testing replaced the
tests used by educators to understand student needs and to teach effectively. Data generated
by wrong and unproven means is causing great harm to students and teachers throughout
America. The only known beneficiaries of this drive for data are the corporations creating the
tests, and the egos of billionaires who use their wealth to force their “hunches” on our schools.
Your administration supports those who can buy access to schools and thus children’s minds.
Your administration accepts the whims of billionaires who have no certification, little or no
contact with professional educators, no concept of the history of American education and how
education is delivered, and most devastating, they have very little concern for our children.
Almost all send their children to separate schools that do not follow the rules your
administration is instigating.
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Continuing in your administration, a cardinal rule of education is being violated. Children are
being used as the fodder for experiments. Professional Educators do not experiment on
children. Parents do not send their children to school to suffer experiments. Damage is done to
tens of thousands of children in the name of reform, change, and profit.
In your administration, the USDOE is responsible for the extreme and poorly thought-out
ideologies about data. They have sold out to the profiteers. The DOE has supported the idea
that corporations that profit from federal mandates (direct or indirect like RTT), should reform
our great American education system. That people with wealth, but little knowledge of
education, never vetted, elected, or certified, can devise systems that evaluate educators with
student test scores. That experts and those who have done the hard work and learned on the
job, are ignored and labeled crybabies. That groups that represent teachers are the enemy.
That all kids should be standardized and educated by a cookie-cutter shaped by an unproven
and inadequate common core that limits or replaces the teaching of the essential skills.
On your watch teachers have been denigrated by your DOE. This has resulted in a discount of
public schools by communities and the lack of support for education techniques and
procedures necessary for learning. It is responsible for an increase in discipline problems in our
schools due to the, “Teachers are the problem!” message.
As an educator who believes in you and is filled with hope by both of you, these concerns about
what is happening to our public schools project a bleak and ugly future for America. I
understand the Tea Party take on all of this, but never thought they would win. As of now, the
history books will point out that the demise of a great national public school system was
fostered by your administration.
History will show that during your watch, the American Dream and One America were severely
damaged. In their place, control by a wealthy few without qualifications, certification, or
experience. An oligarchy motivated by profits, not the needs of America or America’s children.
We will read that the destruction of public schools resulted in the end of American Democracy
and the power of We The People.
Mr. Obama and First Lady Michelle, it is not too late to meet with experienced educators and
education historians and counter wrong decisions and the damage done.
Dr. Edward F. Berger, Ed.D.
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Good People Don’t Lie. The Intentional Omission Of Facts Is Lying
Dr. Edward F. Berger May 1, 2013
Another community meeting. Our state politician stands in front of two-hundred concerned
and ready- to-help citizens. The meeting was called by concerned parents and teachers; people
who believe that open, honest discussion and examination of facts will help save our public
schools. The meeting progresses and all of the information given by the organizers about the
state’s economy and our ability to save our public schools is negative. There are limited tax
revenues, no time, no political will. One can see hopelessness on the faces of anxious parents
and concerned educators.
The politician, who has been involved in the demise of public education for well over a decade,
is not naïve, he is not misinformed, he is, in fact, part of the insanity that has taken over the
state and is openly destroying public education so that now private, religious, and charter
schools have access to our public tax dollars. He stands before this hopeful group and omits
what he knows, that these are dollars diverted from district schools, the very schools this
assembly is concerned about. (Even though charter schools are classified as public schools, they
should not be. They do not have elected boards, are not effectively monitored, provide partial
curriculum, and too many are profit-driven).
His presentation compares this state’s funding percentage to another nearby state. He fails to
mention that in our home state, a war on public education, teachers, and worker
representation has been implemented for more than twenty years. He never mentions the
hundreds of millions of education dollars that are lost and unaccounted for. Or that whole
financial systems and even buildings are being replicated at great cost to taxpayers. These are
dollars that are taken away from the delivery of services to children. He knows that charter
operators are their own bosses, making financial and other decisions that, more often than not,
put money into their own pockets and those of their family and friends. He is well aware that
charter operators can use the dollars allocated for the education of each child to buy buildings
for themselves, or lease space to replicate the schools the taxpayers have already built. He
knows that too many of the Schools of Choice determine their own curriculum which is too
often biased and fact-adverse. He knows that many charters are subcontracted to profit-driven
entities. He knows that trained and experienced teachers are not required in charter schools,
contrary to a significant body of evidence demonstrating the increased impact of professional,
experienced teachers on learning and human development. He knows the history about how
accountability for charter schools was undermined when the legislature circumvented the State
Board of Education to create a State Board for Charter Schools whose base purpose is to
eliminate reporting standards that led to accountability. As Schools of Choice are running
rampant, existing district schools are losing students, funding, and their infrastructure is
degrading.
After his presentation, there was no time allocated for questions. The organizers set the ground
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rules and the agenda. No controversial questions allowed that might embarrass the elected
representative. Nothing allowed in the information provided that addresses the problem of
state funding for education. No suggested solutions. In fact, the billion-dollar black cloud
hovering over the room is never acknowledged or addressed.
I sat in that gym thinking about these issues; reflecting on what the outcome of the meeting
should have been:
1. An agreement that although we are going through some tough economic times, what is
hurting schools in our state is a political and ideological group whose purpose is to starve,
weaken, and destroy public education.
2. A demand that every charter school provide a complete account of every dollar spent. The
district schools do this now. Follow the money and stop the abuses. Stop profiteers. Separate
church and state dollars. Apply the same accounting laws/regulations that district schools are
required to follow.
3. Demand a thorough investigation of each charter school’s educational programs. If a charter
can demonstrate that what they are doing is more effective than what is provided in district
schools, then that program will be imported into the district schools. Initially, that is what
charter schools were created to do. (Some districts are currently operating charter schools as
part of their system. These are run by elected school boards and are already doing this.)
4. Agree that charter schools are really only partial schools that do not have the capacity to
provide a comprehensive education, and that parents need information about the damage a
partial education can do for their child’s chances of success.
5. Demand that the State Board of Education rescind the powers given to the State Board for
Charter schools. (This may take legislative action). Re-empower the elected State School Board.
6. Ask for the resignations of state officials making key decisions about our children and their
schools who are not educators with experience teaching and operating educational systems.
7. End the eras of politicians following ideological and fact-adverse experiments, who run our
State Department of Public Instruction (Education).
8. Of the 30% – 40% of the state budget now going to education, redirect millions of dollars
from non-performing Schools of Choice to our district public schools, community colleges, and
universities.
9. Support the evolution, not the destruction, of our public education systems.
10. End the intentional and planned attacks on teachers and teaching prowess, which have
undermined classroom discipline and parent’s faith in quality education.
11. End any cooperation with the Alliance of Legislative Executive Councils (ALEC) whose stated
goal is to destroy public education and worker organizations. Make sure captive, subversive,
elected representatives are exposed and voted out of office.
12. Demand a head count of children driven out of our education system who leave school
without mastering the fundamentals necessary for success. Children who drop out or are
thrown back into district schools when a charter fails. Children who have received a partial
education that does not prepare them for life. Identify and develop a plan to help tens-ofthousands of children who have lost access to the American Dream as a result of greed and
ideologies held by a few very powerful individuals who have done this to us.
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13. Do not allow the use of tests to place, punish, or placate. The bias contained in tests
currently designed by Pearson and “approved” by the USDOE are not effective indicators of
mastery and must not be used. The purpose of tests is to enhance teaching not penalize
students. Essential skills are measured by Mastery Criteria Checklists, and the application of
knowledge to solve other problems, not rote memorization. Avoid the so-called Common Core
until it can be vetted.
14. Hold public meetings where problems and solutions can be discussed and progress made.

Saving Community Schools
Dr. Edward F. Berger Reposted from May 16, 2013
Organizing Communities To Save Good Schools
Destroy the good to reform the weak? What can communities that have good schools do to
stop the destruction of their schools and the weakening of their societies? Is the movement to
reform education driven by educators working for children, or forces determined to destroy the
American Dream and establish a new type of feudalism?
What if your community has created great schools and is constantly improving them? What if
your state is controlled by the extreme right? Should you allow your school district to be
starved and damaged until it is broken into many partial schools that do not provide
comprehensive education for all or a comprehensive curricula?
Together, superintendents, school boards, teachers, parents, and teacher’s associations can
organize and counter the legislators who work against their communities. That means
supporting candidates who want to preserve our schools. That means putting more pressure on
elected representatives than those who have bought them. As these elected representatives
live in the communities fighting to preserve their schools, many will change course. Organized
and united school districts must put pressure on the legislature to change funding models
designed to destroy public schools. They must demand that non-educators – political
opportunists and ideologues – do not control the State Department of Education.
Educators say:
We can improve our schools and make them better. We have the best schools in the world –
they are comprehensive in population and curricula. We are doing what needs to be done and
getting better at it all the time. Failing schools in core city areas are a reflection of a failed
political-economic system, not bad teachers.
Defromers say:
ALEC: Privatize K-12 education. Destroy teacher (worker) representation. Discredit teachers,
teacher education, and experience. Corporatize education for profit. Buy legislators and get
them to introduce corporate-favorable laws. Control elections by massive funding of their
candidates, essentially creating a one party system they control.
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KOCH BROTHERS (evolving the John Birch Society): Destroy public education. Destroy worker
representation. Privatize prisons. Privatize education. Give corporations access to government
by subverting the will of those who elect the representatives. Support ALEC and other extreme
organizations. Use massive amounts of money to manipulate government.
EXTREME RIGHT WING: Starve public schools and replace them with for-profit schools and
schools that are not accountable to the citizens through elected boards. Discredit teachers and
educational research. Do away with tenure, certification requirements, and retirement funds.
Give access to tax dollars citizens pay for education to corporations, for profit and political
inculcation. Create a competitive model that disrupts cooperation and as a result, education.
Apply factory assembly-line processes to education. Use tests to assure product conformity.
Access tax dollars to support religious schools.

It is time to stand up for kids and America. It is time to get the word out that what is being done
by a few to our education system is unacceptable. School boards, administrators, teachers, and
parents must educate the public and change the direction of America, state-by-state and
community-by-community. We must do this because we believe that an educated people can
throw off those who want power, control, and free access to the taxes we pay for the education
of our children. We must counter those who believe their power will increase as an educated
populous decreases.

The Ignorant Mindset Destroying American Education
Dr. Edward F. Berger December 19, 2013
To get the most out of this blog, view Ted Talks 2011 – Knowledge Is Power. #1: Sir Ken
Robinson; and #5: Salman Kahn, and the Kahn Academy.
I selected these two excellent presentations for many reasons, but the most important reveal is
when Bill Gates comes on stage with Salman Kahn. His reaction and comments – those of a
major player in the reform movement – are perhaps the best example of what billionaires who
have never done the hard work necessary to understand our public schools and what teachers
do, create ideological, (not real) solutions to complex problems.
These billionaires are able to force the adoption of harmful and destructive ideologies, the
consequences of their limited understanding, on America’s schools. Perhaps they have
influence because politicians and some bureaucrats assume that Wealth = Intelligence? How
else can one explain inBloom, Common Core, High Stakes Testing, Race To The Top, NCLB, SAT,
teacher evaluation based on false data from student test scores, and other education-adverse
implants?
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“Reformers,” like Gates, Broad, Rhee, Duncan (and many others) have never learned mastery of
subjects and how to teach them, basic knowledge of learning styles, maturation/learning
readiness, and classroom management skills. They have not gone through rigorous certification
and continued evaluation. They do not have a minimum of 5 years’ experience in the classroom
as a teacher. They have not learned to work with parents, and with community needs and
values. Most important, they have no concept of the differences in students and teaching
approaches depending on age, maturation levels, conditions of poverty or affluence, and
learning readiness. They address their imagined education solutions as if elementary, middle,
and high school education is one entity that can be reformed by one down-and-dirty hit.
Sir Ken Robinson makes a moving case for an education system that nurtures (rather than
undermines) creativity. Except for the de-formers, most education leaders define the needs of
students in the 21st Century as cooperative learners, creative thinkers, self-directed and able to
change as new technologies and advanced thinking requires.
It is shocking to learn that these goals are the direct opposite of the “de-former’s” goals, which
are to force learning through tests and threats and cut out the arts, physical education
activities, and anything but seat time and inculcation. High Stakes testing through NCLB and
RTT are thought to educate, when in fact, these awful approaches destroy creativity, nurturing,
mentoring and teaching, and every quality of a public school that teaches students to think and
to learn. “Data” is the magic word used by even the USDOE, as if data has anything to do with
producing future citizens who can contribute to themselves and to society.
Salman Khan’s presentation is well received by educators. His use of video lessons to enhance
teaching and learning are very useful. These lessons are tools that teachers can add to their war
chests of techniques and exercises that help children learn. Kahn has developed teaching tools.
He has not invented a replacement education system. I think that is clear to all who understand
what education requires; what education is.
Enter now, Bill Gates. Watch him closely. He is almost orgasmic in his (mis)interpretation of
Kahn’s work. What he sees is a solution to all of the complex problems in our educational
system. He communicates that Kahn has the solution to education’s ills. That Kahn’s use of
video instruction can now change our whole approach to teaching and education. He has found
his simple solution to complex problems. Problems he has never clearly and factually defined.
Educators want to know why, if Gates claims to support necessary changes, doesn’t the Gates
Foundation promote and use as a guideline, The Death and Life of the Great American School
System, and the pivotal work, Reign of Error? Why does he ignore America’s great educator and
education historian, Diane Ravitch, her insights into our schools, and her vast network of
supporting educators? His game is not about the quality of American Public Schools. He serves
corporate privateers and corporations (like Pearson) who want access to the tax dollars we pay
for public education.
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You be the judge. How long can America tolerate this rule by wealth, not facts?

Two Systems Collide. Representative Democracy Ends.
Dr. Edward F. Berger November 17, 2013
A majority of those who hold the power and wealth of our nation run their coercive top-down
empires as personal wealth and power generators. They see themselves as decision makers
who should shape the world (i.e., similar to the ‘rule of the few’ model used in China). They
believe in their system of unquestioned force-based rule. They believe that that the American
Constitutional system of governance, law, and elected representatives interferes with their
perceived ‘right’ to rule.
Their use of power and their control of resources, dictate government and economic policies.
Their present approach is to take over any government (County, State, and Federal) that has
goals other than their own. For example, turn public lands including national parks over to them
and let them exploit the resources. Turn the schools over to them and let them limit education
and profit from the money taxpayers pay for public education. Privatize every aspect of
government, including prisons, for profit. Appoint czars to run cities, schools, and public
services. Reject elected officials.
Representative Democracy is an irritant to this loosely affiliated oligarchy. They do whatever it
takes to control those elected and get them to do their bidding. They subvert the Democratic
system and stop citizens from organizing, voting, or questioning them. An educated populous
must be dumbed-down, and public comprehensive education must be disrupted. An example is
what they have already accomplished in Red States – states that have the worst education,
medical care, women’s rights, work opportunities, freedom, and obviously, representation.
As individuals, these would-be kings are above the law. Corporations are used as veils that
shield them from the consequences of their acts. They have created corporations as persons
with rights, but almost no responsibilities. Recently, the billionaires have used the facades
provided by non-profit charities – usually with names that seem patriotic (Freedom or Heritage)
or providing service to children (Students First and TFA) to operate out of the public view. Their
money can be channeled through tax-exempt foundations (examples: The Gates Foundation
and The Broad Foundation) and directed to carry out their plans.
Attempts by our courts to hold corporations responsible for violations of rights and guarantees
are limited to fines that are tax deductible and can be passed on to the citizens through higher
prices. The IRS (as directed by those they control in Congress) has been used as a means to
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avoid paying taxes and having to support the government they do not like. The current SCOTUS
is arguably pro corporations and five members seem to think like the billionaires.
American citizens – the American People – have become troublesome as they attempt to
perfect a government OF, BY, and FOR THE PEOPLE.
As an emerging form of not-elected government, the billionaires believe anyone who questions
them must be silenced. They have gained majority control of the Press and use it to manipulate,
insert, and omit information. Few politicians can run without allegiance to, and financial
backing from, the billionaires whom they must represent.
To these would be kings, America is not profitable for them due to the cost of labor and public
services. As consumers, citizens were once thought necessary for continued economic growth.
In reality, a large middle class emerged and labor became expensive. Demands for social
services, pensions, and things like rebuilding the infrastructure are seen as unnecessary,
because people in other countries can be exploited for less, and demand less – i.e., health care,
public schools, public services, infrastructure. They believe that workers’ rights are granted by
them. Rights or benefits must be limited by what is good for the few (them), not the many.
The American people are a hindrance to their power, not an asset. As a result, they take their
great wealth gleaned from America and focus on global power. They fear that the American
system of representative government could limit the use of, or even take, their accumulated
wealth. They know that America’s system of Representative Democracy must be crippled or
destroyed to prevent that from happening.
A few citizens threaten them – way too few! For example, on many fronts where this OligarchCorporate-veiled system is establishing itself, parents and educators are fighting for public
comprehensive education and demonstrating that they will not allow the destruction of the
great American Education System. Other leaders are emerging to take on the powerful few –
including a very few in Congress like Elizabeth Warren and Bernie Sanders, and great educators
like Diane Ravitch, who are not owned by the billionaires. It may be too late. Recently the
billionaires demonstrated their power by thwarting the presidency and stopping the
Constitutional functions of government. As they are too powerful to be held accountable, only
an election can remove their minions. As the would-be-kings control gerrymandering, and those
who can run in the primaries, and, sadly, those who can vote, hopes for the election of the
People’s representatives are slim.
Oligarchies and Feudal systems are not new. They have been the rule, not the exception since
mankind’s beginning. They are amoral and often evil, as political-economic history shows. They
get what they want regardless of those they hurt. If they are not stopped, the American Dream
will be.
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The United States Of America was created to end the rule of kings and feudal lords. The wouldbe kings are working hard to change that.

We Honor Diane Ravich
Dr. Edward F. Berger October 1, 2013
I finished reading Reign of Error as my family explored Colorado’s beauty, not long after
stopping at 12,180 feet above sea level, overlooking the Continental Divide and Trail Ridge
Road. That eagle’s view of beauty, and my mind’s view of America, made the book even more
special. From that vantage point, with Diane’s information filling my head, I thought of the
America We The People know. A land composed of small, working communities – some
communities within communities - all focused on the future, human betterment, and our
children. Focused on The American Dream, and why it is possible for the humbled masses to
achieve freedom and hope. Even in ghettos and depressed areas, one can observe the
communities of concerned people who want to better their lives. This is the America that, due
to its community schools, rose to be one of the most powerful positive forces for mankind on
Earth.
American communities are democratically operating groups of citizens who tax themselves to
pay for bond issues to build schools and who vote to pay taxes to provide better education for
all. They do not do this for the wealthy or for those who want access to our tax dollars for
personal or corporate profit. They do this because they know that education is their access to
the dream.
As our failed political-economic system has allowed a few to accumulate the nation’s wealth,
those few, by nature of their power, work to destroy the voice of the people. To maintain their
power, they destroy communities and their schools, and any form of democracy – i.e., elected
school boards. They force top-down coercive destruction that squashes the hopes and dreams
of the people – i.e., the present US Department of Education, Pearson, Melinda and Bill Gates,
Eli Broad, and several dozen more destructors. They buy and manipulate elected officials,
subverting Democracy – i.e., ALEC and a list of individuals like the Koch Brothers. They have
taken over and destroyed education, communities, and workers – i.e., Wisconsin, Arizona,
North Carolina, Louisiana, Ohio, and parts of NY City, Pennsylvania, to name a few. It seems to
many that Americans will soon be enslaved by the few.
AND THEN, a respected educational historian and educator, a leader who has ‘been there and
done that,’ a seasoned professional who operates on facts, not fact-adverse ideology, comes to
the fore in America as an elder with wisdom. She is strong and brave enough to put her facts,
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ideas, and observations in writing where others can critique them. Now we have a guide for
every American who fights for freedom, equal opportunity for all, and the democratic process.
Her book, Reign of Error, addresses the issues before us all. It is a book a superintendent of
schools can pick up and find answers about the forces undermining educators and public
schools in her community. It is a book for parents who are bombarded with for-profit
misinformation about schools of choice and so-called Virtual Schools that are not schools at all.
It is a book for the President of the United States of America, and, hopefully, his shame at what
has been done to educators and children on his watch won’t defeat the reasons so many
Americans believe in him, or a legacy we can all be proud of.
The people of America, in order to preserve a vital and necessary public education system, now
have a source of correct information. The few will fight to destroy the America of the people,
but We The People are stronger and we can stop the stupidity and greed, heal the damaged
teachers and community schools, and come out of the reign of error with improved schools,
and the freedom to elect our leaders and work to serve every American.
Thank you, Diane Ravitch!

Into The Realms Of The High Rockies
Dr. Edward F. Berger September 10, 2013
Out of Africa, out of Denmark they came home for a visit. Two sons with the world at their feet
and service in their hearts. How our hearts swell and our smiles last.
We are of Colorado soil and high aspen groves that quake like our imaginations. The call of the
high country as the leaves change and the first snows cover the peaks is too strong to ignore.
We’re heading for the Rocky Mountain highs – the crew cab is ready to 4-wheel. The time for
them to acclimate in Prescott at 6,000 feet from sea level is passing, and we load our stuff
today and head through rain and storms to Colorado tomorrow. Life above 9,000 feet is our
goal.
We will wend our ways into the rugged and beautiful. We will camp if it’s not too wet and cold.
We look forward to the old towns and hotels where history rubs off on us and we understand
another time and people.
Our fly rods are packed. Rain or shine we will harass the fish in roiling streams. The names of
high passes and roads like Trail Ridge we be lifted from maps to reality. Two weeks? Adventures
ahead! Prepare for Alex’s and David Nathaniel’s photo essays.
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I’ll miss my hours of searching and sharing the latest reports on the battles to save America’s
great public schools, and defeat the killers of democracy in their corporate and charity veils. I
received an advanced copy of Diane Ravitch’s new book, Reign of Error, which will be released
later this month. I’ve already perused it – WOW! This should stop the crimes against kids,
schools, and communities unleashed by the deformers. It is a major contribution and I’m
excited to have been asked to review it.
I’ll have lots to report when we return to Prescott and my computer. Thank you all for following
and appreciating the selections I forward via FaceBook.
With respect and great energy,
Ed

Billionaires Bypass Accountability and Democracy
Dr. Edward F. Berger August 15, 2013
The super rich are more privileged than the rest of us as they do not have to have their
ideologies examined by the people. They do not have to be elected before they force changes.
If they believe that our public schools should be destroyed, they destroy them. If they believe
that educated and certified teachers should be humiliated and removed, they remove them. If
they want tests that control what is taught, they force them on us. If they want to stop workers
from organizing, they destroy unions. If they believe that America should not be united as One
Nation by our school systems, they destroy our cohesive society and create a form of feudalism
and economic slavery. The American corporate system gives them the opportunity to hide
behind corporate veils and use tax-exempt cash to promote their ideas of what America should
be.
What if the Waltons, and the Gates, and the Broads, and the Bezos’s, and the Kochs, and the
dozens of other “owners” of Foundations that by-pass or buy elected representatives so that
they can force the changes they want, were held libel for the damages they do? How much is
the education and future of a single child deprived of a community school, good teachers, and a
fact-based, comprehensive education worth? $400,000? More? Now multiply that by the
hundreds of thousands of children who are damaged by the crazy fact-adverse ideologies of Eli
Broad, Bill Gates, Jeff Bezos, The Waltons, The Kochs, and… With their great wealth threatened
they would know there are consequences for their actions and that they will pay for damages.
Right now, they can do whatever they like even if it subverts Democracy and destroys our
nation. Right now, they are raving and ruling full-force with no accountability.
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Educators, Parents And Students TEST The Reformers
Dr. Edward F. Berger June 18, 2013
Let’s start evaluating the qualifications and accomplishments of the self-appointed education
reformers. On my list of those to be Tested, Bill Gates and the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation, The Walton’s and the Walton Foundation, Eli Broad and the Broad Foundation,
Michelle Rhee and the Students First organization, also Bloomberg, Parents First, etc., … you
can add other reformers – deformers – to this list because you know the impact they have had
on you, students, communities, and the future of an educated nation. Make your own TEST of
their ability to evolve American education..
To start this process, below is a matrix for evaluating a person who is using great wealth to
change American public schools.
*NOTE: These conclusions about competence to bring about educational change are more
correct than those derived from tests to determine teacher effectiveness.
Dear _____________, (fill in the blank. For example, Eli Broad or Bill Gates)
Below are the results of what our subjective testing tells us about your background and the
qualifications you have to be an education change agent. Conclusions are based on
assumptions about your history, records, test results, educational programs, and a subjective
perusal of your qualifications by Pearson-type evaluators:









Your parents were a major influence on keeping you in school and getting you into a prestigious
university, although you may have dropped out or taken easy courses because you did not
understand the need for a comprehensive education. You most likely did not attend public
schools.
You are not an avid reader and prefer not to burden your mind with others observations and
opinions. You have never read the great thinkers and leaders in American education.
You have not studied education at each grade level and in schools with different populations
(i.e., poverty areas vs. affluent communities). You have never taught, or if you taught, you were
unable to grasp the complexities and the educational approaches and knowledge required to
help children. You assume that anyone can teach because you don’t know what teaching
requires. (It is generally agreed that it takes about 5 years for an educator to become an
effective teacher.)
You have not studied, read, dealt with, and are not familiar with learning styles, brain
development, male-female appropriate age development, remedial or advanced course design
and delivery, curricula, physical and emotional development, or any of the issues teachers deal
with as they meet the needs of students.
You think of schools as factories, where students pass through and parts are attached, tests are
given to evaluate if the part was attached correctly, and defective students and teachers are
removed.
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You have no understanding of comprehensive education provided to empower every child in
America, even children with whom you would never allow your child to associate.
You have deep-seated racial bias and prejudice and believe that your race and success make you
superior. You are pushing for racial segregation to support those of your race and status who
want the taxpayers to pay for separate schools for the elite and for specific religious groups.
You do not have a strong interest or background in the humanities.
You are not socially comfortable, and do not relate effectively with others. You would be a very
ineffective teacher. You cannot lead except through top-down coercion.
You did not do well in schools because of social ineptness and a lack of interest in disciplines
that make little sense to you. If you did well in school, you assumed you were singled-out by
God or at the least, good breeding. You discount all the people and advantages you had that let
you succeed.
If you inherited wealth and power, you soon came to believe that you are special and have
special insights.
You used your insights to develop a product or company. However, you were totally dependent
on others and the people they assembled to take your idea and create a company based on it.
You fail to credit those who actually made you wealthy, and now assume that because you have
wealth you have insights into education and how to change schools. Insights you have gained
without doing the hard work necessary to learn what good schools and teachers do, and to
make effective changes.
With the power over others that comes with wealth, you have assumed that your view of the
world is the right one. You surround yourself with people who bow to your power and carry out
their own versions of change – in your name and with your money.
You are too ignorant of reality to understand where you are leading. Many of those who hide
under your coattails are hurting kids, families, and communities, for profit. You think profit is
good, so you ignore the fact that they put profit and access to taxpayer dollars ahead of
children.

The list of failed programs you have supported is long. In the wake of the ideas you have forced
on educators without doing the research or identifying the root problems, you have earned a
failing grade. You did not pass the test. To deal with this record of failure you blame teachers
and intend to destroy the people who do not support your ego and ignorance.
Based on this subjective evaluation you are fired. In a just society, your wealth would be forfeit
to repair the damage you have done. What is the latest count of kids and teachers you have
hurt? 100,000? More?
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Testing The Reformers – Part II
Dr. Edward F. Berger June 25, 2013
Last week I posted a blog about testing those who are having a major impact on education in
America. Are these people qualified to affect the lives of children? To reorganize or destroy
schools? To evaluate teachers? To introduce alien and unproven processes and top-down edicts
on all schools? What must they know and be able to demonstrate before they are credible?
Should they be tested with the same flawed exams they force on kids and teachers? Should the
tests we give them be fair measures of knowledge, or devices to inculcate, place, punish, or
placate?
How can we get accurate information about the knowledge and competence of the education
reformers? We can not use True-False tests or standard Multiple Choice tests of the type forced
on students. We cannot use tests created to inculcate political or religious ideas. We need to
know what the reformer knows about schooling – teaching, learning, human development, and
socialization. How can we find that information about them?
How do we test them? Easy, we find out what they know about education, their experiences as
a teacher, their knowledge of learning styles, their… well, any competent, experienced
educator can add to this list. No, I’m not talking about someone who taught a couple of years
through TFA, never took the courses or did the work necessary to understand that teaching is
not an ego trip or a popularity contest, but really hard work diagnosing and prescribing
educational paths for all students. Really hard work mastering knowledge of the subject(s) they
teach. A teacher, like a doctor, must master complex knowledge and the correct means of
treatment. You want a teacher who is prepared.
The tests we must give to the Bill Gates, Eli Broads, Michelle Rhees, the Waltons, Michael
Bloombergs, the Joel Kleins, the Arne Duncans, the Jeb Bush type reformers, and the Pearson
test-mongers, (to name a few) and the politicians who represent themselves as education
experts, must delve into the knowledge they have of how schools work, what teachers do, and
how political-economic systems, not teachers, create poverty and human suffering.
Here are examples of inaccurate tests that we force on kids and teachers that we must not use
to get accurate information about reformers:
Flawed T – F tests have questions like this: T or F America is a Christian nation.
The question, whether marked T or F, sticks in the mind. These tests are carefully crafted and
used to teach concepts that are politically desired and acceptable. The test-maker shapes
political thought and skews epistemological data for ideological and political means.
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A Multiple-Choice test is one of our most powerful and dangerous teaching devices. We put
students under pressure and tell them the importance of the test. They focus, concentrate, and
read the questions. There are usually four choices, one of which is correct according to the test
writers. The students, focused and concentrating, respond to the stimulus of the question and
pick the response they conclude is correct. Stimulus-response, equals a strong connection in
the student’s mind. If “d” (the answer they pick) is not the correct answer, even reviewing the
test doesn’t erase the original connection. The test has taught the student the wrong
information.
The way to create a valid multiple-choice test is to make all four choices correct, and ask the
student to write her reasons for her choice. Of course, it takes time to evaluate a test that
actually measures what the student knows. Machines can’t do it.
I believe educators will create and administer valid tests to evaluate those who call themselves
Education Reformers. With information about them, I believe they will be discounted and
laughed out of the arena of public education. Most are quacks.

The Only Effective Way To Change Our Educational System
Dr. Edward F. Berger June 2, 2013
What do we do to change the effectiveness of our schools? In loco parentis we guarantee every
child the same care and opportunities that we good parents provide for our children. What
does that mean? Take Bill Gates as an example of the dichotomy between what he does for his
children while ignoring the basic human needs of other children – especially when the other
children are tangled in the political-economic morass of poverty. With little understanding of
the problems and strength of American education, Gates and others focus on fixes – like testing
– that do nothing but hurt other people’s kids and their teachers. Because these self-appointed
experts do not address root problems, they are destroying an education system designed to
evolve and to solve problems. A little information and unproven, fact-adverse ideologies are a
dangerous thing.
Only an extremely small percentage of education reformers fight for educators and schools, and
the support systems necessary to ensure every child a shot at the American Dream.
The reformers (AKA deformers) believe that because they have wealth and power they also
have solutions through insight or ideology. They discount the years of training and experience it
takes to be an effective educator. They think that because they understand manufacturing, and
like the Waltons, exploit labor, they understand education. Many assume that helping other
people’s children survive and flourish turns them into takers and creates a welfare state. The
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inverse is true as has been proven beyond question. The failure to provide for all children,
regardless of poverty, parental failure, hunger, illness, and the caustic effects of stress and fear
is destroying our nation.
Doing for other’s children as you do for your own, in loco parentis, is the best and most costeffective way to enhance our schools and build citizens who contribute.
If those who have great wealth can stop believing that because they have amassed dollars, they
have divine rights and insights, they can stop holding back the less fortunate. The answer to
those who now lead the movements to destroy public schools, those who orchestrate the
attacks on teachers and those living in poverty, is to do unto other children as you do for your
children.
Make certain that every child has the basics necessary to grow and prosper. Build school
programs from the child up, not by coercion and top-down decisions that always make matters
worse. Build by addressing the peculiar needs of each child in her environment. Know the
child’s needs and provide for each child like you do for your own. Hunger, fear, home situation,
medical problems, clothing, and nurturing are human needs that must be addressed if
education is to take place.
Schools are not assembly line factories where parts are attached to kids and tests are devised
to eliminate failed products and assembly line workers.
Educators are the first line drawn against the forces of poverty, injustice, and poor schools. End
top-down, coercive management and let educators have the resources to get each-and-every
child the help and education they need. Allow educators to lead as they apply their training and
experience. Allow elected boards and political officials to garner and focus the funds necessary
to support our schools, keep the parameters tight, evolve education, and build America.

Organizing Communities To Save Good Schools
Dr. Edward F. Berger May 16, 2013
Destroy the good to reform the weak? What can communities that have good schools do to
stop the destruction of their schools and the weakening of their societies? Is the movement to
reform education driven by educators working for children, or forces determined to destroy the
American Dream and establish a new type of feudalism?
What if your community has created great schools and is constantly improving them? What if
your state is controlled by the extreme right? Should you allow your school district to be
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starved and damaged until it is broken into many partial schools that do not provide
comprehensive education for all or a comprehensive curricula?
Together, superintendents, school boards, teachers, parents, and teacher’s associations can
organize and counter the legislators who work against their communities. That means
supporting candidates who want to preserve our schools. That means putting more pressure on
elected representatives than those who have bought them. As these elected representatives
live in the communities fighting to preserve their schools, many will change course. Organized
and united school districts must put pressure on the legislature to change funding models
designed to destroy public schools. They must demand that non-educators – political
opportunists and ideologues – do not control the State Departments of Education.
Educators say:
We can improve our schools and make them better. We have the best schools in the world –
they are comprehensive in population and curricula. We are doing what needs to be done and
getting better at it all the time. Failing schools in core city areas are a reflection of a failed
political-economic system, not bad teachers.
Deformers say:
ALEC: Privatize K-12 education. Destroy teacher (worker) representation. Discredit teachers,
teacher education, and experience. Corporatize education for profit. Buy legislators and get
them to introduce corporate-favorable laws. Control elections by massive funding of their
candidates, essentially creating a one party system they control.
KOCH BROTHERS (devolving from the John Birch society): Destroy public education. Destroy
worker representation. Privatize prisons. Privatize education. Give corporations access to
government by subverting the will of those who elect the representatives. Support ALEC and
other extreme organizations. Use massive amounts of money to manipulate government.
EXTREME RIGHT WING: Starve public schools and replace them with for-profit schools and
schools that are not accountable to the citizens through elected boards. Discredit teachers and
educational research. Do away with tenure, certification requirements, and retirement funds.
Give access to tax dollars citizens pay for education to corporations, for profit and political
inculcation. Create a competitive model that disrupts cooperation and as a result, education.
Apply factory assembly-line processes to education. Use tests to assure product conformity.
Access tax dollars to support religious schools.
It is time to stand up for kids and America. It is time to get the word out that what is being done
by a few to our education system is unacceptable. School boards, administrators, teachers, and
parents must educate the public and change the direction of America, state-by-state and
community-by-community. We must do this because we believe that an educated people can
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throw off those who want power, control, and free access to the taxes we pay for the education
of our children. We must counter those who believe their power will increase as an educated
populous decreases.

The Free Enterprise System Of Slavery
Dr. Edward F. Berger April 29, 2013
At this time in our history, We The People have lost rights we assumed we have:
1) The right to a fact-based secular education in publically supported schools with elected
boards, via elected representatives who wisely enforce policy and distribute tax dollars;
2)
The right to vote for candidates of our choosing, not those selected by a few who use
their wealth to buy and sell politicians;
3)
The right in many states to organize into representative organizations to counter the
feudal nature of the free enterprise system;
4)
The many rights guaranteed by the Constitution, but interpreted and limited by feudal
mentalities using great wealth to get around Constitutional guarantees.
Now you understand what drives the would-be Feudal Lords like the Koch Brothers, and what
corrupts the Walton Heirs, Rupert Murdoch, Bill Gates, Eli Broad, Michael Bloomberg, Jeb Bush,
Pearson, and many others. They call it Free Enterprise. Humanity has suffered that nightmare
before. It is the opposite of freedom.
The Feudal Lord position in society destroys the hopes and dreams of everyone under them.
The Lords have no accountability. They have free reign over their workers. At one time in
Scotland, as just one example, they forced workers off the land, out of their homes, and put
many on ships to be sold as indentured servants in other lands. In almost every country where
this feudal – free enterprise system – operates, poverty and suffering are the lot of the people.
The American Dream became possible when the free enterprise system was limited by
government oversight and laws. This new system limited the power over others that a few, due
to longevity, heredity, or the amassing of wealth, used to decide how you live, where you live,
how and who you are enslaved by, and every other aspect of your life, including access to
medical care, unemployment benefits, and retirement security.
Our system evolved to allow workers to organize against the economically powerful and to
benefit from the fruits of our labor. People came to America to be free of feudal lords and
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masters, and unregulated free enterprise systems. Sadly, that has changed as the Feudal system
has been re-established here in the Land Of The Free.
Unfortunately, the rich and powerful are re-taking their feudal powers by using corporate
“persons who never die” to hide behind. Their power has allowed them to amass the nation’s
wealth by sapping the American people. They have, in effect, established a fourth branch of
government that only serves them, not America. That forth branch of government has never
been more obvious than now as we observe the GOP under the control of the wealthy. The
feudal power influences SCOTUS and the other branches of government. They are directly
responsible for austerity programs, for the rise in poverty, and the decay of our nation’s
infrastructure. They are destroying public education to gain access to the taxes we pay. They
are gaining control of the prisons. They are accessing private information about children that
can and will be used against them (InBloom). They do this under the banner of free enterprise.
A few describe themselves as Libertarians.
Their dream is to re-establish Feudalism. They think of themselves as Lords, recognized and
empowered by God. They have almost succeeded.

Saving Your Community Means Saving Our Nation
Dr. Edward F. Berger April 17, 2013
Ask any of the present education reformers who are set upon destroying our schools how
education works. Ask what our schools do for our kids, their families, our communities, and our
nation. Ask any of them what actually happens in classrooms: The socialization, and the
mastery of foundation skills for individuals to use to be able to contribute to themselves and to
society.
Ask the self-appointed reformers like Bill Gates, Eli Broad, The Koch Brothers, and the failed
reformers like Michelle Rhee, Michael Bloomberg, Arne Duncan, Rahm Emanuel, Joel Klein,
what Americanization is. Ask, but the answers you get will be driven by ignorance and incorrect
assumptions, by ideologues whose world is about making profits. It is like asking Halliburton to
be against war profiteering and not be concerned by the human suffering they cause. It’s like
asking Pearson PLC to admit that testing and rewriting history to fit their tests is wrong and that
tests are about as effective as weighing students to increase their knowledge.
Due to their ignorance and bastardized thinking, those who call themselves “Reformers” are
destroying the precious hearts of America, one community at a time. They have the moneydriven, profit-driven power to corrupt state legislators, boards of education, and even train
superintendents to ignore children and their needs and work to kill public education and turn
schools over to profiteers. For Profits, Not For Kids. Certainly not for the communities that
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revolve around local schools and hope. Schools that provide the means for achieving the
American Dream. Schools that are the hearts of communities and create an America Of, By And
For the people.
When the de-formers put communities at risk, the citizens MUST fight back. It is getting
increasingly difficult. Elected representatives – those WE have placed in legislative positions
and on elected state boards – are too often owned and controlled by corporate masters who
subvert the Democratic process. The politicians they own are unable to represent those who
elected them, even if they would like to. If the people of a community elect “their”
representatives, it is certain that the corporate entities will remove them. (The Alliance of
Legislative Executive Councils (ALEC) controls and subverts most of the elected GOP
representatives in the 50 states).
Fighting back requires a community-driven war. It is won by education. The best place to start is
with teachers who take time to let the community know how their schools work, what teachers
do and why, and how education is laying foundations in at least 10 disciplines, not just math
and reading. How music, athletics, the arts, languages, social studies, science, health,
Americanization, mastery of foundation skills, theater computer science… and many other skills
and studies are part of each child’s education.
When community leaders understand what will be lost when partial schools – often run for
profit by individuals or corporations – take over, they will keep the wolves from their door. The
captive legislators will cut funding to kill the public schools. Those who call themselves
“reformers” will try to buy local elections and install their minions who will turn tax payer
dollars over to profiteers. The Press will ignore or go against them. Yet in spite of their power
communities can hold on until the damage de-formers do creates a national outcry and those
hiding behind the veils of corporate power are stopped, the suffering ends, and our community
schools can be rebuilt.

My Handout For Peregrine Books Presentation
Dr. Edward F. Berger April 15, 2013
Dear Friends,
The intent of Vital Lies is to provide a format for local and national discussion. Vital Lies took
over 10 years to research and write. It was released in eBook format in 2012 and is available
globally. In January, due to intense pressure from friends, the first printing as a paperback was
released. Peregrine Book Company carries the paperback locally. Both the paperback and ebook are available through Millennialbooks.com.
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Jo and I developed an education research and archaeological center near Mesa Verde in
Colorado. This experiential education center thrives today. In 1993, I wrote the story of our 20year adventure: Crow Canyon: Pioneering Education And Archaeology On The Southwestern
Colorado Frontier. As a gift to all who dream of doing, Crow Canyon (2009 edition) in available
as a FREE download at: www.millennialbooks.com. Go to MillennialBooks.com. Click the Special
Offer of Crow Canyon: Buy Now. At checkout type CLASSIC (all caps) in the coupon box.
To gain an understanding of education, I spent a year evaluating and observing schools in 22
nations. Since that study, I have served as an education consultant and adjunct professor at
colleges and universities. I have travelled from the Everglades to remote Northwest Alaska,
from Zambia to Scotland, and across Europe and North America searching for answers. After 53
years as an educator, I have a few answers and many stories to tell. Vital Lies is filled with
examples, recommendations, and a bit of history. I believe you will enjoy reading and viewing
this information. For Arizona educators and parents, Chapter 9 in Vital Lies, deals with Arizona
as a case study of how public education has been de-formed.

Breaking News!
Dr. Edward F. Berger April 15, 2013
The California Democratic Party passed this resolution on April 14, 2013:
Whereas, the political action committee, entitled Democrats for Education Reform is funded by
corporations, Republican operatives and wealthy individuals dedicated to privatization and antieducator initiatives, and not grassroots democrats or classroom educators; and
Whereas, the billionaires funding Students First and Democrats for Education Reform are
supporting candidates and local programs that would dismantle a free public education for
every student in California and replace it with company run charter schools, non-credentialed
teachers and unproven untested so-called “reforms”;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the California Democratic Party reaffirms its commitment to
free accessible public schools for all which offer a fair, substantive opportunity to learn with
educators who have the right to be represented by their union, bargain collectively and have a
voice in the policies which affect their schools, classrooms and their students; and work with the
authors of this resolution to dispel the false reforms and support the real needs of the
classroom: trained teachers, adequate funding, safe and clean facilities, diverse and stimulating
curriculum and access to pre-school and higher education.
This is a critical time for comprehensive public education. Politicians and corporate raiders are
in the process of dismantling the public education system. Most notably they are: Arne
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Duncan, Jeb Bush, Eli Broad, Joel Klein, Walton heirs, Bill Gates, Rupert Murdoch, Michelle
Rhee, the Koch Brothers, Rahm Emanuel, Michael Bloomberg, President Obama, the
corporations organized under ALEC (Alliance of Legislative Executive Councils), The Goldwater
Institute, and a few religious groups. These are the worst offenders – the most harmful to
children and the American Dream.

Ed’s Social Media Networks:
Follow me (and I will follow you) on Twitter @EdwardFBerger.
Facebook: facebook.com/ed.berger.104

Recommended Authors
I want to introduce you to the lady whom I believe is the greatest educational leader of our
time, Dr. Diane Ravitch. Diane is a noted and well-respected education historian with many
books and articles that help us understand the nature of the greatest and most successful
public education system ever created. Her book (2011) The Death and Life of the Great
American School System, is available as a download or in print. She has served as Asst. Sect. of
Education and is well aware of the problems parents and teachers face today. At last count,
Diane has over 3,000,000 followers*, and over 750,000 who follow her WP blogs. Please take a
few minutes to watch and listen to her:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ARR2TaepIhM&feature=share (you can avoid the intros
and scan forward to 9:20). Diane also blogs daily about issues parents and educators must
understand. www.Dianeravitch.net
*As of December 2014, Diane has over 7 million followers and over 16,000,000 page hits.
**Note: In September 2013 Diane Published what may well be the most important book on
education. Reign Of Error, is amazing. If you have put off reading it, don’t let more time pass.
I have been honored by Diane Ravitch. She called me a “Voice for sanity in Arizona.”
Another book that I believe you will find helpful is: Milton Schwebel. Remaking America’s Three
School Systems, Now Separate And Unequal. 2003. Scarecrow Press. In light of what is
happening, as privateers and corporate greed take over our schools and access our education
tax dollars, it is interesting to note Schwebel’s insights and solutions .
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I strongly recommend:
http://www.ted.com/talks/ken_robinson_says_schools_kill_creativity.html. TED is a positive
power for understanding and change. (Almost 16,000,000 views).

It’s The Economic System, Stupid!
Dr. Edward F. Berger March 17, 2013
I like the expression, “Light at the end of the tunnel.” When there is no place to go into the
future, the futility disease kicks in and human beings crash with no hope of achieving the
American Dream. When a political/economic system fails and people are piled-up in economic
morasses, no teacher or school or current educational program provides a way out – a way to
the light.
At this time in our history, those who want access to the education tax dollars we pay for
education blame schools and teachers. Why? Because they seek control of the minds of the
young (America), and seek personal wealth and power. As a result, they have ignored the
problems damaging youth and the American Dream. None have attempted to solve the root
problems – in fact, they have made them worse.
The problem: Poverty caused by a failed political/economic system that does not allow a
meaningful path to success for citizens caught in the hell caused by the deprivation of basic
human rights.
The Solution: Break the cycle and provide programs that let these children/citizens work their
way out of poverty. Our current schools do some of this, but we cannot educate a way out for
these citizens until we actually allow a path to work and success. That path requires meaningful
jobs and employment with the opportunity of a better life. Surrounded by examples of human
futility, with no promise that going to school or academic prowess will change their lives, kids
turn to other ways to survive. We don’t like their choices because they involve crime, abuse,
and dependency. Many of the ill-informed rant about welfare, but never consider that the cost
of providing a school-to-work, rather than a school-to-prison-or-welfare solution is less than
what we are spending now.
Ironically, because a very few blinded politicians believe that austerity is a solution to “Saving
our children’s future,” we cannot create an economy based on jobs and opportunity to allow a
pathway for our children. There are more jobs necessary in America today than ever before,
but improving the infrastructure and building new technologies is blocked, throwing more
people into poverty. The greed and power of those who hold great wealth, plus bad political
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leadership and dead-end economics, not the schools, create wards of the welfare systems and
the futility disease crippling our society
We know what to do. We can connect each child with a future by providing hands-on,
necessary work through apprentice programs, CCC type programs, WPA type programs, and
schools experiences that connect those in need with income for themselves and their families.
When a teacher can look a child in the eye and tell him/her, “We need you. America needs
you,” and help that child get on a track that enhances dignity, pockets of poverty will generate
healthy, working, proud citizens who are part of the American Dream.
It is really about human dignity and turning on lights at the end of the current dead-end
pathways. It is about building America through America’s children and families, not exploiting
children and blaming schools and teachers.

The Damage Ideologues Do
Dr. Edward F. Berger March 7, 2013
Ideologues assume that they can move society forward. They are usually attractive, charismatic,
able to sell themselves and the ideas they support. They are useful to politicians, and to those
who want to exploit others to enhance their personal wealth and power. One of the most
disturbing characteristics of ideologues is their belief that they have the right answers and
know what others need. Once entrenched in their ideology, it becomes a personal issue, a ‘noholds-barred’ belief that their insights are right. Anyone who disagrees is wrong. No facts that
shed light on their incorrect or incomplete analysis of situations can change them. They set a
hypothesis and discount anybody, or any of their actions that prove it wrong or incomplete.
They become the True Believers that will do anything to dominate and force their ideas.
Because they are useful to those who want control and power, these charismatic, attractive
sales agents become the tools of movements designed to achieve others agendas. They
become the shills of powerful forces, and because they cannot admit that their original
perception of things is wrong or incomplete, they end-up fronting movements that enhance
other agendas – movements that might otherwise turn their stomachs (ALEC, Koch).
Let us look at two examples of these compelling and attractive people on the American stage at
this time. Both have caused great turmoil and change in America’s education system. Both are
so turned to their own perceptions of what they have decided is right, that even in the light of
facts contradicting their conclusions, they will not accept that they are on the wrong track.
Because they have blinders on, they are the perfect tools of those who want to exploit children
and gain access to the education tax dollars we pay to support quality education. Financial
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rewards, personal attention, and glory overcome their decency. Ego-driven, they need to stay
on the stage.
Michelle Rhee is an ideologue. Sometime, perhaps when she was a young girl, she decided that
her insights were correct and that she had all the answers. She blocked-out information
countering her “insights.” Whatever her experiences, her original conclusions about the way
things work did not change. As she moved through partial experiences (for example as a TFA
classroom aide) she already knew what she would learn. She used her attractiveness, her
charisma, and her ‘leadership con’ to get others to support her.
As she rose to power, she failed. Her mindset proved incorrect. She believes in top-down
coercion as the solution to education change. She used her power to fire, destroy, and to force
change in the D.C. schools. She punishes and humiliates those who disagree with her. It soon
became obvious she was terribly wrong – that how she perceived others and social change was
nightmare thinking that only made things worse. Nevertheless, as an ego-driven ideologue, she
chose to ignore her lessons of failure and charged full ahead to prove herself right. At that
point, she became the tool of those who want to take over the American schools for profit, not
for kids. They provide her with big financial rewards and grease the wheels of her drastic, illconceived programs. They use her as a figurehead for their own agenda, which is to destroy
public schools, teacher associations, educators, and gain access to tax dollars. She cannot admit
that she has failed and is hurting others.
Arne Duncan has much the same trajectory. As a graduate of top schools, he had the charisma
and hutzpah to work his way into the upper echelons of the Chicago schools. With a
background in limited dealings with African American youth, and experiences gained in a
childcare center, he decided that the Chicago school system could not evolve or be fixed, and
that alternatives such as charter schools would be the solution. He carried his incorrect
perceptions of what was wrong with education, teachers, schools, and parents into his job,
ignoring information that was necessary to define and solve the problems. Blinded by his
ideological conclusions, he sought to become the hood ornament and savior of education.
He failed time-and-time-again to recognize the problems with Chicago schools, which were not
solely problems caused by unions, bad teachers, and poor administration, but rather the results
of poverty and a failed political/economic system that deprived children of hope and a future.
Because of his charisma and salesmanship, he was rescued by a presidential candidate who
bought-into his “insights” and eventually made him head of the USDOE. Rather than admit that
his perceptions and hypothesis were wrong, and that his ideology is fractured at best, he knelt
to those who wanted to use him for their own agenda: The privatization of public education for
corporate profit, and militarization to force change in a top-down coercive manner. He
continues to push much of the Bush administration’s nonsense legislation and practices (for
example, high-stakes testing) that his new “buds” want in place (Pearson, Murdoch). He
adopted policies of cooperation with non-educators, regardless of their ignorance of education
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and children’s needs. These are economically powerful “experts” who imagine they have
educational solutions. Think Gates, Waltons, Eli Broad, and Bloomberg. He is helping them
destroy community schools, teachers, and one of the greatest educational systems the world
has known.
He cannot admit that he is wrong, so he goes along and does not fight for evolution and
intelligent change within the system. As a result, the Obama administration may be known as
the administration that destroyed One Cohesive Nation, held together by a comprehensive
educational system and standards controlled by Federal guarantees of equal education
opportunities for all.
Ideologues, as in these examples, are doing great harm to the American people.

The Corpocracy Destroying The American Dream
Dr. Edward F. Berger March 2, 2013
When the few are able to amass the wealth of the many, freedom ends, and totalitarianism
begins. Maybe it is a universal law? In every human organizational structure, be it religious or
political, a few are able to create ways of amassing the wealth. These few then determine how
it will be distributed, if at all, to the masses. Call this the iron law of cultural destruction. It
explains the reign of kings, and the natural course of human avarice and power-seeking. There
is no question that it is the way humans work, and why good governments are created to level
the field.
America existed for a time when wealth could be generated and held by the people. Robber
barons and other economic accumulators rose and fell, but they were barely able to deprive
the “humbled masses” of the fruits of their labor. Thus, the creativity and ingenuity of the
people was rewarded, and America became the “American Dream,” where many could earn,
benefit from, and hold wealth.
In what may be the natural order of things, those with power and amassed wealth devised a
thing called a Corporation. Hiding behind corporate veils, they were able to invent ways of
extruding wealth from the American people. They created corporate mechanisms that have the
power to change government ‘by and for the people’, into ‘government by and for the few’.
These corporate front organizations ate each other, merged, gained access to our courts,
legislatures, and financial institutions passing laws and making decisions that have almost
destroyed the creativity and hope that created the wealth.
A few “kings” now control America’s financial and natural resources. They are forcing America’s
downfall. The current majority on our Supreme Court is vested in this Corpocracy. The GOP and
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many Democratic leaders have become puppets working against the people they claim to
serve. Many do this, I must assume, because they haven’t figured out what happened to the
America that unleashed individual creativity and made this country great.
The Billionaires are now destroying public schools and a national education system that has its
faults, needs to evolve, but is the best the world has ever known. They are destroying every
representational and electoral system that allows citizens (workers) to organize and have a say
in how they work and are compensated. They are enhancing top-down coercive management
systems that allow a few to control the many. If you have doubts about this, use Google to
access information about any members of the Billionaires Club. Start with ALEC members and
the Koch Brothers. Study foreigners Murdoch and Pearson. Look judgmentally at Gates, Eli
Broad, the Waltons, and… They are few, and they are weakening the heart of America.
There is a solution. End the ills of the corporation. Redistribute wealth by closing loopholes for
the ‘kings’ and fairly taxing all Americans. In essence, redistribute wealth; the people’s reward
for work and creativity.

Please Read This Excerpt From Vital Lies…
Dr. Edward F. Berger January 24, 2013
INTRODUCTION: SETTING THE STAGE. (Footnotes deleted for this WP blog)
This book explores areas of weakness in our schools, provides examples of what needs to be
changed, and gives examples of how this change can occur. It discusses the historical basis of
the current system, political obstacles to change, and examples of re-structuring instructional
delivery systems (how we teach) that incorporate the new technology. It also provides
examples of changes to the system that incorporate the learning styles and educational needs
of 21st Century digital learners.
The widespread adoption of the internet has revolutionized the way we communicate, do
business, and consume information. Despite these sweeping changes, our education system has
yet to identify and create new methods for educational delivery capable of taking advantage of
the wealth of options the internet and virtual space provide.
Digitally literate learners are forcing the creation of new operating systems for the acquisition
and application of knowledge. Schools are frozen in the past and in their current structure
cannot meet the needs of 21st Century learners. They are serving learners of all ages in the
same tired, traditional way carried forward from the industrial revolution and the factory
system.
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Technology has changed the way things work and the potential of what is available: Web 2.0,
YouTube, free open source courses, Wikipedia, avatars, multi-player immersive gaming
environments, Twitter, Facebook and… These developments are forcing the redefinition of
classroom environments and transforming learner management models.
American institutions are not prepared for the transition. Generational differences that divide
the past from this new present are so extreme that those with pre-digital, pre-Information Age
mindsets must replace their outmoded literacy with new information, or fail. If enough fail,
America will not generate the educated populous necessary for economic growth, progress,
and leadership. America will fail to be competitive and well-educated enough to enjoy the
benefits of a world it was pivotal in creating.
Why does this matter? America is not 308,000,000/1. (The needs of the many overshadowing
the needs of each one) The success or failure, the productivity and ingenuity, the rights and
responsibilities of one individual, each individual, regardless of the total majority of souls, is
what makes America strong. The rights of the one are guaranteed by the Constitution and our
rule of law. The preservation of these rights bless America and make the American Dream
possible. When the education system does not guarantee the rights of each learner to a
comprehensive, interdisciplinary, fact-based educational foundation, the result marks the end
of the American Dream.
The educational systems of the industrial age focus on compliance and factual recall. In its
prime, the educational system provided producers, consumers, and for the advancement of
science. It is a system that emphasizes the production of workers with left-brain knowledge.
The SAT (Standardized Achievement Test) exams in use nationally measure this part of brain
development. Now, due to technology and the global marketplace, we need right-brain
development. We need creative artists, inventors, designers, storytellers, caregivers … big
picture thinkers; people who find ways around the constraints of systems that lock us into a
particular mindset. We need people capable of bridging the technological and cultural aspects
of our modern global economy with balanced left-and right-brain intelligence.
To make significant contributions, many of our most influential leaders in science and
technology had to drop out of factory system schools that did not meet their needs. The
educational system no longer needs to train students for a broad range of jobs better
accomplished by computers. We are living in a digital world while our schools are still training
factory fodder better suited to the passing age of industry.
Change doesn’t come quickly or easily to those entrenched in educational systems and ways of
life they have navigated comfortably for years. Within the past decade the foundations they
have based their lives and careers upon – perhaps even how they define themselves as
individuals – are being yanked out from under them. They are training students for a world they
once knew. Though many don’t know it, they are not preparing students to survive in the 21 st
Century. They proceed by circling the desks and petrifying remnants of the past. Some are
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scared and angry knowing there are forces out there that to them seem dangerous and antisocial. They will have to be re-educated or bypassed.
Think of a typical isolated classroom in the contained, controlled environment of a school
building wherein students are locked away from the community due to the assumption that
this is the best way to educate them. The building is hit by lightning. Suddenly everything
explodes into myriads of fragments, each carrying coded bits of knowledge layered on top of
and threaded through our traditional face-to-face experiences. Students are propelled into a
virtual world that is not confined by political borders, intellectual territories, or structures like
grade levels, seat time, bus schedules, disciplinary problems, teacher limitations, isolated
disciplines, or class size. It is a place where the rules, structures, and petrifaction of the factory
system no longer dominate. Where school buildings are not more important than children and
learning is an empowering process. Where the sanctity and sharing of knowledge trumps the
need to maintain a lecturer’s authority. Where students are taught how to seek, evaluate and
contribute information hand-in-hand with fellow students and master educators instead of just
learning facts.
The reality is that most people, including the great majority of educators, would like to believe
that the opening up and access to a vast limitless universe where no one controls information,
where human interactions are significantly redefined, and where access to a new seemingly
unlimited resource called virtual space, can be ignored. They are barely aware that the universe
of virtual space is already populated with thousands of virtual worlds, some larger than cities
like San Francisco. They reject the fact that the future of every aspect of our culture – medicine,
corporations, schools, parenting, home computers, the military, politics, and human relations –
is becoming dependent on the use of this new resource.

Virtual Space is no longer confined to science fiction. It has now become an
integral part of science fact.
This book is not an introduction to Virtual Worlds; rather it is about learning
opportunities presented by the utilization of virtual environments – not as tools, but as
resources – as a significant part of necessary educational reform. You can use a search engine
and the sources noted in this book to learn more about virtual world applications. You will
discover that in the USA there are hundreds of programs operating and under development at
this time.
The use of virtual space as a resource to enhance learning is structured quite differently than
the plethora of online education programs (digital or virtual schools) currently in place. In an
increasing number of states, online education is used to by-pass interdisciplinary,
comprehensive, fact-based education, and the Americanization of our children. In some cases,
these online schools are a vehicle for corporations to access public education dollars for profit,
not for students. After several years of operation, many online universities are now under
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public scrutiny. In states like New York, Florida, Ohio, Utah, Arizona, Texas, California, and
Wisconsin, policies have been put in place that are part of a greed-driven agenda to access
public education dollars for personal profit, regardless of the damage done to children and to
our nation. Online education is becoming a big business.
There is a growing body of information that online education, as currently implemented, is not
effective education in the comprehensive use of the word as identified in this book. Rather, it is
an inadequate form of teaching that does not provide students with the tools they need to
contribute to themselves and to society. Utilization of virtual world platforms to enrich learning
experiences and the acquisition of knowledge is very different than access to PowerPoints and
online versions of traditional classroom materials that characterize much of online education.
This book advocates the use of the internet as an educational resource for enhancing teacher
effectiveness and education, not as a way of accessing tax dollars for personal or corporate
profit. Online education, through virtual world resources and emergent technologies, should
make the academic environment more stimulating, more collaborative, more immersive, and
significantly more – not less – rigorous.
Our world has changed. It is no longer a question of “When?” It is happening now and our
schools have fallen behind. Digital natives are populating our schools. Technology is seamlessly
integrated into their daily world. Cell phones are standard gear, even in third world countries.
Powerful links to information and resources are commonplace. In the face of these evolutionary
changes, the structure of our schools is outmoded and rapidly becoming irrelevant.
Our nation is strong. We have the resources to keep abreast of change. We need leadership
from educators who embrace the new technology. Change always includes an element of
discomfort and controversy. Controversy is beneficial if it gets people thinking and discussing
(or cussing) ideas that are not in the current mainstream. This book presents viewpoints that
can be used in a nationwide dialogue about the future of our schools and our country.
Now you can see why this book has received such high marks from parents and educators.
Order Vital Lies at: www.millennialbooks.com downloads available now.

Let Parents Decide: District or Charter?
Dr. Edward F. Berger January 11, 2013
Compare the offerings:
ALMOST ALL DISTRICT SCHOOLS K-12 – Campus with playing fields, parking, student R&R
areas. bus loading and unloading areas. library, resource rooms, nurse’s office, counselors
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offices, classrooms, teachers offices, student and staff rest rooms. Science labs, language labs,
physical education gym(s) and PE facilities and playing fields. Teachers meeting/planning areas,
central office administration, teacher supervision, and record keeping. Food services. Theater
and performing arts center. Specialized instruction areas – math, arts, music, languages,
computer/technology labs, PE. custodial staff. School(s) funded by educational tax dollars for
operation. Capital funds from taxes and bond issues. Stringent teacher certification and
competency requirements. Funds budgeted for ongoing curriculum improvement and faculty
development. Community elected school board. Level of criminal activity: Very low.
Level of student dissatisfaction: Medium.
“Gee Mom, why do I have to take all those dumb subjects and work so hard?”
Rigor: 70% average across all disciplines.
THE AVERAGE CHARTER SCHOOL – Selective grades. Rented building (often rented from the
operators of the charter who will end up owning it). Rent, equipment, instructional materials,
utilities maintenance comes out of dollars for student instruction. No capital funds. Building(s)
not designed for instruction or students. Minimal health and sanitation facilities, no or
inadequate science labs, inadequate classroom space. No or minimal library, no or minimal
computer sciences labs. Inadequate staff, support staff, and administration. Partial or limited
curriculum in selective subjects. Curriculum may not follow standards for fact-based essential
skills. For example, fact-adverse science and civics, no PE, art, choir, performing arts, marching
band, athletics, resource centers, counselors, heath personnel. Financed by tax dollars paid for
each student. Those dollars must also be used to rent, buy, hire, equip, administer, and provide
profit/compensation for charter operators. No or limited curriculum development and staff
development. Curriculum may be purchased from biased, religious, ideological, or other
unproven sources. No teacher training for non-certified or under qualified teaching staff. No
transportation. Very limited accountability. Students leave with partial educations. Governing
boards are often the same people who own/run the charter, serve themselves and sometimes
kids. Level of criminal activity: High.
Level of student dissatisfaction: Low.
“Gee Mom, I like my school. It’s easy and they don’t make me take all those subjects I don’t
want.”
Rigor: 30% in limited disciplines.
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Holiday Weeks Spent Beyond Wi-Fi
Dr. Edward F. Berger January 6, 2013
January’s beginning keeps winter’s cold at our feet. Geronimo rode through this riparian
wonderland and we imagine him leading a weary group of fighters on their way into Mexico.
The canopy of giant cottonwood trees looks ethereal from a distance – a haze against the sky.
From below, we look up to another layer of life.
The San Pedro flows north. At the edge of eddies ice formed last night. The sun’s rays jump
out to us from crystallized beauty. There are reflections in the slowly moving water, not ours,
but those of logjams standing above the current. So much violence when the rains come in
summer’s time. Calm now, but always ready.
Silver was discovered near Tombstone. The smelter was built miles away on the banks of the
San Pedro, the nearest source of water. The tall grasses and woody stalks of riparian plants hide
it all now, the remains of what was: A picture in our minds like the Apache’s love of this land
and the coming of the Horse Soldiers. Ft. Huachuca is not far away, commanding the lands of
Sierra Vista and Sonoita. Marking the power of strangers over the Islands in the Sky, treeless
rugged mountains that stand out of the tall yellow grass plain. A place where man has lived
since times when Clovis ruled over Mastodons.
The cattlemen almost killed this country. The miners built railroads, smelters, great steamdriven pumps and crushers, and a town now dead called Fairbanks. They died out like the Blue
Coats, Buffalo Soldiers and those who brought an end to Geronimo and Cochise. No one won;
all lost. Yet the San Pedro rolls along through beauty as if none of this ever occurred. Towns are
dying or barely prospering. Man is the ghost here, bound to lose everything except appreciation
for the magic of this land.
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2012
Tragedy and the Arming of Evil by Legal Device
Dr. Edward F. Berger December 24, 2012
Is the NRA responsible for the Connecticut massacre and tens of thousands of gun-related
deaths in America each year? Can a corporation be responsible for this continued onslaught?
The reality is that evil people hide behind the legal veils of corporations to do socially
destructive things. They hurt the rest of us and get off Scott-free.
Creating a major gun culture in America has raised a horror that no other civilized nation
experiences. The poorly-educated and paranoid-extremists succumb to the constant fearmongering that comes from corporations that represent gun manufacturers. They release a
relentless barrage of dis-information filled with messages of fear about losing their rights. This
is an intentional misinterpretation of the 2nd amendment to our Constitution. This has very little
to do with guns for hunting, sport or self-protection, because these rights are not the issue.
The corporate front is used to spread the idea that government is trying to subjugate us and
take away our rights, therefore we must arm ourselves for a coming war against minorities and
Washington. Of the over 4 million members of the NRA, only a handful are dumb enough to
believe this, but their dues are used to enrich the leadership and excite the paranoid, not to
protect our rights as stated.
The corporations are used to disseminate their propaganda based on racism, paranoia, and
invented plots against freedom. Read or listen to the NRA messages and know that they come
from some very sociopathic and power-hungry individuals who have grown wealthy by pulling
the strings, but who are not held liable for their deeds. Those guilty of this insanity are the
manipulators behind the veils – the managers and especially the boards of directors – who
make this happen, along with financially motivated gun manufacturers who have made billions
from the paranoia their front organization – the NRA – has created.
The misdirected on the Supreme Court of the United States have helped create and shelter the
Corpocracy that is dominating America. This allows the amassing of wealth and power in the
hands of totally self-serving individuals who are destroying the American Dream for so many,
but can not be held legally responsible.
Logically, guns do not kill people. Neither do bombs, poisons, or knives. People who are
mentally deranged kill others with weapons at hand. The gun lobby and NRA leaders make
certain crazies can easily access weapons that have no place in hunting, sport, or self-defense
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to carry-out insane acts. To allow them to profit in this way at the expense of society is
obscene.
The laws of our country must hold individuals responsible for their acts. If they are guilty, fine
corporations and put their managers and boards of directors in prison. End the use of
corporations to abuse the America people. In this case, the gravity of the evil they have done
cannot be discounted. It is evident.
Remember, corporations don’t kill people, people do.

Get rich! Your Guide For Distorting Education To Access Tax Dollar$$$
Dr. Edward F. Berger December 2, 2012
At this time in American history anyone with gumption and a disregard for children and their
futures, or the future of America, can obtain wealth, help destroy public district schools, and
gain access to the education tax dollars citizens pay.
Here’s how You can become wealthy:
Get rid of locally elected boards of education. Many are already compromised by lack of citizen
interest, so bypass them. Start a school of choice and put yourself in as head of the governing
board and maybe head teacher or some other paying position. Get your cronies involved. Once
in control, you decide how the taxpayer dollars allotted for kids are spent. Mix capital and
operational dollars and you can end-up owning buildings and equipment. Form a non-profit
that can receive public money and donations and then contract with for-profit buddies (and
yourself) to run the school. Contract with companies you start, or get kick-backs and special
treatment from “providers.” Call your school: “An experiment,” and you can get away with
almost anything.
Anyone can teach, so hire attractive and racially appropriate people you know. You can avoid
socialistic things like living wages, retirement programs, and dollars spent on useless things like
continuing education. The idea that teachers need four years of college, often a masters degree
in education focused on their subject areas, and that vetting teachers through a process of
certification, hiring, evaluations, proven performance prior to tenure, and continuing education
requirements may seem valid, but where dollars are the priority they make certified,
experienced teachers too expensive.
Create your own facilities, even though, maybe only a block or two away, taxpayer have
already financed, built and maintain complete educational facilities – think land, resources like
science labs, libraries, resource centers, classrooms, rest rooms, athletic fields and gyms, art
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classrooms, music rooms and performance halls, theaters, cafeterias, administrative offices…
you know, all the things kids and teachers need. Luckily, your idea of a school can ignore or if
necessary replicate at taxpayer expense all these taxpayer paid for resources if profit is the
motive. For the things parents will demand, if competition works in this marketplace, you may
have to provide some of them, just make certain you end-up owning the facilities, equipment,
and instructional materials by renting or leasing from yourself or your fellow profiteers
Buy your curriculum and instruction materials from companies that short curricula to
streamline education and increase profits and personal ideologies. Find fundamentalist,
religious and ideological organizations that provide cheap curricula – so what if they inculcate
their beliefs? Ignore more than a century of research, experience, and hard work which has
resulted in identifying essential foundation skills every child must have to succeed. Find
politically motivated privatizers who are introducing new Common Core Standards that work to
increase profits, and cut or dismantle curricula in every discipline except math and reading,
they promise.
Use free public resources like the Internet to create virtual schools that don’t need buildings,
print books, good teachers or anything related to interactive, fact-based education. The money
saved by going virtual can go directly into your salary and profits for “investors,” and expansion.
Ignore the large and valid body of information that shows that virtual resources are part of a
good teacher’s war chest, and that on-line or virtual schools do not provide the necessary
foundation and interactive skills the great majority of students need. Ignore information
coming from employers and the military about the shallowness and limitations of on-line,
virtual, education.
Don’t get hooked by facts thrown out by educators in public schools, colleges and universities,
and parents who have lost children to this rush for gold. They will write, give speeches, blog and
cry about what is happening to kids and to a cohesive America – you know, the one where a
child could go to any public school from Florida to Alaska, anywhere in the US, and get a factbased, comprehensive, curriculum- based, interdisciplinary education. These people are only
working to protect their jobs and keep dollars out of the hands of true educational change
agents like yourself.
Finally, use any means necessary to ride the wave of Pearson testing. NCLB (No Child Left
Behind) and RTT (Race To The Top) can be used to prove that the students in your school(s) are
achieving at or above students in district schools. All you have to do is eliminate most areas of
instruction (essential disciplines other than math and reading. For example fact-based civics
and government and courses that require critical thinking), and cherry-pick students from
district schools that read, and who test well in math. Warning! Don’t enroll minority students
unless they are high achievers like Asians. Expel students who fail to prove the value of your
educational program. If scores are still too low, blame unions and teachers and, of course the
parents who don’t do what parents must. Also, what seems to work for many schools of choice:
Falsify the test scores. By the time anybody has figured out how to check, and the damaged kids
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are known (but gone), you will have made your pile and can quit the business, go to another
district and do it again, or join one of the many foreign owned and run charter schools that
need front men/women.
Good luck, you are not alone. Failed educators and greed-driven corporations and
organizations like those who control ALEC are running interference for you. Bill Gates, Walmart
heirs, Rupert Murdoch, Jeb Bush, Michelle Rhee, Joel Klein, the Koch Brothers, most GOP state
governors, even the US Secretary of Education are fending off facts and reality to help you
profit. Over 600 billion dollars a year are up for grabs. Make sure you get yours. Remember,
children and their futures, and the future of America are of no concern in this great education
windfall. Call it free enterprise capitalism. None dare call it education.
I was asked if I wrote this tongue-in-cheek. No, it is just that I’m not fact–adverse.

The Dismantling Of Comprehensive Education: A Case Study.
Dr. Edward F. Berger November 15, 2012
(3 parts combined in this blog)
Decades, ago, Arizona along with most other states, set standards for public education
curricula. The state’s educational leaders defined what children need to know and be able to do
in at least ten interdisciplinary content areas: mathematics, reading, writing, the sciences, social
studies and civics (local, state, and national government), the arts, comprehensive health,
technology, foreign language, and workplace skills. This broad-based comprehensive education
introduces these disciplines to children while they are in their most formative and receptive
periods. The curricula builds the foundation skills necessary for access to the interdisciplinary
comprehensive skills necessary in our complex society. Most, if not all quality public school
districts adhere to this fact-based, interdisciplinary, comprehensive requirement. However,
most of the 600 charter schools in Arizona do not.
Representatives of minority religious groups, a handful of fact-adverse ideologues, and greeddriven corporations and individuals who want access to education tax dollars, have taken
control of Arizona government. Even though the largest group in this minority constitutes less
than 6% of Arizona’s population, through concerted efforts, their representatives make up
more than 20% of the state legislature and senior political decision-makers. Most leading
positions in the state senate and the house are occupied by members of one religious group.
This minority has been able to erode the state’s comprehensive education concept through
changes in the state’s tax laws, widespread introduction of charter schools – including online
charter schools (virtual schools) that are not schools at all – and funding cuts designed to
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destroy district schools. These movements and actions are led and funded by people who have
figured out ways to pocket public tax dollars collected for the education of all children.
The use of tax revenues has changed in Arizona. For over a decade, there has been an everexpanded way state taxpayers can direct a portion of their taxes to educational programs they
support. They are allowed to deduct those dollars from their tax bills and direct them to schools
and programs they like. Now, after years of little steps, this group has been able to erode the
idea of separation of church and state. Public tax dollars, intercepted before they get to the
general fund, can now go to public, private, corporate for-profit, and religious schools. In
addition, corporations can divert large amounts of their state taxes to schools they approve of.
There is a noticeable drain on educational dollars allocated from the general fund.
As these tax dollars are drained away from public district schools, they go to replicating
facilities, equipment, teachers, and other existing publicly financed resources, including the
purchase or rental of land, buildings, and perhaps most disturbing, profit and personal
enrichment for charter school “owners and operators.” All of these replicated expenses come
out of the dollars provided for students in the charter school. Most inappropriately, these
siphoned dollars come near to doubling the cost of education for Arizona taxpayers. The
unnecessary cost of charters is kept from the public eye by draining the resources going to
public education for all children as provided by public district schools. The long-term solution to
support this rip-off is to starve public district schools out of existence and sell off their
resources.
The original idea behind schools of choice – charter schools – was thought to be their ability to
modify the educational system by providing competition that would force district schools to
improve. The idea was to challenge and change – by proven demonstration – those district
schools which are not responsive to children’s needs. There was no hard data to show that
numbers of public schools were failing or that public educational systems were doing it wrong.
There was no data that showed that competition for students, however based, would do
anything to help kids. There was a vast amount of data that showed that children caught in a
failed economic system needed help surviving in any educational system. There was
considerable evidence that most district public schools were beginning to address these
problems and that change could occur within the systems.
In those days, the mid-1990s, the hope was that change could happen in smaller, more
accountable schools and then be imported back into the district schools. That would have
worked in Arizona except that the charters were removed from the oversight of the State Board
of Education and put under a new and differently motivated State Board for Charter Schools,
which immediately removed accountability and moved to the ugly system in place today.
More than a decade has passed and the school choice solutions have not come up with new
and better ways to help our children. Accountability for charter schools is situational, based
upon politics and weak standards. Schools run by special interest groups operate as
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experiments and are given latitude that makes no sense. The rule of professional educators that
we do not experiment on children, is overlooked and intentionally ignored. Untold thousands of
children are not getting a quality foundation education and the state has no interest in the
damages, only the experiments, and the furtherance of their ideologies. The language hasn’t
changed, politicians-turned-educators speak of AIMS testing, and NCLB or RTT – two sides of
the same stupidity. The fact is partial schools have been created at great cost to kids and the
future of Arizona and the Nation. They are allowed – encouraged – to run without supervision
from educators who represent kids, not profit or power or corporate (ALEC) type access to
public tax dollars.
In charter schools the curriculum can be skewed and manipulated by the charter school
governing board (often the “owners”). They can decide to modify, leave out, or not teach
anything as they like. In fact, what curriculum there is in a charter school or virtual school may
have been written by fanatics or fundamentalists or, equally scary, the profit-driven individuals
and corporations who have gained access to the dollars Arizona citizens pay for the education
of all children.
There can be no doubt that Arizona is leading the US in the destruction of interdisciplinary,
comprehensive, fact-based education and creating models whereby cults, religious groups,
ideologues, and profiteers can access education tax dollars to push their agendas or fill their
pockets at the expense of children. Many other states are on this same course and studying
Arizona’s techniques. Groups led by the non-educationally qualified , like Jeb Bush and his
Digital Learning Council, Rupert Murdock’s News Corp., failed D.C. Super Michelle Rhee, Arne
Duncan and even our president – until educator’s voices are heard – and many state governors
from Ohio, Indiana, Louisiana, Florida, Texas, Wisconsin, Michigan, New York and Utah (to
name just a few of the worst) buy into the, ‘Profit from education tax dollars movement.’ ALEC
writes legislation and forces it upon our elected representatives, thus subverting democracy.
These self-appointed disruptors are damaging children and their hope to share the American
Dream. In the long-run, they are severely damaging America.
As a result of this madness, on the elementary, middle, and secondary levels, Arizona has
reached new lows and is rated as one of the worst, or the worst state in support of K-12
education. Two important national studies are used to evaluate the results of each state’s
educational success or failure. One is the state-by-state breakdown of SAT scores compiled by
the College Board. The other is a comprehensive study by Morgan Quinto Press, and
independent research company that specializes in state data. Here is the Morgan Quinto Press
– mainstreet.com – conclusion regarding Arizona. It leaves no doubt that the programs put in
place over the last two decades have damaged untold numbers of children and undermined the
American Dream.
“Arizona was ranked as the worst state according to Morgan Quinto’s list. Students received
dismal scores on their math and reading proficiency tests in middle school and just 84% of the
population had graduated from high school. A recent survey this year claimed that Arizona’s K72

12 education is the fifth worst (45 out of 50) in the nation. Another unrelated survey found that
the vast majority of high school students in Arizona (96.5%) would be unable to pass a basic
citizenship test if they needed to. Too dumb to be American? That’s a problem.”
You can read the web pages and the butt-covering verbiage put out by those who have
perverted Arizona education. There are a few good charter schools, I’ll write about them in
other blogs. But if you are a parent or a taxpayer, you should have a lump in the pit of your
stomach that will only go away when these nuts are stopped. It will take much of this century to
repair the damage done to so many children – support community colleges. They may be their
last, best hope.
We must bypass the hijacked systems which control education and ensure that, with federal
guidelines, states guarantee every student an interdisciplinary, comprehensive, fact-based
education as a foundation for schooling in the Information Age and the Interactive Age. To
build and maintain our nation we must have cohesive principles such as common standards and
purpose, not the anarchy of divergent interests taking over our schools to manipulate the
minds of children and make money by accessing public education tax dollars.

A Plan Of Action To Save A Cohesive Union
Dr. Edward F. Berger November 6, 2012
“One Nation” cannot exist if its citizens do not have common language, culture, and
understanding of freedom and how it is preserved. Recent attempts to destroy the American
public educational system that has provided this cohesiveness may result in the end of our
freedom and greatness. The success of those who are destroying public education through
choice, privatization, and greed, is in direct proportion to the failure of educators to fight for
Kids and Country.
The problem in education that confounds me is that educators do not acknowledge leaders in
educational research, education scholars and historians, and those who have documented what
is needed for quality education at every level. Educators are not united behind leaders and
research. They do not insist on proven, observable, repeatable methodologies necessary for
schools to operate and evolve while preserving the foundations of our nation. This essential
information is available to learn from and critique. Yet much of it is not taught in teachers
colleges. Few teachers are aware of it, discuss it, or teach their communities about it.
Here is the plan:
Educational leaders – whether they are administrators, department chairs, union leaders, or
parent teacher groups – must start Book Clubs – reading groups and discussion groups that
focus on the works of our most enlightened education leaders. Here are my suggestions for
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reading that is critical now to saving America’s public schools and countering the shattering of
our American educational system.
First selection: Milton Schwebel’s vital work: Remaking America’s Three School Systems, Now
Separate And Unequal . 2003. www.scarecroweducation.com. (hard cover).
In my estimation, this the foundation read for all further discussions.
Second Selection: Diane Ravitch’s vital work: The Death And Life Of The Great American School
System: How Testing and Choice Are Undermining Education. 2012. Basic Books. (hard cover or
download). Diane Ravitch is one of the few educational leaders who is current and continually
evaluating what is happening across America.
My Third choice: Dr. Edward F. Berger’s (my) book: Vital Lies: The irrelevance Of Our Schools In
The Information Age. 2012. www.millennialbooks.com.(download only). Written to form a base
for discussion, this work examines where we are, how we got this way, and what we need to do
for 21st Century learners.
Get your reading and discussion group started. Hopefully, you will select other books that have
the information you need.
It is my sincere hope that key people like Arne Duncan, Rahm Emanuel, Tom Friedman, Mitt
Romney, Jeb Bush, et.al. will read these works and come to understand the importance of our
public schools and how we can improve them.

A Horrible Manifestation Of A Cultural Lag
Dr. Edward F. Berger October 22, 2012
All that befalls education today is caused by disconnected assumptions about unproven
ideologies. Garbage thinking accepted as truth. Fact-adverse mentalities running their
undisciplined stupidity as if they know what they are doing and where the rest of us need to go.
I no longer discount the dirty, ugly forces of greed that sacrifice the American Dream and the
future of America for personal and corporate gain. I have a hard time accepting the fact that
very evil people will steal from children. I once had the innocence to believe that all people
were decent, that there was common good – and even empathy. That innocence is lost. What is
happening to our schools is an attack from a deadly disease: Degenerative Cultural Lag.
We got this way because of the forces of half-knowledge released by flawed thinkers like Chubb
and Moe, were promoted by outfits like the Brookings Institution rewarding extremists looking
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for personal power. These wrong conclusions have rotted into a nightmare of caustic
marketplace ideologies and manufacturing practices wrongly applied to education. Dumb
assumptions like assembly line education, school competition, school choice, and the war on
teachers. They accept the awful idea that it is okay to experiment on other people’s children
regardless of the damage done. Now, politicians subverted and owned by ALEC corporate greed
and religious fanatics are moving to destroy the finest education system in the world and with it
the American people. In state after state elected representatives are subverted by ALEC money
and power.
America has never been in greater danger. Ask an experienced teacher to explain what is
happening to kids in your schools. Ask Arne Duncan if he has read the 400+ letters recently
submitted by educators to President Obama pleading for an end to this stupidity. Fight for kids
and fact-driven progress. Education is about ending ignorance so an educated people do not
lose their freedom. Make education work again.

What We Do To Our Children
Dr. Edward F. Berger October 19, 2012
What we think we do to and for our children is quite different from what we actually do. What
we think is happening for our children and the future of America, is based upon lack of
knowledge about how education and our schools work and what a whole or complete school
should be. As we search through effective programs and identify what must be continued –
what we must enhance and tailor for the Information Age – we find whole areas where the
ideals of parents and educators have been subverted by organized minorities and privatizing
movements based on school choice.
Our factory system is outdated and ineffective; it doesn’t fit our time. The needs of 21st
Century learners are very different than those of students who came before. The widespread
integration of technology at a very early age has changed the way children learn, the way
teachers must educate, and the support systems required for effective instruction. Virtual
world environments are expanding out-of-school learning opportunities. Learning is not the
same as it was.
Perpetuating the old system is national suicide. Evolving away from a petrified, coercive, selfserving system is difficult. Many feel that it is impossible to change our schools. Yet change is
being forced upon us. What happens to our children in school is critical to our survival. If we fail
to evolve our schools, we lose. If we destroy fact-based, interdisciplinary comprehensive
schools based on essential skills curriculum, we fail.
There are thousands of highly qualified educators and thinkers who see the whole picture and
know what has to be improved or changed if education is to keep us vital in the 21st Century.
Unfortunately, there are hundreds of ill-informed, often fact-adverse politicians and greed75

driven corporations who are profiting from the vacuum created by the lack of educational
leadership and the ignorance of parents who have not received the information from teachers
and educational leaders they need to make decisions about the education their child must
receive.
(Excerpted from, Vital Lies: The Irrelevance Of Our Schools In The Information Age. 2012.
MillennialBooks.com)

Letter to the President for Oct 17 National Call
Dr. Edward F. Berger October 8, 2012
October 17, 2012
Mr. President,
I am certain you and Michelle have talked a great deal about education in Chicago and in D.C.
Parents with children at risk (all parents) have a lot to consider before turning their kids over to
a school or system. I know you have close relationships with Arne Duncan and Rahm Emanuel.
Both men are deeply involved with education and both have focused on Chicago schools.
I know the idealism of most of the people connected with you and your presidency. What I also
know is that idealism often results in frustration which results in ideologies born of that
frustration. That is how harmful ideologues are created. These ‘leaders’ are angry and unable to
admit their failure to bring about change and make complicated problems go away. Michelle
Rhee is an example. She just knew she was right and that she had the answers. When her
narrow interpretations of what is needed failed, she blamed others. She, like Duncan and
Emanuel, had formed ideals and ideologies without correctly diagnosing the fundamental
causes of the problems in our schools. They blame teachers, the very people who are fighting
for kids and dealing with the results of a failed economic system. Teachers, not these
ideologues, deal with the poverty that destroys the hopes and dreams of so many in America.
If ideologues are unable to accept changes in their thinking, they turn to more radical
ideologies. They refuse to admit their personal misinterpretations. They buy into new
ideologies: School Choice, competition, charter schools, NCLB, RTT, and corporate
management. Most damaging is the open invitation for profiteers to gain access to our public
tax dollars. These failed ‘leaders’ reject fact-base information and force their ideologies through
fact-adverse wrongheadedness. Sadly, those shallow interpretations got leg in the Bush-era and
are being continued by your administration.
Mr. President, the greatest challenge you face as president is to rebuild one, cohesive America
through effective public schools nation-wide. Schools that meet the needs of children through
solid fact-based, curriculum-based, interdisciplinary education. You must stop destroying
schools and hurting kids. You must address the root problems damaging children and this
madness that is destroying One Nation.
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President Obama, I have been active in education for 52 or my 73 years. Like Diane Ravitch, I
write and communicate with others in the hope of establishing a national dialogue between
those who are working with children and know what is needed to evolve our public schools.
You must listen to educators, those on the line where the action is, and not the ideologues who
have failed us and so badly damaged the American Dream for millions of children.
Respectfully,
Dr. Edward F. Berger, Ed.D. www.MillennialBooks.com. www.edwardfberger.com

Digitals Are Creating A New Upper Class
Dr. Edward F. Berger September 30, 2012
Everyone talks about education’s problems now and back when. We react to things that have
already happened. We are so caught up in the past and trying to understand the present that
we fail to acknowledge major forces of change that make knowledge of where we are now of
little value. We fail to recognize the new forces that have changed the way our minds can work
and how we get, assimilate, and apply information. Most of us fail to acknowledge the
fundamental differences that are empowering small groups of ‘youngsters’ in our societies.
These newcomers are forming a new caste or strata overpowering the existing social class
system. They are active building a future the average person fails to comprehend. As a way of
connecting to this, think what has happened as miniaturization radically changed technology.
Changes in the availability of knowledge and the ability to interact with others across the planet
are creating a new upper caste or strata made up of those who gain access to information and
interactive systems.
We label those forming this new strata digitals, or simply geeks. Most are under 35. These
individuals have expanded skill sets and tool sets. They use their mastery of information and
their ability to interact on a wide scale to power a future that is beyond common
understanding. As a way of comprehending this, think of the thought processes necessary to
design the code written to create massive multi-player on-line games and the parallel universes
where they operate. Code, that easily transfers to new learning approaches and the application
of knowledge. Code, now proven and available, that exposes most of our current education and
application practices as incomplete.
These beings, our progeny, came out of the educational systems we think we know well. What
we have failed to comprehend is that they jumped over the moribund and established
limitations of our practices and tapped into new ways of learning and communicating. Ways
that, if we are to keep up, demand that we learn new approaches and use vast resources for
programming our brains. Change is hard. Thus, to the detriment of our future, most reject
change, deny the power this new strata has, and remain focused on limited information. This
majority may react as Luddites out of ignorance.
Out of my 52 years as an educator confounded by the limitations of the existing system, I have
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spent the last 10 years gaining an understanding of the elements that create this new strata. I
am certain about these essential parts:
1) Parents who do not turn the job of educating their kids over to the state, but rather stay
involved with the schools. Parents who go beyond what the schools have to offer by exploring
the world with their child;
2) Teachers who understand that you cannot teach a child well whom you don’t know well.
Teachers who test to help students, not tie anchors around their necks. Teachers who require
the mastery of essential information.
3) Foundation-centered K-12 schools that require essential mastery of an interdisciplinary
curriculum and teach the foundation skills necessary to function in each of ten or more
disciplines.
4) Students who have taken advantage of the technological advances of the Information Age
and The Interactive Age. Students who go through the looking glass (the computer) into
dimensions filled with information and connected intelligences.
As an educator and parent, I understand these elements present in those populating this new
caste or strata in societies. My wife and I, both educators, helped our kids move into this
future. We made sure our children were with exceptional teachers. Knowing there were gaps in
their schooling, we took our kids out of school when necessary and travelschooled. We know
that time spent in tidal pools exploring and learning is of better quality than time looking at
bottled creatures, or photographs and diagrams in texts. We know that time spent in the real
world is richer and more ‘educational’ than time spent in warehouses removed from the world.
Of course, to be able to do that, our focus had to be on our kids, not solely our work or our
personal issues.
That brings up a tough problem parents have to solve. In this age of planned parenthood,
children should be brought into the world when the parent(s) are ready to focus on them and
put a priority on experiential learning where the family learns together. That conflicts with
religious groups that urge early and continual breeding in order to increase the number of
followers. That conflicts with those who do not want women to have control of their bodies.
The planned parenthood idea is winning, but progress is slow. Certainly, a 5th element that
seems common in the lives of kids moving toward the new strata is fact-based sex education
and pregnancy protection.
Armed with readily accessible and verifiable information, bolstered by public education that has
required their mastery of foundation skills, and able to communicate across the planet through
interactive technologies, empowered individuals are gaining key positions in every aspect of
world economic and social systems. These digitally literate individuals are creating a strata that
renders our present class system which has evolved to provide separate and unequal privileges
for those who control wealth and power, irrelevant. Wealth and power will shift to those who
rise to key positions through access to information and interactive communication systems. We
are seeing the rise of a new upper class. For more insights, read Vital Lies, The Irrelevance Of
Our Schools In The Information Age.
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The Peace Corps: A Visit To Learn From One Volunteer
Dr. Edward F. Berger September 6, 2012

Waking, I come back wandering through dreams. Sleep-bound; numb. It’s dark. There is a hint
of false dawn through a split window cover. A soft new light striking the mosquito net which
looks like spider-weaves tenting above me. I feel my toes and the sag in the mattress against
my back. Outside bundled branch brooms sweeping sighs heard against distant cock calls.
Voices sweet and melodic salve my sleep-logged mind. Women are bent over brooming and
preparing the courtyards, singing with joy and delight at the new day. I understand that with
the sun I’ll be lit with ancient light and the dawn experiences of human existence.
This is the remote bush of Zambia. Off the tracks where the world of others, foreigners, takes
what little food a family can grow in exchange for unnecessary things like tin for roofs, fees for
cell phones, refrigeration and gas or diesel to move people and products. This is the edge of
universes, where tectonic forces tear apart a way of life never evaluated for its worth, but
scrubbed bare of resources and people, all dragged to far towns believing in economic gods,
not human worth. This is where the deadly forces called “progress” cancel the worth of tens of
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thousands of generations. This is one of the last places like this – I am aware, awake and
awakening, never to be the same.
This is the world my 24 year old son, David Nathaniel, is absorbing and melding into. As a Peace
Corps Volunteer he has been in Zambia, Africa for over a year. He speaks fluent Bemba. His
village is remote, about 8 klicks off the almost impassable main road from Mansa, in a place
where “road” usually means a deeply rutted dirt track with potholes that could be filled with
VW Beetles. In the rainy season you can’t tell the puddles from bottomless sinks.
Peace Corps rules won’t let him operate a motor vehicle, not even a motorcycle. He has a bike
with a rack and must walk or ride everywhere around his 11 by 50 Klicks catchment area, to
serve over 9,000 people. Riding 40 klicks out, doing a women’s program or helping with wellbaby clinics and then a hard ride back in loose sand and shifting dirt to reach home before dark,
is a challenge. He is in great shape.
There is an electric line running into the dispersed collections of mud brick, grass roof homes. A
few structures have intermittent electricity. The clinic has some power, but is not adequately
wired for service. When the installation is complete, sometime between ten years ago and
soon, that energy will help run machines, give light; save lives. “Civilization” is trickling into the
community following the electric lines and the desires of those in the community who want
energy slaves – lights, refrigeration, entertainment, and cookers. They don’t suspect that they
will soon be slaves. Hunger and malnutrition increase as they sell what little food they can grow
and their labor to pay for power. The need to change to a cash economy eventually means
leaving the village community and working in the mines or the smelters. For a majority who
leave their community, it means eking survival in the dead-end back alleys and endless mazes
of towns which entomb them.
The Bemba people are part of a long-term southern migration from the equatorial Congo. They
are part of an even more ancient Bantu migration south from equatorial West Africa. We know
so little of their history, but assume we know it all. What exists in our time are a vital, gentle
people who have learned to appreciate life’s quality and to live in that grace every day. To have
evolved to live so peacefully and so much in harmony with the earth and each other seems
easily written-off as boring to jaded outsiders. Maybe it is to people who have never
experienced its depth. What these Zambians have evolved is a cultural wealth we have lost and
deeply hunger for. What they suffer from is poor diet, lack of medical care, and an economic
system that robs them of substance – their daily bread. I have learned that if Peace Corps
volunteers like David Nathaniel can help, it will be to alleviate suffering with adequate
healthcare and applicable information about agriculture, diet, malaria, HIV/Aides, dysentery,
and parasites. Sadly, too many attempts to help, result in the destruction of their support and
survival systems and hasten the destruction of good cultural practices.
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There is a growing awareness that it is necessary to know the culture and the dreams of the
people before laying a trip on them based on our concepts of supposed needs and imagined
good.
The very idea that non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and governmental agency
intervention can enhance the lives of individuals is fraught with dangers. If you are going to do
unto others you better be qualified through your knowledge of them. If you are there to inject
your religion or your concepts of a good life – to inculcate – you are skirting the edges of an old
and proven evil. Many service organizations are aware of this dynamic and they are changing
those practices. Some volunteers are examining their motivation and focusing on the people
and culture they serve, not the brownie points they can earn for doing “good” works to others.
Based on the assumption that the people receiving help must guide the direction of those
resources and determine the course of their own affairs, anyone meddling from an outside
culture, whatever the motivation, must purge themselves of the idea that they are a change
agent. If they are serving to convert, redirect, and modify culture for some imagined higher
goal, they should not be allowed to meddle. There are no examples where these proselytizers
have done anything with lasting value. There are many examples of damages done. For
example, building a school or clinic and then leaving without training people to operate and
maintain the structures does not have a long-term benefit to the people served. Laying medical
and health information – think teaching about things no one can see, like dysentery germs or
mosquito-borne malaria – on the people, without incorporating the information into the ken –
the range of understanding – of the people. There is a skewed concept in our belief system that
we are our brother’s keeper. That ugly and limited thinking is a major reason people are
deprived of their dignity and forced to let others make decisions for them. We are our brother’s
brother. “Do unto others…” renders “keeping people” void of good.
What background and training puts a volunteer in the field who is effective in addressing their
needs, not his/her own? I want to know how to screen volunteers so those selected can
enhance, not damage or denigrate cultures. Who should be “turned-loose” on others in
developing nations? These are questions every religious group, every NGO, every member of
service organizations need to address. Obviously, there is a history of people entering other
cultures to convert them to another way of thinking about religion. There are those who
enslave. There are those who preach values and dogma that hurt and destroy as they try to
mold them to ways of life suitable for other latitudes, belief systems, and economic systems.
These people exist and do their dances on the heads of those they pretend to serve. Their time
must come to an end.
I turn to my understanding of the volunteer I know the most about. At 23, he entered Africa to
serve. Was he ready? Why is his work a year into his assignment considered ‘value added’,
rather than information given and solutions laid-on? Was he taught to listen and learn and
share his information into their ken and culture? How did he know how to give without
depriving others of their dignity – their self-direction? How does he know to cast-out
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judgments formed by his own culture? For example, dealing with polygamy, family
organizations, work ethics, male and female roles, morals? What prepared him at 23 to enter
an others home and try to add value? It was not a course of study or an inculcation of values.
What prepared him were life experiences and his own quest for knowledge and understanding.
A profile of this effective volunteer gives insight into the way he has understood and done
things. Born in Colorado, he spent time In Arizona and Mexico, melding into these different
cultures. He celebrated his 8th birthday on the Eiffel Tower in Paris. Traveled extensively in
Europe with his family for a year. TravelSchooled another year in the Eastern and Southern US,
learning to understand other cultures and value systems. He excelled in public school. Entered
the Barrett Honors College at Arizona State University. Put his mind to global issues, urban
evolution, and effective communication. At ASU he enjoyed ballroom dancing and the building
of DevilDanceSport. He became a competitive ballroom dancer winning many medals. He used
his understanding to help build university spirit and was chosen as runner-up to Mr. ASU
(60,000 students). He created a global studies program in Milan, Italy and served 20 weeks at
the American Consulate as a student-volunteer. He became fluent in Italian. Following that he
spent the next three months solo-backpacking from Italy, through Croatia, Montenegro,
Albania, Greece, Turkey, Serbia, Romania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Czech Republic, Poland, Germany,
England and then on to Ireland and Scotland. In each place, he learned to meld into the culture
and learned some of its history. He was graduated magma-cum-laude from the Barrett Honors
College.
Following graduation, he volunteered for the American Red Cross – Arizona. His computer skills
allowed him to design Excel spreadsheets to show the equipment stored in, and the status of,
Red Cross storage trailers he inventoried around the state. He worked to update supplies and
had first-hand experience as a Red Cross volunteer supporting the teams and helping the
people impacted by the largest wildfire in Arizona history. Co-workers marvel at his ability to
get things done, create upgradable sources of vital health and safety information, and provide
leadership.
His goal was to join the Peace Corps and serve others. He applied and dealt with the Corps
misinformation, red tape, and a seemingly lack of interest in him as a person. He was accepted
and tentatively assigned to Eastern Europe. He began studying Russian in preparation. At the
last minute, he was told he was needed in Africa. Where? He asked. Needed for what? They
didn’t know. The change in assignment most likely came as a result of someone filling a
vacancy, not an understanding or concern about his skills or his placement. Eventually he
learned of his assignment and began studying Sub-Saharan Africa.
He describes the change to African service as one of the best things that has happened to him.
In Zambia, he is known as Ba Kapia, the little twin. (He is 6’4”, 230 pounds). He is loving,
listening, melding and really contributing. Being with him in his village and in Luapula for a
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week, and traveling in Zambia with him for 3 weeks was a life-changing experience full of
insights into human community and the potential of countries like Zambia.
Now in his second year, those who know him and his background, and those of us who share
what he is doing through his photographs and through his writings – many punched out on the
tiny keypad of a cell phone charged with solar power – get insights into life in the remote bush
with a people and culture that should not vanish from this Earth.*
*As of October 8, 2014 David Nathaniel completed 3 years 3 months with the Peace Corps is Zambia. He
spent the last year as a PCVL, a volunteer leader in charge of the Southern Province and dozens of new
volunteers in the field.

Destroying A Cohesive America
Dr. Edward F. Berger June 23, 2012
We are experiencing what it takes to destroy a Nation that was unified by its educational
system. How is this being done? They start by destroying our public schools to gain access to
children’s minds and program them to be fodder for a new order. The movement grows by
placing corporations above individuals and ensuring that the people behind corporate acts are
invisible and not held responsible. They use media to misrepresent the facts and make people
believe that our educational system has totally failed. They subvert Representative Democracy
by controlling elected representatives and writing self-serving legislation and new laws for
them to put in place. They use States Rights issues to take control of state governments. They
rewrite textbooks and curriculum to reflect the values of their order, and new interpretations of
our history and of the Constitution. They use religion to justify political positions. They destroy
unions and worker’s representation. They financially sway elections and buy their minions into
key positions.
No, I am not parroting Adolph Hitler’s takeover of Germany. No, I am not outlining what Stalin
and his minions did in Russia. No, I am not regurgitating the creeds of Fascism, although those
models are being put into place in America, right now.
As a result of the extreme right’s destruction of schools, creation of partial schools, introduction
of new curricula, and the discrediting of educators and those they do not control, Americans
are experiencing the most serious threat ever to individual rights and a free society.
On Obama’s watch, tens of thousands of children are losing their shot at the American Dream,
as comprehensive, interdisciplinary, curriculum-based, fact-based schools are destroyed, and
partial, fact-adverse and limited curricula schools are put in place. Obama inherited this Bushera nightmare, but his administration has not stopped it. It will take the complete focus of his
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leadership to repair the damage already done. If he does not reestablish a cohesive educational
system, the dreams of a twisted few will guide the corporate powers and America will lose its
promise.

Educational Leadership – We Lack Basic Principles
Dr. Edward F. Berger June 19, 2012
WHOM DO WE FOLLOW, we educators who are responsible for the precious futures of
America’s children, and thus the future of our country? Who speaks for teachers? Who speaks
for the children? What are the fundamental responsibilities that guide educators? Do
Associations and Unions represent children and education, or just ‘labor’? Does the US
Department of Education speak for the profession, or current political ideologies? Do the 50
State Departments of Education speak for educators and children or political meddlers,
religious extremists, and profiteers?
THE ANSWER: No group or even a single voice guides us as educators. We assume we have
guidelines, but they are not clear and there is no consequence for violating them. There are no
national standards that guide America’s responsibility to her children. That explains why
educators find their profession and public education torn apart and millions of children
deprived of their shot at the American Dream. Lack of leadership of, by, and for educators,
which is focused on the needs of children, allows nation-destroyers, hiding behind corporate
veils, to access our tax dollars for their profits, never for kids.
I have heard teachers comment that it took five or more years of teaching before they began to
see the overall picture of how their district’s educational programs, in all disciplines, serve
children. After ten or twenty years, those few who see beyond their classroom and their school
– who master an overview of our American educational system – emerge as leaders. Too often
the administrators they work for/with lack that level of understanding and continue top-down,
coercive management which defeats leaders who can effect change and protect children from
experimentation. Some leaders move to universities where they try to teach future educators
about how children are best served. A few become educational historians and writers who
communicate with educators, hoping WE will protect children.
Think of the wonderful gifts of insight DIANE RAVITCH shares with us in her books and in her
blogs. If you don’t follow Diane, you are part of the problem! There are leaders. There are too
few followers. Children and Americans are being damaged. Our lack of professional
responsibility explains the educational chaos we are experiencing.
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Educational leaders emerge, but their insights and wisdom do not shape educational policy. No
one draws a line that politicians, corporations, religious zealots, and cult-nuts may not cross. A
line the nation-destroyers may not cross. A line that sets a minimal standard that protect
children and PRESERVES EVERY CHILD’S RIGHT TO A COMPREHENSIVE, INTERDISCIPLINARY,
CURRICULUM-BASED, FACT-BASED EDUCATION. If every educator, every parent, protected that
right, we would not have the wolves at educations door.
To better understand where we are, how we got this way, and where we need to go, also read:
Vital Lies: The Irrelevance Of Our Schools In The Information Age. It is written as a format for
national dialogue. www.MillennialBooks.com (download only). One of the top 5 best books for
parents and educators.

Wisconsin – A Lesson We Must Keep From Happening Everywhere
Dr. Edward F. Berger June 13, 2012
I blogged about One Nation and that caught the attention of people who feared that what I
wrote was true. They had never seen it put so clearly. The destruction of our basic educational
system, mostly in elementary education, will end a cohesive nation and, many think, the
American Dream. It is already happening in many states. America, as we know her, cannot be
based on dozens of different cultural, religious and language differences. If every child does not
receive the same curriculum and essential skills, if they are used by cults and nuts to further
their religious and ideological interests, then America blows apart. I wrote about this in Vital
Lies: The Irrelevance of our Schools in the Information Age. Readers all over the planet are
using Vital Lies as a format for dialogue about what our education is, how it got this way, and
what needs to be done to evolve public education so it works for 21 st Century kids and
educators.
The power of those who want to destroy a cohesive America was demonstrated in Wisconsin
when the forces of Koch and creatures like them were able to skew and divide a complete state
and severely damage its economic and educational systems. These same destructive forces are
in place in AZ, FL, and at least 10 other states. Understanding what was done to Wisconsin led
to an understanding of the way Koch-forces are working. One of their major ways to destruct
public education and gain control of our education tax dollars is via the school choice
movements. Guys like Jeb Bush, Klein, Rhee, Rupert Murdoch, many state governors,
legislators, and even Billy Gates are part of, or are being used by, those who are set on
destroying America’s middle class and public, comprehensive, interdisciplinary, fact-based
education. Many political leaders put in place during the Bush administration, or by the Tea
Party, are knowingly part of this destruction and take-over. Some are just dupes.
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The result of what is happening is the seeming (pretend) support of Charter Schools, vouchers,
On-Line schools, and Virtual Schools. Many dedicated and well-meaning educators are tricked
into believing that they are creating better educational programs – and many are. But, the
awful truth is that they will be decapitated and taken over by corporate forces run by the
minions of the ALEC-Koch Bros and other profit-driven, greed driven, fanatics who want to
destroy the America we believe in. They have already succeeded in weakening it. They are
taking control of our economic systems. By destroying labor rights, and quality education they
can exploit Americans and become dictators.
The lesson from Wisconsin requires educators to change direction. Many good people who
believe they can help kids by putting their energy and ideas into practice have turned to the
school choice movement as a solution to educational problems. They do not know that they are
being set-up to serve corporate masters; that these movements are being used by corporations
to access public tax dollars and destroy or bypass our public schools that have elected boards
and legitimate financing. Right now, there are no movements to protect educational leaders
from the monsters hiding behind corporate veils.
What will work, is that we make certain that no experiment or new educational program skips
over the Americanization and socialization of children in a fact-based (not fact-adverse)
universal system. That system must be based on the essential skills in at least 10 disciplines and
a solid curriculum. If those things are lacking in any educational program, the program must be
closed down. We cannot let experiments, regardless of how well intentioned, be the lubrication
for the wedge of destruction of One America. If those essentials are in place in every program,
the control of these billionaires and fanatics will fail.

District Or Charter School – Let’s Compare
Dr. Edward F. Berger June 2, 2012
ALMOST ALL DISTRICT SCHOOLS K-12 – Campus with playing fields, parking, student R&R areas.
Bus loading and unloading areas. Library, resource rooms, nurse’s office, counselors offices,
classrooms, teachers offices, student and staff rest rooms. Science labs, language labs, physical
education gym(s) and PE facilities and playing fields. Teachers meeting/planning areas, central
office administration, teacher supervision, and record keeping. Food services. Theater and
performing arts center. Specialized instruction areas – math, arts, music, languages,
computer/technology labs, PE. Custodial staff. School(s) funded by educational tax dollars for
operation. Capital funds from taxes and bond issues. Stringent teacher certification and
competency requirements. Funds budgeted for ongoing curriculum improvement and faculty
development. Community elected school board. Level of criminal activity: Very low.
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Level of student dissatisfaction: Medium.
“Gee Mom, why do I have to take all those dumb subjects and work so hard?”
Rigor: 70% average across all disciplines.
THE AVERAGE CHARTER SCHOOL – selective grades. Rented building (often rented from the
operators of the charter who will end up owning it). Rent, equipment, instructional materials,
utilities maintenance comes out of dollars for student instruction. No capital funds. Building(s)
not designed for instruction or students. Minimal health and sanitation facilities, no or
inadequate science labs, inadequate classroom space. No or minimal library, no or minimal
computer sciences labs. Inadequate staff, support staff, and administration. Partial or limited
curriculum in selective subjects. Curriculum may not follow standards for fact-based essential
skills. For example, fact-adverse science and civics, no PE, art, choir, performing arts, marching
band, athletics, resource centers, counselors, heath personnel. Financed by tax dollars paid for
each student. Those dollars must also be used to rent, buy, hire, equip, administer, and provide
profit/compensation for charter operators. No or limited curriculum development and staff
development. Curriculum may be purchased from biased, religious, ideological or other
unproven sources. No teacher training for non-certified or under qualified teaching staff. No
transportation. Very limited accountability. Students leave with partial educations. Governing
boards are often the same people who own/run the charter, serve themselves and sometimes
kids. Level of criminal activity: High.
Level of student dissatisfaction: Low.
“Gee Mom, I like my school. It’s easy and they don’t make me take all those subjects I don’t
want.”
Rigor: 30% in limited disciplines.

The Death of “One Nation”
Dr. Edward F. Berger May 21, 2012
IT IS NOT AN ACCIDENT that America is One Nation with a common language, shared American
culture and values, and an educational system that made certain children in every state
received a comprehensive, interdisciplinary, fact-based education based on specific curriculum
for every discipline.
IT IS NOT AN ACCIDENT that all students were, until recently, educated in a similar way. It didn’t
just happen that students were exposed to reading, arithmetic (math), writing, social studies,
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the sciences, civics and government, PE, health, and the arts. These foundation programs were
put in place across America and formed our educational system. As a result, educators played
THE major role in creating a functioning United States of America. That concept of the purpose
for public education is now under attack as the public educational system is being dismantled.
UNTIL JUST RECENTLY, our public schools provided the foundation learning necessary for
people to engage and participate in our economic and cultural systems. Although there were
problems, the ideal was that no child could be denied a comprehensive, interdisciplinary, factbased education. No cultural or language group could go their own way and not participate.
States had Constitutional responsibilities to run the schools, and they all agreed that One
Nation could not be built with myriads of different cultures. In many areas of the country
people who believed that their particular language, culture, or religion should dominate, were
overruled. Their children went to public schools where the American culture was dominant.
Some extremist minority groups and religions have never accepted that their ideology is not
right for everyone else. They are taking control of states, and they are doing unbelievable
damage to kids and to America.
GET AN OVERVIEW OF AMERICAN EDUCATION TODAY. Across this great nation: Chaos and
conflict, experiments and greed-driven takeovers, elimination of essential curriculum, and
minority religious groups accessing public tax dollars to inculcate their particular bias. Rape-ripand-run opportunists are not held responsible for what they do to children. Ugly is too mild a
word to describe what is being done to America and several generations of our children.
ON OBAMA’S WATCH, hundreds of thousands of children are being deprived of their access to
the American Dream. The USDOE sides with profiteers and ideologues even though there is no
evidence that these experiments work or that all this disruption and stupidity helps children or
keeps American One Nation. The important concept that public education must be based on
comprehensive, interdisciplinary, fact-based, curriculum had been deleted as a requirement.
The fact that an essentially effective American education system can evolve and meet the
needs of America’s future, has been ignored, lied about, and taken off the table.
OBAMA DID NOT START THIS INSANITY. Right-wing and Bush-era nuts got power and began the
destruction of our public education system, and ultimately our country if this nonsense is not
stopped. The tragedy is that Obama is still carrying out the unproven and very evil stupidity of
the past administration.
History will record how Obama restored the system that unites Americans or, tragically, the
record of these times will focus on the terrible damage done to hundreds of thousands of
America’s kids, and educators, and to the American Dream.
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America Cannot Survive Without Educational Leaders Who Know Our
Past, Present and Future Directions And Get Us On The Same Page.
Dr. Edward F. Berger May 16, 2012
Parents, Educators – all of us who believe in the future of America and a strong public
educational system that unites the nation- have not organized around leaders who have the
information and knowledge generated by experience that is necessary to counter the
destruction of our schools. Teachers are too isolated, some say too independent, to unite
around leaders and work for children and the greater good. If that is true the American Dream
is doomed.
Perhaps the most effective educational leader of our time is Diane Ravitch (dianeravitch.net).
Her book that is a must read *: The Death and Life of the Great American School System: How
Testing and Choice Are Undermining Education, will help join educators through common
understanding. In addition, Diane blogs about current issues that we must be aware of. Agree
or disagree with experienced leaders, but be aware of the forces tearing our schools apart at
this time
As with all effective leaders, Ravitch’s base is experience and decades of work in education. We
know a lot about her and her thinking because she has written and spoken and shared her
insights. There are many who present themselves as experienced educators who do not have
the depth of experience to make good decisions, have not identified the root problems, and
who have kooky solutions. Think of self-appointed, failed “leaders” like Rhee, Klein, Bush, Koch,
Bloomberg, Emanuel, Duncan, Alverez & Marsal, Gates, and dozens of other ideologues who do
not base their “reforms” on experience or facts. These terribly wrong and ego-directed, or
greed directed nuts exist because educators and parents have not chosen their leadership and
positions.
Those whom we follow – those who can help us focus and unite behind what is needed for
children and our nation – are ready to lead us out of this morass. They will if we follow their
leadership and let our leaders (Obama) know the direction America needs to go.
*Diane’s latest and greatest book is: Reign Of Error. Knopf. 2013.
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Hijacking Education: For Profit, Not For Kids
Dr. Edward F. Berger May 12, 2012
The foundation principles that define America are eroding from within. We all know about the
failure of too many Americans to understand their history and the workings of the democratic
process. Too many children and adults who have come through our educational system do not
understand the role of a responsible citizen. They were not taught how local, state and national
governments work. Only a frighteningly small fraction of the populace participates in local,
state, and federal elections and the democratic process. As a result, any well-organized
minority that turns out voters, by whatever means, has the opportunity to control elections and
hijack education.
The ideologues, and the corporations who want access to our education tax dollars – who want
us to pay our taxes directly to them, own many of our state legislators. (Google ALEC)
Ideologues want access to the minds of children. Corporations what access to our tax dollars,
for profit, not for kids.

Re-Think Your Role: Are You Shoveling Coal Into The Boiler Of a Sinking
Ship?
Dr. Edward F. Berger May 2, 2012
Our responsibility to provide the education kids need has changed. What worked in the last
century may be folly now. With the new tools at our disposal the acquisition of knowledge
accelerates in ways we are only beginning to understand. For example: The idea of breaking
subjects up into 176 – 42 minute doses is artificial and has no foundation in the principles of
effective learning.
Completely new approaches to subject-and-seat-time are being explored. Real learning takes
place in intensive, involvement-based, interactive surges. Time-on-tasks accelerates and whole
courses we once thought of as a semester or year-long are mastered in days or weeks. In the
24/7/365 virtual world available to all educators now, secondary school learners may take one
or any number of courses at a time, according to their readiness and the resources the
teacher(s) can put together with them. Good to know, before the ship sinks.
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Stay With The Factory System Schools Of The 20th C. And Be Out Of A Job.
It may be that nothing has changed in the way you teach, but schools, teachers, and
methodologies designed and operated on past assumptions will not survive. Doing the same
things that seem correct because they are familiar and you have mastered them, will put you
out on the street. Teachers doing what worked in the past will change or be by-passed. In the
public schools that are evolving and necessary for the Information Age and the Interactive Age;
America’s future, only educators who understand the requirements of our times will survive.
We can no longer accept teachers who “teach” using the old model of top-down, coercive
instruction. The old, “Sit there. Listen to me! Keep your book open and your mouth shut,”
model worked for training factory workers and teaching workers to obey authority. Now,
educators must evolve teaching into interactive, multimodal experiences utilizing virtual space
resources where learning requires the student’s full attention as they fight pirates, explore the
Philippines, solve math problems that that let them enter a world of applications, walk on the
surface of each planet in our solar system, follows the magic and mystery of an educational
game designed to teach the basics of physics, urban design, power grids and city planning,
move through the human body to understand how it works, and walk inside a leaf as a botanist.
In none of these intensive learning experiences is the teacher the sole source of information, or
the policeman in charge of student adaptation to school. The role of the teacher must change
and it will never be the same again. If you fail to understand what is happening and necessary,
you will be of no value to students.
Excerpts taken from: Vital Lies: The Irrelevance Of Our Schools In The Information Age. Written
as a format for national discussion.
Teachers Will Focus On Expanded Time And The Tools Necessary To Know Each Child
Learning about and mentoring each student is impossible in our outmoded Factory Age schools.
That must change. Today, teachers have the option to use flexible time and virtual space
resources – if they can break out of the top-down, coercive models created to train and
conform factory fodder.
What must be created are schools and educational experiences where the teacher is able to
diagnose, prescribe, and custom-tailor education for each individual. Given the flexible use of
time (24/7/365) and teaching resources utilizing virtual space which are available today, every
teacher will ensure that each child is at a level of instruction and understanding required for
mastery of identified skills.
Each child’s needs and maturity will determine where that student is in mastery, not their grade
in school or class expectations. Teachers will no longer enforce conveyor belt education. Human
beings will have the time to progress at the rate most suited to their development and mastery.
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Mastery is based on the student’s ability to turn a concept in their head and apply it to other
situations, not Pearson tests and other nonsense evaluation.
Excerpts taken from: Vital Lies: The Irrelevance Of Our Schools In The Information Age. Written
as a format for national discussion.

Good Schools Do Not Burn Children’s Bridges Ahead Of Them
Dr. Edward F. Berger April 29, 2012
The “school choice” cry, which has become the basis for those who proffer charter schools,
virtual schools, and vouchers as an answer to fixing education, has a devastating effect on those
who are working to improve public education. The idea that parents have studied and know the
complexities of training and education, and that they can seek programs for their children that
equal the perceived excellence of private schools, makes no sense. The educational changes
necessary to break free of antiquated systems will never come from competition driven by false
information or magical solutions. Changes will not result from techniques that are used to
produce and sell products. These “fixes” reflect a break in the wall of understanding that allow
ideological experimenters and corporate profiteers to access education tax dollars and hurt
children. The School Choice movement is severely damaging America.
I recently learned about a passionate, caring, adamant, and ill-informed parent who raved
about the wonderful charter school her son was attending. When I checked into the school’s
curriculum, I found that her son would graduate without essential foundations in almost every
discipline. He loved the school and was having fun. His mom noted that, and thought the school
was great.
In his old school, having to study, do rigorous academic work, and having to sit down,
concentrate, and learn, made the school less fun. He complained and manipulated his way out.
She caved, he lost. In the end, because she did not know what a quality school does for
children, her son’s chances of catching-up barely exist. His future is limited. She listened to the
wrong people and burned his bridges ahead of him.
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Message To Obama And The USDOE From Educators And Parents
Dr. Edward F. Berger April 24, 2012
We must bypass the hijacked systems which control education and ensure that, with Federal
guidelines, states guarantee every student an interdisciplinary comprehensive, fact-based
education as the foundation for schooling in the Information and Interactive Age. To build and
maintain our nation we must have cohesive principles such as common standards and purpose,
not the anarchy of divergent interests taking over our schools to manipulate the minds of
children and make money by accessing education tax dollars.

A Broken Educational System Is National Suicide
Dr. Edward F. Berger April 23, 2012
Like it or not, we have entered a new age through technological portals so complex they are
beyond our individual ability to comprehend. It is not “maybe someday,” or “sometime in the
future,” that we must plan for, it is NOW as we enter the second decade of the Information Age
and begin to comprehend the Interactive Age. We are already beyond the point of no return.
The good old days won’t serve us. We must deal with change through facts and identify the lies
we tell ourselves that block our evolution. If we don’t succeed, America will decay from within.
A broken educational system is national suicide.

Understanding Corporations vs. The Rest Of Us
Dr. Edward F. Berger April 17, 2012
Part I: Defining the forces
There are now many millions of citizens in the US who focus on others, are empathetic, give
time, energy and love to others, and represent the most sacred ideals of beings. These highly
evolved humans populate our medical fields, our schools, and service organizations. They are
now one of the largest “minorities” in American. For the first time in the history of humankind,
we have a society where preserving the dignity of others preserves our own. Where individuals
wake each day thinking of others and planning their nurturing – teaching – nursing – service
activities. Where their lives are enriched by love of other people, living things, and concerns for
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the planet and the future. It is difficult to find a teacher or a nurse who is not a highly evolved,
empathetic, mostly selfless human being.
Contrast the amazing social and cultural changes that are taking place, with the exact opposite.
The Corporation Culture and the leaders it creates and rewards. Many corporations have
evolved beyond what they produce or how they manage assets. Their sole purpose it to
generate funds for the CEO’s personal remuneration and the stockholders. These corporations
seek out and place individuals as managers who will generate profits without concern for the
other human beings, the country, or laws – if they can go around them. They could care less
about preserving pension funds, employee’s rights, company potential, or anything that gets in
the way of their feeding. They seldom create, they kill initiative and erode the health of our
country.
Some describe these corporate creatures as Extreme Type A personalities. Most are amoral
narcissists who will do anything they can get away with to increase their self-image and power.
We know these types from history. They destroy all opposition, They create wars and other
horrors regardless of the human cost. They have no guilt, no concept of others rights.
Everything in their view is fair game if they can exploit it and profit from it. These are the
monsters who almost destroyed the American Dream for the rest of us as they manipulated
banking, mortgages, investment, and government. These creatures, hiding under corporate
veils, are not held accountable for the suffering and ruin they cause. They take their obscene
profits and turn their attention to other fields ripe for harvesting. Noting that the public pays
billions in taxes, and that taxes are set aside for specific use by governments, they moved to
control state governments and bolster their footholds in our national government. In fields like
education, these monsters found that they could access part of the $500 billion education tax
dollars we citizens pay for our schools each year. That should explain what is happening to
public education. Let’s look…
Part II: Understanding Corporation Interests vs. The Rest Of Us
Under the banner of organizations like the Chamber of Commerce, and economic development
organizations, which read, “Working To Support Business And Free Enterprise,” corporate CEOs
are able to merge with, cajole and coerce our elected officials and the public into believing they
are a positive force. If this were true, theirs would be a bipartisan effort. Behind these
corporate managers are boards of directors that hire them and expect them to generate profits
whatever the cost. In return, these corrupt boards pay their CEOs salaries that are obscene. I
assume that the higher the salary, the more totally contemptible the CEO. The subversives
have the wealth of AT&T, major power companies, fanatics like the Koch Brothers, and in the
recent past, Coke, Pepsi, Kraft, Intuit, McDonalds, Wendy’s, Arizona Public Service … find the list
of those subverting the democratic process in your state.
The corporate raiders align themselves in seamless ways with our elected government. David
Frizzell, the current ALEC chairman is also an elected Indiana State Representative. To
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understand how deep this rot goes in the Republican Party, know that John Boehner, is a past
chair. In some states, it is almost impossible to get nominated for a legislative office without the
support and approval of the corporations. In too many states a majority of Republican
representatives are, or are owned by, corporate forces.
Public education is a major takeover target of ALEC-legislators. That is where the biggest pool
of tax dollars is most exposed, and ALEC is focused. Due to the fantasies and the stupidity of
their father, Fred Koch, who saw commies behind every oil rig in Texas, one of ALEC’s main
takeover priorities is public education. Uncounted dollars of Koch money have gone to support
the takeover of America’s public education system – the privatizing of education. The
unrelenting attacks on schools and teachers are orchestrated by corporate CEOs as elected
representatives or heads of committees. The advent of new technology and so-called ‘distance’
learning, supported by Jeb Bush (what a surprise) is being used to undermine Whole Education
and curriculum-based school programs. In exchange, corporations are given access to the tax
dollars we pay to support our schools. As these rats are the ones guarding our democratic
process and accountability, anything goes if it results in high profits for corporate raiders. If
there is opposition to these schools which are not schools at all, ALEC legislators lower the
accountability standards for the “schools” they put into place. They have that kind of gall and
power and contempt for children.
What teachers and parents need to know about these corporate takeovers is that children and
their needs, the teaching profession, teacher representation, quality interdisciplinary
comprehensive educational programs for every child, and America’s future are of no concern.
None whatsoever. The fact that you have five years of university education, a BA, MA or Ph.D
and proven competence means to them that you are too expensive and that you should be
replaced by anyone, certified or not, who will work for less.
It is hard for those who love and have empathy to imagine any humans who would sell out
children and America for ego and personal profit. It is hard for good people not to be swayed by
corporate and legislative PR that grinds out lies and misinformation. As the teaching profession
and parents wake up to what is happening to children and the profession, they can organize,
research, and expose the bought politicians and their corporate masters and clean up
representative democracy so that America will remain strong.
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Educational Change And Development Is Happening Now For 21st C.
Learners
Dr. Edward F. Berger April 15, 2012
Educators know that all students must be in interactive relationships with mentors and
instructors. Now, with access to unlimited virtual space and time for instruction, the teacher’s
role becomes connector, mentor, guide, and evaluator. The teachers necessary for the 21 st
Century set the parameters within which specific learning takes place. They set the focus of
learning and design or access the resources most applicable to what is being taught. These
challenging teachers do that with the goal of making each student a self-directed
interdisciplinary learner.
Only outmoded Factory System structures stand in the way of educational change and
development for our future.

Corporate Veils Hide Greed And The Subversion Of Our Democratic
Process
Dr. Edward F. Berger April 12, 2012
Managers of these amoral “legal entities” hide behind corporate veils which protect them from
most liability. When a corporation is driven by profit and greed, its management targets our
elected representatives using subversive outfits like ALEC (American Legislative Exchange
Council) and a system of financial coercion and rewards. They hand state legislators the
changes in the laws they desire and coerce our elected representatives to introduce legislation
that guarantees corporate profits. These corporate manipulators and masters often write the
bills that their puppet state representatives introduce. Where education is concerned, they
force the creation of outfits like the Connections Academy, a large online education corporation
and co-chair of the Education Task Force, which benefits from measures to privatize public
education and promote private on-line schools, for profit, not for kids.
Why should every educator know about ALEC? Because public education is at risk from those
who want access to our education tax dollars. What can you do? Demand that Obama and Arne
Duncan (USDOE) put a stop to this destruction of public education, for profit. Make certain they
break all ties with ALEC and corporate agents like the Koch Brothers that control our political
system. Demand that the Press in your area inform the public about ALEC, ALEC owned
legislators, and their subversion of the democratic process. Google ALEC and read the pages of
documented corporate manipulation of our elected representatives. Expose the rotten
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politicians in your state. Vote them out of office. Fight for public education and stop the
privatization of our schools, the defamation of teachers, and the creation of schools that are
not schools at all.
Chapter 9 in my new book, Vital Lies: The Irrelevance of our Schools in the Information Age,
provides a case study which exposes how these subversive organizations have manipulated
Arizona’s elected representatives and the damage they have done to education in Arizona.

Teachers Who Prostitute Themselves On The Altar Of Education
Dr. Edward F. Berger April 9, 2012
Lack of professionalism and teachers who prostitute themselves on the altar of education have
allowed soulless, amoral corporations to take over many of our public educational systems and
access public education tax dollars. Subversive groups like ALEC, and profit-driven ‘educational’
corporations, use the failures of these ‘weak link educators’ to discount the entire profession
and all American schools. They use teachers and our innocuous teachers associations, which are
weak because they are fixed on the labor vs. management idea, not professional standards, as
scapegoats to cover for their lies. In this way, they have succeeded in calling American public
education a failure in need of corporate-run, for-profit, fixes.
All educators are vulnerable. We have allowed non-educational forces to create an educational
system which removes children from interactive learning processes with the intent of
inculcating them with facts they are supposed to master so they can apply them at some later
date. We have created educational approaches based upon the idiocy that more seat time,
pressure, and harder tests are what make students learn. We have allowed industrial managers
to profess educational expertise, and apply manufacturing and top-down coercive management
techniques to the education of human beings.
If public education is to survive, it will because professionals, focused upon what is best for
kids, organize so they can take charge of the profession, and educate the public. Where states
are being taken over by subversive ideologues, teachers must identify the bought-politicians,
expose them, and defeat them at the polls. Organized, educators can stop the thieves that are
killing public education and damaging America.
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Forcing Teachers To Be Dishonest (re-posted by request)
Dr. Edward F. Berger April 6, 2012
How dare they call teachers dishonest when they fight for quality education!
Teacher all over the country are being forced to teach to limited, invalid tests meant to
measure student, teacher and school proficiency. If these educators truly understand their
responsibilities to each learner, they know that tests used to place, punish and placate are
worthless.
Every teacher is forced to change instruction so students are not stigmatized by low test scores.
Every teacher is forced to be dishonest when they teach for the test. Teachers are being
professional when they place the interests of students first and protect their students, their
jobs, and their schools from politically motivated, useless and destructive mandates.
Standardized tests allow politicians and administrators to justify actions and feel more in
control through manipulated statistics. If you are a governor or legislator selling out our
public schools to corporations, for profit, not for kids, these tests have the sole purpose of
discrediting teachers and public education.

The Damage Tests Do
Dr. Edward F. Berger March 27, 2012
Hi, I’m writing this from Mexico as I continue my search for quality education. I’ll be back in
Arizona, and then in Dubai, Zambia, London, Prague, Berlin, and Scotland by the end of August.
When you really want to teach something, you want the students to focus, concentrate, think
about the stimulus question, and demonstrate that they have mastered the correct
information. Variations of that process are called great teaching.
So you give a Multiple-Choice test. The students are focused, concentrating, thinking about the
information you identified for them. They are ready to select a response that will show their
mastery.
There is one correct response on most multiple-choice tests and three incorrect responses.
Every time, due to the concentration and focus tests generate, the student selects an incorrect
response, you have taught incorrect information and it is linked in the student’s mind. I have
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attempted to reteach and break these linkages. It is very difficult. These types of tests are
actually teaching devices that do a great deal of damage.
To create a test that is a positive and helpful teaching and measuring device, you must design it
so that every choice is correct – it teaches and reinforces correct information – and requires the
student to pick the one best response and explain, in writing or orally, why. Whatever the
response, you have taught correct information, and you know if the student has mastered what
was required.

Core Curriculum Is…???
Dr. Edward F. Berger March 23, 2012
Ideally, Core Curriculum identifies the essential information and skills students need at all K-12
grade levels, in each of at least ten (10) disciplines. “We need standards to ensure that all
students, no matter where they live, are prepared for success in postsecondary education and
the workforce. Common standards will help ensure that students are receiving a high quality
education consistently, from school to school and state to state. Common standards will
provide a greater opportunity to share experiences and best practices within and across states
that will improve our ability to best serve the needs of students.” This is a direct quote from the
Common Core State Standards web page. Most educators agree.
In reality, since the Bush-era NCLB mandate, the Common Core State Standards Initiative led by
the National Governors Association Center for Best Practices, Council of Chief State School
Officers, will not be developing standards in other subjects and are now focusing on only
implementing the standards in ELA and mathematics. As a result, Core Standards in two areas
are being used to determine the effectiveness of teachers and schools. District schools
introducing and teaching essential skills and mastery in every major discipline (subject area) are
compared with partial schools of choice that do not provide a whole education. This is part of
the overall plan to access education tax dollars going to district public schools by discrediting
teachers and educational leaders using incomplete information and false statistics. It is a
minority-driven plan to access education tax dollars for profit, not for kids. It goes hand-in-hand
with attempts to inculcate our children with fact-adverse, religious, cult, and ideological beliefs
by using the “State’s Rights” issue to take over our schools.
More than forty years ago, educators in almost every state focused on 10 or more disciplines
and identified the essential skills and mastery criteria necessary in each subject area. These
essential skills, The True Core Curriculum, guide most good schools. They are curriculum-based,
fact-based, interdisciplinary, comprehensive education programs. If we are to evaluate teachers
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and schools, then partial schools should not be allowed to trump whole schools by the use
skewed statistics and limited criteria.

If This Is True, Then Why Are We Going The Other Way?
Dr. Edward F. Berger March 22, 2012
The majority of Americans believe in a country where students can go to any public school in
Alaska, Arizona, Florida, New York, Texas, Idaho, or… and receive a good interdisciplinary
comprehensive education based on facts, content, and sound educational practices. Americans
do not believe in education which is cult or religious-based indoctrination. Nor do Americans
want schools driven by corporate mentalities trying to capture educational dollars for corporate
profit.
In Almost every state powerful corporate groups like ALEC have taken control of legislators and
departments of education. They are gutting curriculum-based, fact-based education and giving
control of education to cults, religious groups, and corporations. They are creating profit-driven
programs they call schools, which are not schools at all. (For example, Virtual Schools). These
creations are not for kids, they are for profits. They proffer ideologies that undermine the
American Dream for thousands of students. Nor is there accountability. NCLB, testing, and
other Bush-era nonsense, is part of their plan to discredit public schools and hand them over to
religious extremists and corporations that have their eyes fixed on the $500 Billion we
taxpayers pay each year to support education. These forces do not work to evolve schools that
are not working well, they work to kill them and replace them with a chaos of unproven and
partial plans. For these groups, discrediting teachers is the first step to taking over. They are
succeeding.

Virtual Space: A Resource For Teachers, Not Corporate Takeovers
Dr. Edward F. Berger March 19, 2012
The use of virtual space as a resource to enhance learning is structured quite differently than
the plethora of online education programs (digital or virtual schools) currently in place. In an
increasing number of states, online education is used to by-pass interdisciplinary,
comprehensive, curriculum-based, fact-based education and the Americanization of our
children. In many cases, these online schools are a vehicle for corporations to access public
education tax dollars for profit, not for students. Think of virtual space as another resource in a
teacher’s war chest for effective teaching.
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Obama Can Stop This Travesty
Dr. Edward F. Berger March 17, 2012
In response to http://therealworld-teachermant.blogspot.com/
http://www.todneyharris.com/
It is becoming obvious to me that the extreme right has mounted a campaign in most if not all
states to take over education by discrediting teachers, schools and the American education
system. Groups like ALEC, run by corporate powers who want access to our education tax
dollars, and some religious groups, together with Santorum-type mentalities, are already
established inside, and in control of, many state legislatures. They form a major lobby writing
legislation and forcing their greed-driven views on most states. The IRS has cowered under their
political and corporate power and refused to hold them to the laws governing non-profit
corporations. I support Obama, but he can stop this takeover and subversion of the democratic
process. He can, but he has supported these Bush-era movements.
What concerns me most is that there are few educators who are informing the public about this
takeover of our elected officials and, I’m sorry to say, the “Republicans” who control states.
That said, the desire to capture education tax dollars and run our schools has been around for a
long time. It was held in check by intelligent and public-serving politicians from both political
parties.
Opposition to these greed-driven movements should come from the democrats, independents
and republicans who represent the best interests of America, the children, teachers, and public
education. In my state, Arizona, only one democrat is controlled by ALEC. The rest cower and go
along with ALEC’s corporate written legislation and lobbying. Major corporations like Coca-Cola,
Kraft, public utilities – the list is public through Common Cause, etc. – also bully the IRS into
ignoring violations. That suggests lack of leadership from the top.
Educators are used to closing the door and entering a comfortable world under their control.
Many do not understand the need for their involvement in fighting for kids and fellows. Many
will lose their jobs. (Look Away While Teachers Are Crucified, edwardfberger.com blog.)
There are educators who speak out. Diane Ravitch is a hero. We need to identify others, like
you, and get teachers and community leaders aware of what is happening. In many states,
Arizona, Florida, Louisiana, Connecticut, Kansas, New York, as examples, educators will act
when they know the gravity of this travesty.
Of great concern to me are the actions of the USDOE. Obama appointees are carrying-out the
wrongs done by the GW Bush agenda. Arne Duncan and others refer to teachers as “labor”.
They see education through the filters of Industrial Age concepts – Labor-Management
language, conferences about labor-management, and the subtle degradation of the teaching
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profession. Without diagnosing the problems, the USDOE is forcing privatization of education
on the American people, even though significant evidence exists of how partial schools destroy
interdisciplinary comprehensive, fact-based education utilizing essential curriculum. Obama can
stop this, but he has not.

Brilliant Solutions! Shouldn’t We Diagnose The Problems First?
Dr. Edward F. Berger March 16, 2012
In what some like to call the “real world,” when a product fails those responsible want to know
why. They start by diagnosing the problems and addressing solutions based on that
information. That approach is proven and effective. As incomprehensible as it seems, in
education, fact-adverse, ideological politicians and those wanting access to our education tax
dollars, have come up with brilliant solutions to problems they know nothing about. For
example: We have all heard their rant that schools are mismanaged because a large percentage
of their budget goes to teacher salaries. Duh! Should it be going to medical care? These brilliant
uninformed then conclude that anyone can teach, therefore we should replace experienced
teachers with beginning teachers or Teach For America kids because they cost less. Too often,
we hear them say that schools are effective without trained and certified professionals, and
outdated things like a uniform curriculum and teaching the essential skills. “Anyone can teach,”
is the cry of School Choice advocates and Corporations who want access to the $500 Billion
taxpayers pay yearly for public schools. Outfits like the Gates Foundation are pouring millions of
dollars into charter school creation, not based on a diagnosis of the problems, but on
ideological assumptions that are dead wrong. The Obama administration (USDOE) is
undermining effective schools by supporting solutions that are not based on correct diagnosis
of the problems. This nonsense ends when educators expose the stupidity and educate their
communities.
We are working to start a national dialogue about education in the Information and Interactive
Age. We want you to be part of it. Join us on Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn.
www.DianeRavitch.net

Look Away While Teachers Are Crucified
Dr. Edward F. Berger March 11, 2012
Lists of failed teachers are being published or circulated, resulting in their humiliation and the
loss of employment. Questions that must be addressed: Did the teacher complete a four-year
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university program and receive certification as a teacher? Has the teacher completed graduate
work and/or professional development courses? Did the teacher go through an interview and
screening process before being hired? As a beginning teacher, was the individual evaluated
each year before tenure? Did the teacher go through an extensive evaluation process before
achieving tenure? Did the administration evaluate the teacher’s work at least three times each
year? If the evaluations were done, and problems identified, was the teacher given a list of
deficiencies and helped to correct them? Did the teacher fail to correct identified deficiencies
after three attempts by the administrator to correct problems? Was it determined by this Due
Process that because of the failure to correct identified deficiencies the teacher, tenured or
not, would not be retained?
OR, did the students assigned to the teacher fail to pass tests in reading and math? Were the
family and community problems which damaged the students evaluated, and were the testing
results adjusted to fit realistic expectations? Was the teacher working with children who came
into class damaged by outside forces? Could the teacher demonstrate formative growth within
a majority of students that showed they were catching-up and had a chance to enhance their
skills in all disciplines?
Obviously, there are other motives for discrediting teachers. Could the move to gain access to
our education tax dollars be the primary cause of this evil? Are the people doing this the same
ones who wish to discredit schools and educators and take over education, for profit, not for
kids? YES! So, who is next?

The Community-Down Syndrome
Dr. Edward F. Berger March 10, 2012
I coined the phrase, “Community-Down Syndrome,” as I attempted to understand why teachers
assigned to our broken and dysfunctional communities are being targeted, humiliated, and
driven out of the profession at a greater rate than teachers assigned to more affluent schools in
healthy communities. Teachers who agree to work with some of our most damaged children, in
broken communities that are dangerous, non-supportive, and rotting, work with damaged
children to bring them to a place where they can achieve. Many are the best teachers in
America. As Rita in Tennessee notes, “Before the teacher gets thrown away a report is
published of the inadequate test scores from the teacher’s inadequate, indifferent students,
just so parents and the community at large can see how poor the teacher is…”
Most sickening, is the silence of a profession which allows this type of evil to continue.
Educators who do not speak out. Educators who are cowed by lies and misinformation
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generated by those who wish access to our education tax dollars for political or corporate
profit.

More About The Misapplication Of Discounted Assumptions
Dr. Edward F. Berger March 9, 2012
We must bypass the hijacked systems which are taking control of education and ensure that,
with federal guidelines, states guarantee every student an interdisciplinary comprehensive,
fact-based education as the foundation for schooling in the Information and Interactive Age. To
build and maintain our nation we must have cohesive principles such as common curriculum,
standards, and purpose, not the anarchy of divergent interests taking over our schools to
manipulate the minds of children and make money by accessing educational tax dollars.
The US State Department of Education is not directed to do this. The Obama administration,
like the Bush administration before it, is supporting ideologies that are fact-adverse and hurting
children, teachers, and schools. Educators must counter this incorrect ideology, and improve
public education.

The Information Age And The Interactive Age Are Here Now
Dr. Edward F. Berger March 8, 2012
Whatever our deepest fears conclude, the fact that the Information and Interactive Ages are
here now, and that we must adapt to a new reality, is not debatable. Significant parts of our
educational system no longer work. We must modify our delivery systems or enter a dark age.
Educators must lead this evolution of educational change and development. Because educators
have not lead, politicians and corporations are moving to gain access to our education tax
dollars. As a result, these profit-driven forces are discrediting teachers, taking over schools, and
experimenting using children’s futures to lubricate their “solutions.”
We have been working to start a national dialogue about education in the Information and
Interactive Age. We want you to be part of it. Don’t miss a day of blogs at
www.dianeravitch.net
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Do We Have Self-Directed Educators Who Can Deal With Self-Directed
Learners?
Dr. Edward F. Berger March 7, 2012
Get ready. The management of educational institutions changes from one of conforming
students and teachers so the learners are safe and the administration has fewer problems, to
management plans that focus on supporting self-directed teachers and creating self-directed
learners. Education must evolve to meet the needs of 21st Century learners and America’s
future.

Education Makes the American Dream Possible
Dr. Edward F. Berger March 6, 2012
The majority of Americans believe in a country where students can go to any public school in
Alaska, Arizona, Florida, New York, Texas, Idaho, or… and receive a good interdisciplinary
comprehensive education based on facts, content, and sound educational practices. Americans
do not believe in education which is cult or religious-based indoctrination. Nor do Americans
want schools driven by profiteers trying to capture the minds of children for personal or
corporate profit.
If you believe this, comment and join in a national dialogue about the educational leadership
necessary to save the American Dream.

The Development Of Our Species
Dr. Edward F. Berger March 4, 2012
The information available on networks woven across people, places and time may be so far
ahead of our social development as a species that it collapses systems we depend on for
survival. We have widespread access to information that is not controlled by any church,
government, or political organization. Never before in the history of mankind has this been
possible. Access and use of this information requires a whole new approach to education at all
levels. Sadly, never in our history has there been such a major divergence between
generations. The gap is widening, not shrinking. It is dividing America.
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Education is the key to our survival. We must evolve our schools for the Information Age and
the Interactive Age.
Tragically, the major move in America at this time is to destroy interdisciplinary comprehensive
curriculum-based, fact-based education and privatize schools so corporations can get access to
our education tax dollars.

Failure To Teach The Essential Skills …
Dr. Edward F. Berger March 3, 2012
Most ‘partial’ and so-called ‘virtual schools’ do not provide the essential foundations in at least
ten disciplines that our children must have. Ideally, no state or group can deny American
students the right to this information, but it is happening across America. When schools are
allowed to weaken or delete the teaching of essential skills, children are cheated out of their
access to the American Dream. Every program called a ‘’school’’ must be evaluated using a
Mastery Criteria Checklist which tracks each student’s knowledge of the foundation skills
(essential skills) introduced by a comprehensive, interdisciplinary, fact-based curriculum.
Nothing less than that is acceptable.

Disgusting And Wrong
Dr. Edward F. Berger March 2, 2012
The failure of educators, school boards, and teachers associations to preserve comprehensive,
interdisciplinary, fact-based education is a national disgrace. Their lack of opposition to moronic
attempts to legislate educational cures such as No Child Left Behind, school choice, charter
schools, virtual schools, vouchers, and tests in as few as two disciplines that are used to rate
entire schools and teacher performance, is disgusting and wrong. Fight for quality education
and America. Lead! Stop getting out of the way.
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Use Tests to Place, Punish, And Placate
Dr. Edward F. Berger March 1, 2012
Teachers are being forced to teach to limited, invalid tests meant to measure student, teacher,
and school proficiency. If educators truly understand their responsibility to each learner, they
know that tests used to place, punish, and placate are worthless.
Every teacher is forced to be dishonest when they teach for the test. Teachers are being
professional when they place the interests of students first and protect their students, their
jobs, and their schools from politically motivated, useless, and destructive mandates.
Professional educators support the teaching of a comprehensive curricula and evaluation via
mastery criteria in each discipline.
Educators are finally fighting back against those who wish to privatize schools by using limited
tests to discredit teachers and our public schools. NCLB is discredited, but still in place where
corporations are gaining control of our education tax dollars, regardless of the cost to children,
teachers, and America.

Give Our Education Tax Dollars To Pirates?
Dr. Edward F. Berger February 29, 2012
The 2008 near destruction of our economic system was brought on by deregulation and the
greed of banks and Wall Street. The same evil forces are now privatizing (deregulating)
America’s public education system. They are gaining access to the taxes we pay to support our
schools. They are driven by profit, not quality education for children.
We must stop the privatization of our schools by corporations and pirates who want access to
the over $500,000,000.00 we citizens pay to support education. These amoral forces have
weakened or destroyed comprehensive schools in many states. If they succeed, Americans will
lose all hope of achieving the American Dream and our country will be brought down.
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Dealing With The Mindsets Of Fact Adverse Leaders
Dr. Edward F. Berger February 26, 2012
There are leaders who do not question the misapplication of disconnected assumptions. Their
ideologies drive them, not factual information. Understanding that, one can begin to
comprehend what has been done to teachers, schools, and education in the name of
accountability. No Child Left Behind is a program the Bush administration mandated that was
not based upon information about curriculum, learning, or knowledge about what schools do. It
is a program based upon the stupid assumption that teachers, schools, and educational
programs can be accurately evaluated by reading and math scores. In fact, the tests allow
politicians and administrators to justify actions and feel more in control through manipulated
statistics. Now, teachers all over the country are being forced to teach to limited, invalid tests
meant to measure student, teacher and school proficiency. These tests, used to punish and
placate, are worthless. The real political intent of these politicians is to destroy interdisciplinary
comprehensive fact-based public schools and privatize education in order to access our
education tax dollars. Greed, not accountability, drives this disaster. Beware of every for-profit
school or educational program. Save the American education system.

New Code Words May Be Used For Dirty Tricks
Dr. Edward F. Berger February 24, 2012
I try to keep up with the NEWS. Some things are hard to understand. The other night I watched
a video clip of Sarah Palin trying to explain Rick Santorum’s relationship with the devil. (Is devil
capitalized?) She said she didn’t understand how people could get so “wee-wee’d-up” about
this. I realized she had leaked special code words, streamed across the networks, that most
likely alerted wee-wee’d-up members of the far right. I’m not paranoid enough to think that
this was a coded message to the dirty tricks guys like Rove, or even those trying to destroy the
American education system. But… What else could wee-wee’d-up mean? is this a female or
male thing? Would a urologist know if it is possible? It really pi..ed me off!
Trying to be a good citizen,
Ed
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What Parents And Educators Need To Know About Charter Schools
Dr. Edward F. Berger February 23, 2012
Any charter school that does not provide students with an interdisciplinary comprehensive factbased education in at least ten disciplines is not providing the foundation education children
must have. Most charter schools do not provide this essential education. Next generation
assessments may be summative and formative. Evaluating everything from
socialization/Americanization to the ability to apply learned information by problem solving. My
guess is that all but a few charter schools will have to be closed. The current failure rate is way
too high.
We are barraged with negative attacks and now the public believes all schools are failing and
that teachers are the problem, corrupted by unions. Totally false, but this information is
working for those who cry “School Choice” and NCLB stupidity. If you watched the republican
debate last night, you heard about plans to destroy teachers and the profession.
Dr. Dr. Edward F. Berger, educator/author.

Who Is Dr. Ed Berger? A brief autobiography.
In 1961, I was graduated from Colorado State College Of Education, touted to be one of the
three best teachers colleges in America. I earned a degree in History and minors in Elementary
Education and Social Studies. I was certified to teach K–12.
For the next sixteen years, I taught and came to understand the complexities of education. In
1967-68, I created an experiential program designed to supplement public education. In 196970, I travelled for one year studying schools and educational approaches in 22 countries in Asia
and Europe.
In 1974, I purchased 80 wild acres of land near Cortez, Colorado on Crow Canyon and began to
build a year-round campus. In 1975 I completed a doctorate with a project in lieu of a
dissertation. That project was to build a campus and create the curriculum and staffing for an
experiential education and archaeological research center. In 1976, I left the Cherry Creek
school district and put all of my energy into researching and demonstrating experiential,
accelerated, and motivational courses of study that were hands-on.
My wife and I created what was then a major center for experiential and accelerated learning.
We earned a nation-wide reputation. The campus we built on land not far from Mesa Verde
National Park utilized the great wealth of archaeological data and archaeologists in that region.
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As a result, Crow Canyon Archaeological Center exists today and is a major force in experiential
education.
Once Crow Canyon was functioning as we had dreamed, Jo and I went on to other challenges.
We left Crow Canyon in 1986. We did economic development projects with Native American
Tribes, and educational consulting around the country. I worked with educators who tapped
into our experiences and adapted what we had learned to their own programs.
I became a published author and my first book, Crow Canyon: Pioneering Education And
Archaeology On The Southwest Colorado Frontier, has now been perused by well over 10,000
readers. (I have 11 books in print. They are available free: www.MillennialBooks.com )
Jo and I were involved as part of a community effort in planning and opening one of the first
charter schools in Arizona.
I taught graduate students as an adjunct professor at three Colorado colleges and two
universities, and through Northern Arizona University’s (NAU) educational leadership program.
I believe in Community Colleges, and as president of Friends Of Yavapai College Art I was
fortunate to serve on the Yavapai Community College Foundation Board for a number of years.
In 2012, I finished a book on education for the 21st Century. Vital Lies: The Irrelevance Of Our
Schools In The Information Age, has been well received.
In 2015, the 2nd edition (edited) of Vital Lies was released. Vital Lies: Analysis And Solutions To
Critical Issues Facing The American Education System. It is available as a free download
www.MillennialBooks.com
I am now, and always will be in love with education.

Please critique these offerings and share any that help you communicate your
concerns about schools and education. Credit this source.
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